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JUAREZ RES
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BUSINESS AFTER
REVOLT; 59 MEN

IN

SIiS

r

THRONGS ATTEND

.J

People Have Enough Laid Three Victims of the Juarez
Revolution Are Buried;,
Away to Put the Country
BritOn Her Feet Again,
Caskets Draped With a
Streets of the Border Town
Reveals.
Probe
ish
j
Huge Mexican Flag.
,u Are Crowded With People; London, Oct. 1. The people El Parr, Tex.. Oct. 1 Thousands
Cafes and Saloons do a of Austria are hoarding their of
Juarez nd El Paso people this
Rushing Business,
money; it would take 10,000,000 afternoon attended the funeral of

WILlBE TRIED

--

pounds to place Austria.' on her
feet again financially, yet have
SITUATION IS QUIET,'
in Swiss banks an amount esti!
18,000,000 pounds.
6EN' MARTINEZ SAYS mated at statments
are containThese
a
in
ed
report made by the
Both
on
Officials
Federal
British Department of Overseas
condiTrade on the economio
Sides of International Line tion
In summing up
of Austria.
Are Seeking the Revolu- - the Austrian situation this report says:
"The
difficulty
psychological
tionary Leader,
is the prevalent pesslmiam which
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 1. Federal inhibits initiative on the parts
themselves, and
authorities on both sides of the of the Austrians
for makes them look solely abroad
border tonight are searchinglead-''erThe amount of
for salvation.
Captuin Feliciano Valverde,
d
foreign credits generally estimatthe revolt of the Forty-thir- mornto place Ausregiment in Juarez Saturday Gen- ed toonbe necessary
feet again by stabilizing, which was smashed by com- tria the its
currency and founding a
ing
eral J. J. Mendez, garrison
new bank of issue is about
mander.
pounds.
Belief that he had escaped to
"It is an open secret that, deEl Paso, where it is said, he has
law to the contrary, very
the
was
spite
strengthfriends and relatives,
much larger sums in foreign curened when three horses and a colt rencies
than this are hoarded by
taken from the regimental stable
both inside and outby Captain Valverde were found Austrians,
side the country; the amount lyat 11 a. m. today In the hills
alone has been
the smelter. One of the ing in Swissatbanks
18,000,000 pounds.
trses was identified as that ridden estimated
resources
these
lie idle
"But
b the captain during the battle.
the owners have no consoldier prisoners will because
Fifty-nin- e
in the government or
be taken to Chihuahua City for fidence
of the country. Prob:Hnl bv a military court. General the future
bcth
the political and psyOf
(.
ably
Hfnlnal ItftrnmPtlrfPT
can
difficulties
be
the northern military tone, an- chological
overcome most easily by finannounced. While the general would cial assistance given
by foreignBot hazard a statement as to what ers under suitable control
und
be.
tne finding probably would usur,
The
conditions.
Austrians,
court martial of rebel forces
must show that they are
ally result In execution. to Its old ready to cooperate by taking nt
Juarez ,was restored
least the first steps to put their
Streets house
"Joie de vivre" tonight.
in
themselves. There
were crowded while cafes and sa- is some order
prospect of this bulng
loons did a rushing business. Save done at an
early date.'!
for gossip on the street, there wasa
no indication whatsoever that
portion of the garrison had revolted Saturday morning and had
batbeen defeated in a
tle about the customs house.
Number of Dead.
h number of dead was report- ucV as follows today:
BASEBALL
three ' executed
Seven rebels,
of

op-J-i- te

..
I' . -

J

how-ove-

EXCIIC

two-ho-

,

t

one
prisoners, two fiscal guards,
of
private of the secondandregiment
civil-o- n
one
mounted gendarmes
RECALLED
a T.thertv boHnltal there are
five wounded rebels, one loyal sol- aler ana tour civilians, in
fleers wounded In the battle were Fred Merkle Pulls
What Has
several
fin El Paso hospitals, while
61dlers, fiscal guards and civiAs
Since
Been
Regarded
lians slightly hurt were at their
Jhomes and had not been listed.
Bonehead
the
Biggest
4
TV aftfintlnn la nulat and I
Play in Sport History. u
TEilLJeave. for the, aonthoon,
uenerai jvianinei nam.
New York, Oct. 1. As .close as
"Troons which I brought to Juarez
ith me will remain here until iur tha American league championship
race has been this year between the
fire made."
jherAll arrangements
Tmrpi nnri Kl PnsO 13 C iscw xork Yankees and the St,
of
Louis Browns, and as equally excit
Mendez
hero
claiming General
In which Saturday's up- ing at it was last year between the
'the battle
Hundreds Yankees and the Cleveland Indians,
rising was crushed.
have besieged him with requests neither compares to that of the
and
autographs, National league in the season of
for photographs
It 1908.
members of his staff declare.
The New York Giants and the
is impossible for him to walk five
feet on the streets without being- Chicago Cuba finished in a tie,
the Cubs won, after those
which
ana
Amenstopped by Mexicans
seeking tne privilege oi sna-- r two clubs and the Pittsburgh Pi'
rates had entered the last week of
4tg his hand and complimenting
the campaign racing neck and
Mm on his gallant action.
neck.
That season was perhaps the
gt
Cnrions Civilians.
Groups of curious civilians stood most remarkable in the history of
in front of military headquarters baseball.
on Lerdo avenue throughout the
Pittsburgh was at tha top of the
heap on October 8, New York
day.
of
the
shadow
to
the
Clinging
played Philadelphia that day and
wall, a safe distance from the the Quarkers defeated Mathewson
the
"dead line" established by
Coveleskl twirled for
women
entrance,
3 to 2: Pittsburgh and the
guard at the crouched
row
a
in
followers
Cubs both won their games and the
camp
on the sidewalk, waiting for an Giants fell with a thud into third
KAi4,,mI, t v.rt nana
- - their men Dlace.
r - tn
luu.i;
4V. nl..rn nnttn
the- baskets
IVIipui
r
f9 lunmw
Chicago and Pittsburgh met In
,
of food they had prepared.
what was thought would be the
were
turned
faces
Expressionless
i
deciding game of the season. If
Chicago or Pittsburgh capr to. tne curious crowa,t,r,ryay mo
morajuuhbci
Hn- - either
tured that game it won the penVd In their best clothes as if for a nant, but if the contest ended in a
noiiaay. umer women
tie New York would win, , rovid- oovered their faces with prized ing that it vanquished Philadelphia
mantillas, in an eviaent pwn iu the seme
The Ci bs defeated
shut out glances from sightseeing the Pirates,day.
6 to 2, chiefly on Pittsnonchalwhile
others
passersby,
burgh's own misplaya.
antly puffed at cigarettes.
That placed Chicago first, PittsWalt for Information.
second and New York third.
burgh
was
loved
men
of
the
Fate
they
The Giants, however, had three
within.
officers
with
the
resting
remaining to play with BosFor this reason they waited with games
and, if they won all of them,
abated breath for bits of informa- ton
percentage would equal that
tion that trickled through the win- their
of the Cubs and the campaign
dows or main entrance.
result in a tie. New York did
Past ) rows of heavily armed would
the win andto an extra game was decided
guards that line either sideof of
settle the Issue, Chicago
upon
.headhallway lies the first patio
winning.
quarters. Here it was that priswhole
The
situation, however,
sioners were held.. An ominous
incident in a
lence hung over the group oj ap- had created by anGiants
and Cubs
fifty-nin- e
men lying game between the
proximately
which Fred
23
or sitting in the shade cast by the on SeptemberGiants' infirst
baseman,
roof, which extends over the end Merkle, the
pulled what has since been regardof the patio walls on all sides.
The majority were men of the ed as the "biggest bone" play in
Forty-thir- d
regiment, which muti- history.
In the particular game in which
nied. Prisoners released from the
had
jail and joined the rebel army were Merkle erred the ninth inning were
been reached and two Giants
pattered here and there.
base
"Armed guards blocked each en- out. McCormlck was on third
trance, while others were posted in and Merkle was on first whena cleanl,
the Giant batter, hit
the corners,
w Vji,l a MI1UA.
11,1, nui y liner over second base. jvic(jormicK
man, nun 4m
rifaijr Mnn
training, hurriedly rose to his feet scored and Brldwell touched first
vrmiertu base.
JRna Bwoa at uujuuuu m. .......
w
In the midst of the pandemonium
.u.,k ,
WVlluca,
gai i idiiu
opened a side door to look them Evers, playing second base for the
Wild eyes, set In emotlon-P- i Cubs, jumped astride that bag and
l'Wer'
eraxeri stead II v at the called for the ball to be thrown
Im
BM. faces, '
. Continued on Page Two.
for him. When Evers received the
ball Manager Frank Chance of Chicago asserted that Merkle was out
for failure to touch second base.
Willie bedlam broke loose Umpire
O'Day suspended play and left the
field to think out the problem.
"
FORECAST.
O'Day returned when most of the
Denver, Oct, 1. New Mexico: crowd had gone and declared that
Monday and probably
Tuesday, Merkle was out, thus nullifying the
Jtalr; not much change in tem- run that McCormlck would have
perature.
scored, and ruled the game there. Arizona:
Monday and - prob- fore was a tie, one to one. Then,
not
much when the season ended in a tie, the
ably Tuesday, fair;
, change
in ..temperature.
was necessary.
play-o-
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Gonzalo Chavira, 26. fiacal guard;
Alfredo Escobar. 28; fiscal guard,
and Private Jose Maria Moreno, 23,
of the Second regiment of mounted
gendarmes of Mexico City, who
died of wounds received In skirm
ishes with soldiers of the Forty
third regiment, who revolted early
Saturday morning in the neighbor
ing city.
Chavira was fatally wounded
during the battle in Juarez and
died in an El Paso hospital Satur
day night. Escobar was instantly
killed when rebel troops fired on
fiscal guards at San Lorenzo Saturday night. Moreno died this morning of wounds received during the
battle in Juarez.
Side by side, their bodies lay In
state in the main hall of the cus
toms house from early today until
4 n. m.
The caskets were draped with a
Four hu-'huge Mexican flag.
candles burned at the four corners
of the black mat on the floor.
Two uniformed fiscal guard3 and
two privates of the mounted gen
darmes stoou guard with four
pretty young women In 131ue Cross
uniforms. An honor guard of Blue
Cross members sat in a line at the
head of the caskets.
Guards Are Relieved.
As the hour for the funeral drew
near the guards were relieved by
Paulino N. Guerrero, customs col
lector; Jesus Anaya Teran, Juarez
fiscal guard commander; Horaclo
col
Zendejas, assistant customs
lector, and Enrique Delgado, suc
toms house cashier.
A continuous line of people, hun
dreds of them from El Paso, moved
in at one side of the entrance, passed about the room In a huge circle
and out on the opposite side of the
entrance.
Guards directed the
movement.
With heads bared and bowed,
ana with prayers on tlieir Hps,
Juarez citizens and friends of the
battle heroes took this opportunity
to pay their respect to the men who
died that a revolution again might
be crushed and peace Insured.
For a brief period relatives wereallowed to take a last look at the
faces of the young men before the
caskets were hoisted to tha shoulders of comrades, who c rrled them
tnrougn the streets to the ceme
tery.
The funeral, cortege was the
,!onsS in" the Vjstorr of cho
it
was oacjarea,
High civil and military officials,
Including Gen. Eugenio Martinez
and Gen. J. J. Mendez, were in line.
HCavlIy Armeil Snlillnrs.
There were heavily armed federal soldiers, uniformed fiscal
guards carrying rifles, a squad of
ponce, groups or fraternal organizations scores of uniformed Blue
Cross girls, and
whom carried the national colors
entwinea with the Blue Cross flag,
and a fife and drum corps. Several
of the many automobiles in line
bore American and Mexican flags.
Slmplo Military Service.
There was a simple
military
service at the grave. A volley
was
fired acrcss the graves aa the cas- Kets were lowered.
Fiscal guards and
men
of the Second regimenttwenty
of mounted
gendarmes
of Mexico City, In
Juarez on a special mission, played

ei,

a prominent part In the battle In
which the rebels were defeated and
pui 10 iugnt.
While the funeral at tha om
tery was In progress, a group of
men wun spaaes over their shoulders trudged down a path to the
spot where they were to dig the
common grave In which the bodies
of seven rebels and three alleged
rateros, who were executpd wro
to be burled. For them there was
nu military nonors.
Direction of this work was left
to ugenio AcoRta, superintendent
of Liberty hospital.
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WEATHER
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local report.

Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
' '
82
,
Highest, temperature
.
Lowest
63
Tg- K
i9
i ...
,
67
jean
65
Jumldity at a. m
i

-

.....

Tumidity at p.m
rPreclDltation .
M , t
jn inu velocity
direction of wind.
of
Character
day.,

EL PASO
WILL BUILD A CHURCH

GREEKS

IN

El Paso, Texas, Oct. 1. El Paso's
Greek population numbers 200 male
persons. One hundred and fifty of
them are members of the El Paso
18 Hellenlo club, and these are plann
ning the erection this fall of a
7 church edifice. At present no Greek
4 ,
East servic.es save occasionally when a
Clear priest is a visitor, are held here,

..,....,.

W
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FIGHT TO LEAD
SOCORRO C

IP.

Sanches and Followers Control City Primaries in
of
Protests of
Spite
Abeyta's Supporters.

TURKS ORDERED
HALTED III TRE

Sutherland, Former
Senator from Utah, Will

Geo.

CHANAK

Into Office
Orders Are Also Issued by
Justice.
Kemal for Suspension of
Washlneton. Oct. 1. The su
Preparation for War in
preme court of the United States
the Thrace District, .,- oHll reconvene
tomorrow for the

Constantino and
Sophie of Greece. One member,
Constantine, has twice worn the
crown and twice has been forced
to abdicate the throne. George,
his son and crown prince, has
now ascended the throne.
Before the throne was offered
George reports stated that Prince
Christopher would be rfferei'. it
ff George refuged lb accept the
responsibility.
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EUROPE. IS VIEW

KEI L

DIAMOND C

ftp
IS STILL

PLAIGAGAI

CLUBS WEAR

OFF! ACIERS

1

CABINET'S VIEW

Independent Bankers Plan Giants and Yankees Will Near Eastern Situation Is
Renew Their World's SeConsidered
Temporarily
Campaign Against Larger
National Banks Establishries Rivalry in the OpenEasier; Turks Concening Game on Wednesday.
ing Branch Houses.
trating in Ismid Zone.
New York, Oct. 1. On the eve of
New York, Oct. 1. With New
what promises to be the largest and York's two clubs wearing he dia- the 4Rth annual norni. ".v":? fev th"! second .yftir
oohvenllou ot td America ifinnk-er- s' f
fin succession the first time in
association, which opens
baseball
that one city n.ts
inrienendnnt bankers rep held suchhistory
a monopoly on pen-anresenting all sections of the country
the American and National
met in preliminary session toaay leagues today close! the
ilii'i!
and planned a campaign to put the campaigns, among the most keenthe
record
nerve
oh
and
against
racking in
gathering
ly fought
establishment of branch banks by the annals of the game. The
the larger national banking houses. Giants and Yankees
will renew
Today's preliminary session as- their world's series rivalry in the
sumed the proportion of a mass opening game Wednesday.
For the Yankees, victory came
meeting with bankers' delegations
present from Chicago, Keokuk, by tho narrowest of margins, a
Iowa; Topeka, Kans.; Covington, single game, and after a tense,
Pittsburgh, St. brilliantly played battle with the
Ky.; Cleveland,
St. Louis club throughout the sea
Louis, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
-,
Handicapped at the start
Baltimore, Portland, Ore., and oth- son.
head
.man
bank
by the absence of two slugging
In
the
and Meuscl, tho Yanestablished
Ruth
stars,
quarters has been
Biltmore hotel by tne i;nicago nn kees forged ahead by the aid of
Cook County Bankers' association. brilliant pitching and in the final
Tha hnnkera at today's meeting. analysis, it was this superiority
decided to attempt to force through on the mound, plus ability to play
the convention a resolution placing at top notch In critical moments
the organization on record as that gave the Hugmen an edge
airalnat tha hranch bank Plan, by over the hard hitting aggressive
which national banks in the larger Brown s.
Championship Clinched.
cities may maintain establishments
chamThe American
league
in other cities and towns. They also
was clinched yesterday
will seek to have the body disap- pionship
when
after
the
Yankees,
losing
prove by resolution the alleged sup- r, three
straight to Cleveland and
port of this plan by D. K.
rallied to down the Red
comptroller of the treasury. Boston,
Sox.
New York, however, lost
The branch bank plan, they conto
Washington, while the
today
not
tend, threatens absorption, if
down the
who came
destruction, of state and independ-In Browns,
stretch with a rush after apparent banks and trust companies re- ently being eliminated
in the last
smaller communities, with the
series with New York, closed with
sult that the metropolitan banks their third straight
victory over
will ultimately dominate me nim-ciThe results narrowed
Chicago.
conditions in these territories.
the percentage differences to but
Stiff Fight Expected.
six points. New York showing a
Bankers of larger cities, particu-to record
of 94 won and 60 lost
while the Browns won 93 and
larly New York, are expected
wage a stiff fight to prevent adop- lost 61.
tion of the proposed resolution.
The Giants,
conceded
practi1 Yinii nf financiers eatherlng for
y
cally a
victory in prethe convention indicates unanimous - season's calculations, finished with
satisfaction with the nations pru- the decisive
margin of seven
fpnm thfl vallev Of games over Cincinnati, who disbelief
a
and
But it
post war depression,
placed Pittsburgh today.
was no easy road to triumph.
that at least two years of good busk
ness lie ahead. The prosperous era.
Handicapped earlier In the seahm not reached the pro son by injuries that forced Heinle
portions of a "boom," it was the Groh from the line and a gap in
center field that remained until
conviction of tne winners, speaKii's
of conditions in federal reserve dis- the veteran Casey Stengel .umped
midInto the breach, the champions
tricts of the east, south and
e
also
the collapse of
dle west.
their pitching staff by hard hitthey
Almost without exception,
ting, quick thinking and spectacexpressed a belief that the United
final
States, for its own welfare, must ular defensive work In the
of
drive.
The , defection
Phil
concern itself more industriously
from
was
who
banished
of
Douglas,
Europe.
with the rejuvenation
,rr,rt mitnttinHlnff nroblems per the game after offering to quit
the team for a consideration, and
plex us," said Thomas B. McAdams,
ot Richmond, Va., president of the the failure of Nehf and Barnes
to. maintain winning form, were
th?
are
National association. "They
partially offset by. the acquisition
industrial controversy and unrest of
at home and International financial ,, Scott and ofMcQuillan.
Western Clubs.
Strength
difficulties abroad. To these probNoteworthy this season was the
lems wo will address ourselves with
strength shown in both leagues by
unmistakable vigor."
the western clubs. Outside of the
Criticises Tanrr mil.
pennant winners, all of the first
that nnt onlv do we division
.bertns ' In both circuits
show no desire to aid in the restora- were,
occupied by western outtion of Europe, but by means of fits, and
It was from these rivals
such financial measures as the that the two
champions encount
tarur, ao our ered their sttfTest
opposition
utmost to prevent Europe from through the season.
nnilr!nff til ltd AWn difficulties by
fine
a
with
Cincinnati,
pitching
means of its own efforts." was ex- staff
and a team of young stars
to
pressed by H. A. Taylor of Chicago,
in the
second
jumped
place
chairman of the association's eco- National league today by taking
nomio policy commission.
a double-headfrom Pittsburgh.
He saw living prices dropping The setbacks forced the
Pirates
levels, a to. a tie for third place with the
back toward pre-wmarked decline of borrowing from St. Louis Cardinals, who defeated
taA asi ittaaivaa hv mamher banks. Chicago today.
The Chicago Cubs, after figur
good crops and satisfied farmers.
10
uu
Tne cloua on tne norizon
ing, in the first division most of
the foreign- situation," he contin- the season, dropped back toward
ued. "The trouble does not lie in the close to fifth place.
the fact that we cannot find conDetroit
Ty cobb's aggressive
sumers for our surplus, but that club landed third In the American
Inan
a
In
f
such
our customers are
league, although by a margin of
rial nnndltlnn that thnv cannot Pay only one game over Cleveland.
The Indians displaced the Chi
a reasonable
our
for
products.
price .
.
,.
una...
tne larmera are racea wun mo cago White Sox In the select cir
dilemma of selling their surplus cle by an eleventh hour spurt.
Three eastern clubs occupied
either below cost or not disposing
t

ts

Anti-hrnn-

Cris-einge-

over-cam-

Fordney-McCumb-

regular fall term with a crowded
docket. When the court adjourned
Inst June it had pending 437 cases,
and during the recess the number
was increased to 650. None ot tne
new cases, unless advanced, will be
reached for argument for two
years.
m
Upon reasBemuung mo uuun.
induct into office George Sutherland, former senator from Utah,
nominated during the recess to fill
the vacancy upon the bench caused
of Associate
hv thn realcnation
inJustice Clarke. The formality the
cludes the administration by
chief Justice of the Judicial oath.
Then fter receiving motions for
admission to the bar and any that
of
may be made for the depositionthe
cases, the court will proceed to
White House to pay its customary
visit of respect to the president.
No decisions will be renaerea or
orders issued by the court during
the first week upon any cases held
under advisement or on motions
during
for rehenrings submitted
the recess. Early in the new term,
however, the opinion of the court
may be expected, in five cases
term. These inargued ut tho last
cluded original cases brousht sepOhio and
arately by theto states of West
Virprevent
Pennsylvania
ginia from restricting the exportation of natural gas, and by Okla
homa for the location of the Texas
In the latter case all
boundary.
issues have been settled by pplnlons
of the court except thai! of the
physical location of the boundary
line. The other cases which the
court has In hand are those brought
by the Chicago & Northwestern
against Nye
Railway company
Schneider-Fowler
company, mvoiv
ine the constitutionality of the Ne
braska statute fixing the order of
responsibility of railroads for damages suffered by shipments, ard
the Wichita Railroad and Light
company against the public utilities
commission of Kansas and others,
testing the power of state commissions to fix rates notwithstanding
provisions of existing contr cts.
The docket has been cleared of
imanti-trucases of national
portance, but the court has been
petitioned to grant rehearing1 In
some of thoso disposed of at the
last term, including the Southern
Pacific, which the court ordered to
divest itself of ownership and con
trol of the Central Pacific, and the
Coronaflo. .cf. case. It. which, reconsideration has been asked on
the question of the liability of certain unions of the United Mine
Workers of America and individuals for treble damages for the destruction of property on the ground
that It was Incident to a consplraoy
to restrain Interstate commerce.
--

Truly, uneasy lies the head
that wears a crown. Consider
this royal Greek family of

Socorro, N. M Oct, 30. When
the Sanches faction took control of
the republican primary In precinct
No. 1, city of Socorro, last night,
ll
a
fist fight occurred.
This dd not prevent the Sanches
men from putting through their
slate, with the selection of 22 delegates to the county convention,
which will be held here Thursday.
G. E. Sanches, the precinct chairman, who was also head :f tha
stronger faction, was elected chairman of the meeting. .He entertained
motions and put through the regular order of business despite the
commotion.
severe
Several men received
bruises, and much clothing was
damaged and disarranged.
Following the adjournment of
the meeting, the Abeyta faction, led
by Mayor Abran Abeyta, met and
also named 22 delegates to the
county convention. The two delegations will contest for seats in the
convention, which Is for the pur
pose of nominating county officers.
The Sanches faction la giving Its
united support to the republican
state ticket, It has stated, but has
determined to bring about a change
In the slate proposed by the opposing faction.
Sanches Is a former sheriff and
of it ot all."
county clerk of Socorro county.
free-for-a-

TODAY

ACTIVITIES OE

Be Inducted
As Associate

run-awa-

Brid-wel-

f

COMES

Seated in front are Geoirfc, rn.oi.S
iy named king rf (jreece, and his
sister. Princess Helen. Standing, left to right, are Princess
Irene,
their mother.
Queen
Sophie; Princess A.iastasla; her
husband.
Prince
Christopher,
who may yet wear the crown;
the deposed king, ConBtantine,
and Queen Mother Olga.

-

STATES

EI COURT

H

SLAIN IN FIGHT

BMKKS

NTE

Who Will Wear Greek Crown Next?

FUNERAL OP MEN

HOARDED

MUCK FIVE CKNTS.

er

.

,

er

ar
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Continued on Page Xwo.

London, Oct. 1 (by the Associated PressJ. With the virtual
Kenj.i
by SCvja-phPasha of a conference at Mudartia
as
soon
or
as
possible
Tuesday,
thereafter the whole Near Eastern
situation is considered temporarily
easier. However, the fact that
Turkish troops are still concentrating in the Ismid zone, notwithstanding that they have retired
slightly in the Chanak zone, would
to remarks
indicate, according
made after the British cabinet's
second meeting today, that "Kemal
is still playing a game."
While the cabinet members appear to be much gratified at the
happy conclusion for the moment
of a difficulty which might have
necessitated the use of force in the
Chanak zone, there are other
bridges to cross. Up to the present there is no information from
General
Harington, the British
commander at Constantinople, that
Kemal will attend the Mudanla
conference, although General
dispatches indicate that he

st

ILLS'

BOOK IS

BEING USED IN

IL

"Outline of History" Is Being Studied by 175 Freshmen in a New Course InMudania meeting will be a
military affair to arrange,
This Year.
troduced
to the
allied note
Har-ingto-

mi.Erht;

The
purely
according
original
to Kemal Pasha, that the neutral
zone shall be respected, and also
to agree upon lines behind which
the Greeks are to withdraw In
Thrace, both points pending
the
general peace conference.
There
will be present military representatives of the' three allied powers
as well as of Greece and Turkey,
It is pointed out that the very
basis of this conference Is respect
for the neutral zone and before It
begins the Turks will be expected
to evacuate the Chanak area entirely. On this point there had
been quibbling
until the British
cabinet permitted General Harington to send a virtual ultimatum to
the Turks to clear out. Although
the Turks have not yet withdrawn
completely they have evacuated
the heights of Em Koui and have
desisted from parading before the
British wire entanglements.
If the Turks around Ismld commence such actions, or attempt to
enter the neutral zone at that point
there Is likelihood that the British
will raise the question before entering the conference. It is known
that while General Harington is
making every effort to maintain
peace, he is a most exacting and
determined
when given
person
cause.
Another question which may
arise within the conference is In
form of government or control to
be established in Thrace pending
the terms of peace. It Is certain
that the Turks will demand that
they be permitted to take over and
occupy Thrace immediately to protect their nationals, keep order and
prevent confusion and crim with
the withdrawal of the Greeks. It
Is suggested that allied
officials
and troops might be used for this
purpose.
Promise Mnny Disputes.
- Under these heads,
the conference promises many disputes.
In
some diplomatic circles tl.ere Is a
certain optimism over the situation, It being pointed out that the
Turks are "too wise to fight when
they know they risk all by such a
course, where as they are assured
of many advantages before the
peace conference opens."
G. O. WEBB IS KILLED.
San Francisco, Oct. 1. Sigel G.
Webb, son of Attorney General U.
S, Webb of California, was killed
and an unidentified man was Injured, probably fatally, in an automobile accident here tonight. Their
car was sldeswlped by another, the
driver and owner of which were
unidentified.
Webb fell before a
street, car and his body was badly
.
,
mangled.
'

Emporia, Kans., Oct. 1. H. G.
Wells' Outline of History has been
introduced as a textbook In the
Kansas State Normal school here
this fall. It is being studied by 175
freshmen in a new course, "Introduction to College Life," which all
beginning students are required to
take.

The course primarily Is Intended
to acquaint students with all the
phases of college life and to give
a brief Insight Into the different
branches of knowledge. It Is a new
development In college subjects and
has been Introduced Into only a
few Institutions, accordins to officials of the school here. Half the
freshmen of the Kansas Normal are
required to take it this fall, the
oth& half to enroll in the course
after Christmas. ,
"Wells was chosen as a text,"
Prof. W. H. Carothers. who with
Prof. W. E. Meyer, has charge of
the new course, said, "because he
comes nearer to setting down the
things we propose to tench than
does any other author. While he
may not be considered the best
authority on geology or biology or
history! he gives the broader visions of those subjects and shows
their
That is what
this course also alms to give. The
Outline of History Is supplemented
by readings in other works.
"The course is one which Is being given much attention by school
men. It offers something that has
been deploratly lacking In our
courses of study heretofore, something that will give the student an
Inkling of the work offered by the
different departments of Instruction so that he may select his
courses more wisely and realize the
bigger significance ot the various
subjects before he is plunged Into
details."
inter-relation- s.

ST. PAUL IS WINNER
OF A. A. CHAMPIONSHIP
Chicago, Oct. 1. The American
association ended today with St.
Paul winner of the championship
by virtue of a record of 107 games
won and 60 lost for the season.
Minneapolis, Kansas City and Indianapolis came next in line In
the order named. Louisville, winner of the 1921 pennant, was sixth
in the league this year.
The champions
in charge of
Manager Mike Kelly, left tonight
for Baltimore, where the winner
of the International league pennant will be faced in a series starting Wednesday for the championship of jhe two leagues.

KEMALISTSASK
ARMISTICE

AN

'

MEETING

General Feeling in Paris Is
That the Danger Point in
the Near East Situation
Is

Past,

Oct. 1 (by the
Constantinople,
Associated Press.) Orders for ces
sation of military movements in
the Chanak region of Asiatic Tur
key and for the suspension of the
activities of the Turkish Irregular
fortos in Thrace have been issued
by Mustapha Kemal Pasha, the
Turkish nationalist leader.

TURKS AGRKE TO AS
ARMISTICE MEETING
Constantinople, Oct. 1 (by the
Associated Press.) The Turkish
nationalist authorities have agreed
to an armistice conference
in
Mudanla on Tuesday and have requested the allied high commissioners to appoint delegates. The
nationalists will be represented by
Ismet Pasha and possibly by Hani Id Bey.
ENGLAND ASSISTED
SOLVING DIFFICULTY

(by the Associated
general feeling in
Paris tonight is that the danger
point In the Near East situation Is
past. The withdrawal of the Turks
from Eren Keul, and as semiofficially reported, also from their
positions at ChannV, is accepted as
proof of the Angora government's
readiness to comply with the allied desires.
Great Britain Is given credit In
French official quarters with having held a dignified and firm attitude, which has greatly contributed to the solution of the difficulty. At the same time Mustapha
Kemal is praised for having shown
a conciliatory attitude, which, it
is hoped, the British will not overlook, as the Kemallsts will have
evacuated the neutral zone first.
Paris, Oct.
Press.) The

1

SENATOR BURSUM MAY
TOUR THE STATE WITH
r
REPUBLICAN, SPEAKERS"
Santa Fe, Oct. 1. After having
traveled the length of the state.
Judge S. B. Davis, Jr., republican
nominee for United States senator,
and Mrs. Adelina
nominee for representative In congress, had a breathing spell Sunday, preparatory to a hard trip
Between
through the southwest.
the meeting at Alamogordo Saturday night and thn night meeting at
Las Cruces on Monday night, Ocr
tober 2, the party had no engagements except to visit some of the
Dona Ana county precincts Monday.
October 3 and will be spent In
Silver City and the surrounding
camps, Including Tyrone and Fort
or
Bayard, and either Hurley
Santa Rita.
Lordsburg will be visited In the
afternoon of October 6, with a
night meeting at Demlng. Luna
county Is normally democratic by
about 200, but in the special election last year, gave a majority of
only 73 against Senator H. O.
Bursum.
Hillsboro will be visited In the
afternoon of October 6. with a
night meeting at Hot Springs.
Socorro and Magdalena both will
be visited on October 7, but the
committee has not yet decided how
the time will be divided between
the two towns.
No Itinerary has been
out beyond Socorro countv, mapped
but the
party in all likelihood will go into
Albuquerque from Socorro. They
may be routed from Albuquerque
to Gallup, or up Into Rio Arriba
county, across to San Juan countv
and then back across the Navajo
desert to Gallup.
Nestor Montoya, present representative In congress, and Hilarlo
Delgado. nominee for auditor, are
now with the party. Other candidates will be with them for the remainder of the trip, Senator Bur-suno doubt will Join this
as soon as he Is able to comepartv
Into
Otero-Warre-

n,

m

the state.

500

INMATES OF THE
KANSAS REFORMATORY
NOW POSSESS BIBLES
Hutchinson,

Kans., Oct. 1.

Five

hundred lnmatee of the state reformatory here now have Bibles
who did not possess them a short
time ago.
,
Just as in hotels where a Bible

may be picked up by visitors almost
anywhere they go with the announcement
that the book was
placed there by the Gideons, so the
Gideons are responsible for the five
hundred Bibles given to the re-- ,
formatory and placed in each cell.
Presentation of the Bibles was
the chief event of a day chosen by
Gideons of Hutchinson, Sallna and
Wichita In which to commemorate
the fiftieth anniversary of the revision of the Bible by an American
committee of revision.
"Half a million Bibles have been
placed In American hotels," J. H.
Nicholson of Denver, Colo., one of
the three founders of the organization said in the course of an address to the Gideons gathered here,
"We will not be satisfied until
every hotel room in America has
the Word of God."
Twenty-thre- e
years ago In a Boston hotel two traveling men spent
the night together. One took his
Bible, read a chapter and prayed.
That man was Nicholson. His companion was so impressed that plans
were made for a Christian organization among traveling men and
the Gideon organization resulted,
related Nicholson.

'
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BOTTLE MYSTERY
Gets Tickets to World Series, Check for $100 and
Transportation to and
'''

A

5

from theJBig Contest.

X

(by the AssoJames P. Hon, a
i
the luckiest
Louie salesman

Chicago, Oct. 1.

ciated Press)
Bt,

baseball fan in the world tonight.
Thousands may lose sleep and
scramble for precious world series
Ho
pastboards but not Mr.a Hon.
personal
has tickets right now,
John-Bocheck for $100 from Ban
president of the American
League and round trip transporNew
tation between Bt. Louis andBolved
York. All that because he
pop bottle mystery".
v "the
Fielder Whitey Witt of the
Tankees, was struck on the head
bottle in the recent
by a pop series"
New
between
"crucial
Tork and St. Louis. He wascar-so
badly Injured he had to bo
ried oft the field. Several rewards
were offered for the identity of
the thrower of the bottle.
It was right then that Mr.
Hon up and solved the mystery.
It was a poor day for Whitey
Witt but a lucky one for Hon.
He wrote a lettor to President
Johnson explaining Just how the
accident
Witt, he
happened.
said, while running stepped on
the neck of the bottle, causing
it to fly and strike him in the
head. Mr. Johnson was so pleased with Hon's explanation that he
gent him the reward, the tickets
and railroad transportation. And
In addition to that his employers,
Morris and company have given
him leave of absence at full pay
to attend the games.
n,
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Uncle Sam has issued a (ree
booklet to aid mothers
and
teachers in preparing tha right
kind of food for schoo children.
The Journal Is going to do
its share in this worthy and
necessary undertaking by securing a copy for everyone who
sends his name and address to
our Washington Bureau.
It is highly important to give
special care to this subject beh
cause over
of the entire population of the United
States is in daily attendance in
the schools of the nation.
To have an apt pupil it is
necessary to have a healthy one.
The child who is fed correctly
will think clearly when he is
grown.
Every mother and teacher
should write today for a copy,
of this new booklet which contains various bills of fare for
the basket lunch, suggestions
as to the proper method of
packing and recipes for sandsalads and
wiches, cookies,

AGED

59, DIES

III

LONG BEACH

added, "we have not been able to
locate her."
While coming from the mine sev .
eral years after the properties were
located, Anderson and a party of
miners were attacked by a band of
Apache Indians. Several men were
killed in the fight that followed
Anderson was hit in the left leg by
an arrow, but escaped and

Certain-tee- d

the Battleship Oregon on
its Famous Voyage Around
the Horn in 1898.

1.
Tjinor Beach. Calif.. Oct
Rear Admiral Charles E. Clark,
commanded
a
who when
captain,
iha hnrtliahln Oresron on its fa
mous voyage from San Francisco
to Key West and later in the oauie
nt snntlniro. Julv 3. 1898. in the
n
war, died at the
home of his daughter here late today. . Ha was 79 years old,

Roofing is unsurpassed for industrial, commercial and farm buildings Certain'
teed Slate Surfaced Shingles are ideal for
Certain-tee-d

,

As Captain He Commanded

Certain-tee- d

Roofings
Shingles
Tarred Felts
Insulating Papers
Paints of All Kinds
Varnishes
Xinoleum
Oil Cloth

residences.

The soft shades of red, green or
a most artistic and pleasing roof.

blue-blac-

FlOORTEX

The Economk-al- ,
Sanitary, Attractive Floor Covering-

IT'S TOASTED

Buy

Certain-tee- d

form

k

and be sure.

one extra process

which gives a

CERTAIN-TEE-

PRODUCTS CORPORATION

D

delicious flavor

Certainty of Quality- - Satisfaction Guaranteed

1aaanaij''''

Spanish-America-

DECEASED MINER'S
FRIENDS SEARCHING
FOR HIS RELATIVES

Fill out and mall the coupon
below, enclosing two cents in
for return postage.
stamps
Write your name and address
Be
sure to send your
clearly.
letter to Washington, not to
Albuquerque, N. M.

Special to The Jonrnnl.
N. M Oct.
Friends of Robert Anderson,

Las

Cruces,

llSTRIKEi

1.
vet-

eran mining man and owner of the
oldest mine in New Mexico, who
died in an El Paso hospital September 29, are searching for his relaHASKIN,
J.
FREDERIC
tives, who are heirs to a fortune
to
Director,
150,000
estimated ut from
'SERVICE COUNTS
V
The Albuquerque Journal,
J200.000.
Information Bureau,
Anderson came to the southwest
Washington, D. C.
from New York in 1881. He lowarn
KLL. W.
aW
I enclose herewith two cents
cated the Anderson-Apach- e
Copper
in stamps for return postage on IMininir company's properties near
a free copy of the School 'Hachita, N. M., which have been
Teachers Booklet.
in continuous operation since 1883.
He was the principal owner of fivo
Nam
claims and 100 acres which proe
duced 200,000, mostly
Street
copper and some silver in 19r7. The
0
property is reported to show
City
tons of
topper ore,
State
for
out
blocked
tons
with 40,000
stoplng. He was also the principal
owner of the American mine near
PHONE
in that part of the valley, but has Hachita.
C. F. Dunegan of El Paso, friend
disposed of it.
Andersaid
that
of the dead man,
A brother or me cayinin
having a
killed in one of ths early battles of son occasionally spoke of
so far," he
"but
in
the
sister
east,
the revolution.
Several relatives still reside in
The most economical, cleanslnp and
the Vinton district.
germicidal of all antiseptics Is
eaiur-Captain aRobles was seenLorenzo.i ii m. near ofSanJuarez. He
eight miles southeast
was with five privates. All were on
foot.
It was Captain Robles who led
A soluble Antiseptic Powder
the attack on the Mexican Central
station during the battle baiuraay
to be dissolved in
morning.
Water as Needed.
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SCHOOL LUNCHES
FOR ALL READERS
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Men-nonlt-
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ADMIRAL CLARK.
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Men-nonlt- es
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BOOKLET

one-fift-

be tried within

in ten innings Several witnesses were heard before noon.
The sergeant was
charged with failure to perform his
MENN0NITES MOVING
duty. He was in commaru. of the
at tho barracks when the
FROM CANADA TO NEW guard
upriging occurred.
samo time witnesses were'
At
the
HOMES IN OLD MEXICO
being questioned in an effort to get
the inside story of the cause of the
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 1. Separate uprising and
why records of the
from the settlement of 1,600
were destroyed by fire.
at Ban Antonio, Chihuahua, regiment
Because the pay rolls and other pa-- 1
which is to be augmented by many
are missing, it has been lm-- 1
'thousands more this fall and win- pers
so far to ascertain the ex- possible
ter, all from Canada, is a settlement act number of men involved in the
on
Banta
in
the
the making
Just
Clara ranch 30 miles from Agua mutiny.
General Martinet said today that
Nueva, near Chihuahua City.
It was believed only 100 men of the
The land, belonging to the
forty-thir- d
regiment revolted.
on the Santa Clara ranch,
"Many wera on sick ltuve. some
was owned by David Russek,
were
at
homes and others
their
leading banker, who is to were on leave," he explained. "For
construct 25 miles of railroad to this reason
it will be some time
.the colony's holdings of 150,000 before we know the number and
Sicres.
names of the missing men."
i These Mennonltes are from Can-ad5U Under Arrest.
also, the same as the ones in
Fifty-nin- e
soldiers were under
'the San Antonio settlement. An- arrest at headquarters
late today
other congregation from Canad as the search for others still
at
'has purchased 60,000 acres on the large was continue.
' Santa Clara ranch, and, expects to
All officers of the regiment who
'jnigrate this fan.
reported to military headquarters
i All deals on the land were closed are
on fluty. Tnrco officers were
'at El Paso, Texas.
missing. They were Captain Fellci-an- o
Valverde. leader of the uprising; Captain Jose Kobles and Cap
;ABE MITCHELL WINS
tain Antonio Cranston.
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
The great border game of
got under way early toV
IN GOLF TOURNAMENT
day.
With their uniforms powdered
Belle Meade Country Club, Nash- white with alkali dust and
(by the Assville, Tenn., Oct.Abe1 Mitchell.
streaked with perspiration,
Eng- hard
ociated Press).
riding troopers followed trails
won
championship
the
open
land, Southern Golf association of fleeing insurrectionists over tho
.of the
rough, scorching plains that start
with Leo at
liere today In a play-of- f
the edge of the city.
"Dlegel of New Orleans, with whom
Beports that a band of revoluwas
;ho
tionists were in the vicinity of the
J
Today's struggle went 89 holes
Grande, at least six miles down
'.when Dlegel again tied the score Kio
tho valley, were received at 7 a. m,
jon the home green with a birdieit by General
Ki'gcnio Martinez, com?four to Mitchell's par five and
mander of the northern military
i'was decided to play three more zone.
He immediately ordered 60
holes in an effort to decide the
soldiers to make Investigation and
J contest.
in
the suspects.
bring
The final score stood:
Plans Arc Known.
i Mitchell.74.70, 76, 11157.
Revolutionists on the American
7?. 14160.
Diegel,
side of the border had planned to
send an expedition into Chihuahua
southeast of Juarez early litis
morning, Mexican federal authorities said the plan were known.
The insurrectionists, well equipped,
were to have crossed at 4 a. m. But
the revolt of 150 men of the forty-thir- d
regiment in Juarez prompted
United suites agents to move swiftly to round up the alleged plotters
in El Paso.
Mexican federal authorities de
jll clared they believed the garrison
fdJ FOR YEARS DISCRIMINATING
revolt and the plans of the iJl Paso
l
, 11 WOMEN HAVE INSISTED ON
revolutionists had no connection.
U
Nadine Face Powder f
A party searching for rebels in
the hills northwest of the city,
Z fi
You will lika its toft textura
Alderman Clement
g which included
t V
aaquitlte tint ana charmfnc fra- - m
found three saddled horses
r
crane. It adheraa throughout IllIT Garcia,
a
and
colt
opposite the smelter,
Conttant application!
lhdr.
' li7
Footprints led to the river's edge.
no' nacaaaary. At tollat
After the mounts and saddles had
( i
un,f of by mall, M.
f A 8nd 4e. for minlatura bva.
t
been returned to police headquar
Ill
Wklto. rUak, Iraattte, Pb.
ters they were identified as those
1 ll IvdWTO. ' NATIONAL TOILET CO..
taken from the. forty-thir- d
regimental stables by Captain Valverde
Colonel Manuel
splnosa, commander of the forty-thir- d
regiment,
said the saddles and horses were
of the animals was
his. On
wounded.
Valverde In El Paso?
Juarez authorities said that Cap
9
tain Valverde probably was in or
near
Paso, as he has relatives
here. He was born and reared '.n
Vinton, according to a despatch re
ceived frbm that place, and lived
there until about 12 years ago. His
father owned considerable property
7

fA FREE

60 10 seventy-tw- o
hours after capture,
39 2 under Mexican law.
68 5
Sergeant Is Tried.
60 6
In the meantime, the first for.A n
O ID
mal court martial proceeding in
2 25 BS 12 connection with the revolt
began
4 22 B0
6
this morning. First Sergeant'
early
5
2 20 29
Francisco Castro was the accused.1
3
2
0
3

guarantee of 5, 10 or 15
thickness does not measure
to
years according
the protection you will get from a Certain-tee- d
roof because it will outlast the guarantee.
The

BUSIthe last three places in each cir- JUAREZ RESUMES
cuit, Brooklyn holding sixth in
NESS AFTER REVOLT;
the National, Washington in the
59 MEN WILL BE TRIED
American.
clubs
fnishel
Philadelphia
Boston
Continued from rage One.
seventh, abandoning to
cellar positions which tha Athletseven
and
general aB If attempting to read
ics have held for
years
their fate in his glance.
the Phillies for three seasons.
The- Week's Kecord.
Tlirco Men Ivxccutou.
in
each
record
Three alleged ''rateros" trapped
The week's
won
and
with these men were executed in
league of games played,
lost, together with runs, hits and the second patio Saturday mornerrors, including games of Satur- ing. Many could see them fall. All
heard the report of the rifles in
day, is as follows:
American lengvie.
the hands of the firing squad.
P. W. L. R. H. E.
Whether they, too, wera to be ex
S
4 22
4 ecuted was to be decided by a mili4
1
New York
6
3
3
0 21 38
St. Louis
tary court.
1
1
4
8 18
2
"I think it best to take them to
Detroit
1 Chihuahua
0
3
3
13
30
Chicago
City for trial." General
2
2
0
Cleveland
711 1 Martinez announced today.
3
4
36 70
Civilians were to bo tried in the
Washington ....7 4
Philadelphia ...74 2 23 447 70 74 federal court in Juarez, he Bald.
33
Boston
Prisoners accused of participat
JfatlonnI League.
ing in plots or uprisings against the
13.
7
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You will have a good roof for years to come,
at a low cost per year. The cost is moderate
and the service is excellent.

Continued from Page One.

P. W. L. R. II.
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Roof with Certain-tee- d
for the next generation.

BOTH NEW YORK BASEBALL CLUBS WEARING
DIAMOND CROWNS

New York
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ASPIRIN

Say "Bayer" and Insist!

'
As a medicinal
antiseptic for
douches la treating catarrh, inflamor ulceration
of
mation
nose,
throat, t.nd ihat caused by feminine
ills If as no equal. For ten years
the Lydla E. Plnkham Medlclnv Co.
has recommended Paxtlne In their
private correspondence with women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cured say it
Is "worth Its weight in gold." At
druggists, 60c. large box, or by mall.
The Paiton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

MATTERS PERTAINING
TO THE COAL INDUSTRY
WILL BE DISCUSSED
Cleveland, O.. Oct. 1 (by the As
sociated
Press.) Approximately
100 representatives of bituminous
nnoi nttAPntnn and miners from
Ohio. Indiana. Illinois, Pennsyl
vania and West Virginia will meet
here tomorrow to consider matters
and
pertaining to the :oal industry con
tn mnirA arm narements for a
ference next January when miners'
wages for the coal year Deginmng
April 1, 1923. are to be tormuiaiea.
Another purpose of ths conference
mill ha m Inttlflta an Investigation
of the industry concurrently with
g
that to be carried on by tne
commission to be appointed by President Harding.
Ths South Chinese government
has one Chinese woman aviator.
Miss Mupla Ju is said to be an accomplished pilot, and to be ready
to take her turn with the other
aviators in fighting the battles of
her country.

Adv.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting ths genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians
over twenty-tw- o
years and proved
safe by millions for
Headache
Colds
Toothache
Lumbago

Rheumatism
Earache
Pain, Pain
Neuralgia
Accept "Bayer Tablets of Asunbroken
Each
only.
pirin"
package contains proper directions.

Handy boxes of twelve tablets
cost few cents. Druggists also sell
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin is
tha trade mark of Bayer Manu
of
Miss Lulu N. CarglU, a clerk In facture of Monoacetlcacldester
in
Sallcyicacid Adv.
one of the branch postoffices
New Tork city, holds the championship for the most rapid sorting of
WEATHER CHANGES CAUSE
letters. In eight hours Mies Carglli
SICKNESS
sorted 30,216 pieces of mall, more
Extreme changes of weather dur
than a letter a second.
cause
many colds and
Ing Fall
coughs. For quick relief from
throat, chest and bronchial trouble,
coughs, colds and croup vse Foley's
Irresistible Eyes
Honey and Tar. contains no
are those which ire Bright
opiates Ingredients printed on the
and Sparkling. Kep Your Era
wrapper.
Largest selling cough
Youm and Beautiful through tha
medicine1 In the World.
"Foley's
daily ue of Murina. Ithaeatoodl
Honey and Tar is the most pleastha te of time. Ac all Drugs
ant and efficient remedy for coughs
and colds that I ever saw," writes
Wm. Jones, El Dnra, Illinois. Sold
1 aaaaaaaaaaassa
everywhere. Adv.
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Dr. Whittington's
TREATMENT

FOR,

Tuberculosis
Write for free booklet and
Information about our money-bac- k

guarantee.
'. J. D. VAN DEVENTER,
Special Representative.
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This $15 Set ofCopperware
Free With Each MAJESTIC
RANGE Purchased This
Week-- - Big Demonstration

All this week the famous Majestic range is being demonstrated at the
store of Raabe and Mauger, recognized distributors in this territory. Many
people buy ranges at these demonstrations. It is at these times that a factory!,
representative is in attendance to explain the various features of the ranges,
their construction, etc. To induce people to buy their ranges at the demonstration We are giving the above set of solid copper ware away free with'
every Maiestic Range purchased this week.

'

Meet Prof. Becker, World Famous
Chef

Raabe & Mauger

1st and Copper

Phone 305
"If it's hardware

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

4

Prof. Becker is a world famous chef now in the employ of the Majestic
Range Company. He will be in our store every day this week cooking, baking and otherwise demonstrating on the Majestic Range. He mixes the in-- :
gredients before your eyes and explains each step as he proceeds. He explains
the theory and practice of economical cooking. He gives out his favorite
receipes. Come in and attend Prof. Becker's cooking classes.
;

Want Ads Bring Quick Results
Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION

er

LC11BEB
BAIJBI1HIB
CO.
J.
Ill SoaUi first fltreat Phone 0t.

we have it."

O.

,

107 &

Fourth.

Phone

10JS7--

PHONE

360

(

Parcel Delivery
And Messenger
e.

Service.

J
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WIFE OF URUGUAY
THE EFFECTIVE
DENY RUMORS OF
ENVOY IS FAMOUS
ADVERTISING IS
FOR IIER BEAUTY
DIRKS
EXACT SCIENCE

I OF WAR

ABROAD ACTS A5

BUI

CURB

Car Loading Statistics Show
Another New High Record for the Year; Railroad
Earnings Fluctuate.
'

New Tprk, Oct. 1. (by the AseviFurther
sociated
Press.)
in tho
dence of improvement
financial and industrial situation
during the past week found n:i
and
offset as far as business
financial sentiment concerned lu
The
outlook.
the foreign
possibility of war between Turkey and
Great Britain, despite the fact
that conservative
quarters are
Skeptical as to an actual out- areaK of nostlllties, acicfl as
rb on buying.
at nomo
industrial
activity
sheaved a further recovery from
the effects of the strike. The
steel industry was reported to be
to 70
operating at a rate close
Coal supper cent of capacity.
plies are no longer a limiting
factor, having been replaced in
this respect by the scarcity of
suitable freight cars.
.Further settlements have been
railindividual
made between
The
roads and their shopmen.
latert car loadings statistics, those
for the week ended September 1C,
Viow another new high record
9
lor ths year, the total being
cars.
has been
Some disappointment
railroad
expressed over August
of the
A
number
earnings.
roads show deficits and others
hpnvy losses in ' both gross and
net' income as compared with
August a year ago. On the other
hand, some roads show improvement.
The rather unsatisfactory
.?et of statements has been
in the best
quarters.
September earnings are expected
to "be considerably better, while
the roads are still buying equipment liberally.
.Wheat prices are continuing to
tfluctuate with the war news, but
covering of shorts in the expiring
September brought some strength
livto the market. There are signs
that the grain trade is beginning
to feel the shortage of railroad
equipment.
A slightly firmer tone has per
sisted in the money market, although call money has eased off
materially after the flurry caused
Thn
by tax payment operations.
principal feature of the federal
reserve statement is a continua
tion of the holdings of accept
nnces brought in the open mar
kets by .he reserve banks.
The system's reserve ratio re
drills practically unchanged.
945,-91-

MASKED BANDITS ROB
A DINNER PARTY OF
DIAMONDS, JEWELRY
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 1.
Diamonds, Jewelry and furs valued
ft.approximately $6,000, were taken
frflm Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Arnold,
who spend their summers in Colo- Dandlts who entered the home of
friends who Arnolds were visiting
tbnlght in Wichita, Kans., accord
ing to word received here.
'ITThe bandits entered the home
tfiroueh a window and at the point
bt guns commanded eight members
of the dinner party, including the
Arnolds to give up their valuables.
Two valuable diamond rings and a
dftral necklace which had been in
the Arnold family for more than a
hundred and fifty years, weri saved
by Miss Aileen Arnold, 11 years old.
Who had them In her possession.

VtfHR

IN FINE FORM
AND MOBILE DEFEATS

;

TULSA

OILERS,

9--

3

I Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 1. Lefty Fuhr
was in fine form today and the Mobile Dixie series champions defeated the Tulsa western league champions, 9 to 3. Of the three games
of the class A championship setwo and Mories, Tulsa has won
Tulsa
bile one. Jack - Lellvelt,
Mnt TWfT .nilfirtllln tfl 1hf
Mnna
ubber to oppose Fuhr, but he
proved; to De very uuie opposition.
tWobllo '.
400 028 000 9 15 1
a
vv uuu auu
t
Tulsa

n

'AughlIn,

Russel, Hagland, Black
-

ana crosDy.

DANCER AND HUSBAND
i

REFUSED PERMISSION

I

TO LAND AT NEW YORK

New York, Oct. 1. Isadora
dancer,
interpretative
Duncan,
who was born in California and
was
1917.
since
ohrnnrt
i.
refused permission to land today
hen she arrivea on ins
ship Paris. She was accompanied
by the young Russian poet. Serge
whom she
recently
Tessenln,
With the pair was her
married.
secretary, also a Russian writer,
All three were
W. Wetlugime.
notified by immigration inspectors that "on orders from Washington" they must be detained.
!

TnWn.tlnn

Officials

WOUld

11

Ot

and tho

say why Miss Duncan
Russians were heia.

REMOVE DAUGHERTY,
L. IS LABOR'S DEMAND

uctlBe- in remv
General Daugherty
Ibor Union
today by the Central
it a meeting at which Samuel

'Washington.

-i

attorney general with viola ng
the law in seeKing u
:
against BiriRinu
waapledged in he
.Support also
w
euun
me
to
resolution
.
iv. lMnaaihrrlPtir fit Ml,
Daugherty. "that the aeP"tmnt
justice may be purged and purl:.
fled or an innuendo
i

-

yes of right thinking men and
omen wno Know insw"
IXGKIUNO COUGH REMEVED
"Had a bad cough' . s.' three
years," writes H. B. Campbell,
Adrian; Michigan. "Found no and
until I tried Foley's Honeysevere
coughs,
Tnr." Lingering
throat, chest and
quickly relieved
Honey and Tar.1 No
and take chances
coughs and colds.
opiates ingredients
Largest
tfrfnted on he wrapper. in
. the
iefling cough medicine
Adr.
everywhere.
Sold
world.
.

et

fsfrtQup;

BY FREDERIC J. RASKIN.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 1. Advertising as a force is not new.
It is very old, as old as the race
methods
itself, but advertising
are constantly changing ns im
provements are Discovered and introduced.
Applied advertlsiug is
the latest methods to be adopted
by progressive business men. After
years of wasteful, misdirected efforts, they have learned to apply
their advertising to selected markets instead of scattering it extravagantly broadcast.
They are aware that the buying
habits of the people in various
nt the country differ
widely, because of well known dif
ferences in local conuiuons. iiiey
know that in many cases climate
has an important influence upon
So they
the sale of a product.
study their markets first. of elecmaker
If a man is the
must contrical appliances, he one
section
sider the fact that in
cent
of the
of the country 79 per
in
electrically wired
population live
8 4
homes, while in another only He
per cent enjoy this advantage.
must also bear in mind that many
are supplied with
communities
electric current only during the
manufacnight time. If he isor aautomobile
turer of automobiles
the per
know
must
appliances he
of cars, which
capita distribution
is as high as one for every 12 persons in one section and as low as
one for every 31 persons in another.
The manufacturer of a luxury
must select his markets with the
aid of figures showing income tax
returns, bank clearings, ofwages,
earnrents, and other statistics
the
ing and spending power. On
other hand, the maker of a launbe
will
dry soap or appliance
chiefly interested in the character
water supply.
of a community's
One such soap maker, for instance, has popularized his product In Jacksonville, Fla., where the
water is extremely hard, by advertising "The Only Soap That Will
Lather in Jacksonville Water." toThe expert business man of
day will not consider placing an
advertising contract until he has
made a preliminary Investigation
of market conditions showing him
his opportunities, Bectlon by section, for selling people the kind
of goods they want and can use,
and giving him an Idea of the
amount of business he can expect.
Then when he has been able to estimate his probable profit, he sets
aside a certain percentage for advertising costs. In other words, he
distributes his advertising according to a budget plan.
Reduced to n Science.
Contrast this method with all
the others that have gone before
It, and you perceive that advertising at last appears to have been
reduced to an exact science. Originally, advertising vas defined as
the art of mnking' known; later, it
became the art of making known
to the largest number of people,
and today it has become the combined art and science of making
known to the largest number of
selected people.
The first form of advertising developed by the race was probably
gossip. The early cave men doubtless depended largely upon their
wives to advertise their prowess
and possessions. Women, because
of their natural loquacity, inquisi-tivencand practicality, it is
thought, did the advertising for
The tribal artists
tribes.
their
as they
were also advertisers,
made known in pictures Uom the
customs, pursuits and possessions
of their clans.
Later on when the art of lettering was developed, the poster adThe
vertisement was introduced.
Greeks and Romans were especialof
form
fond
of
this
publicity,
ly
and the thoroughfares of some of
their, cities notably Pompeii and
lierculaneum were ..lined with
picturesque hoardings announcing
plays and gladiatorial shows; describing the joys of the fresh and
salt buths, and informing the public of real estate sales, of articles
lost and found, of the disappearance of runaway slaves and of absconding debtors, and of the latest
police regulations.
The public crier also held a position of great importance and dignity in ancient days. He was a
personage who made his rounds in
state accompanied by a musician
and delivered announcements With
flowery eloquence.
Through the
middle ages the office of public
crier was likewise held in high
esteem, but as commerce expanded
the position
deteriorated until
eventually hawkers and employed
apprentices took over the greatest
part of this work, making their announcements directly to the public.
Press Advertising Noiseless.
In this connection it is interest
ing to note that the average city of
medieval times was not the quiet
haven romance has painted it. but
was quite as noisy as any modern
metropolis.
Compared to the incessant, raucous
clamor of the
street hawkers and apprentices of
those days, indeed, the roar of our
twentieth century street traffic is
probably mild. Press advertising
has greatly mitigated the noise of
our modern cities. Back in the''
eighteenth century people lived in
a perpetual babel of advertising.
The birth of press advertising
dates from
1477 when William
Caxton Introduced
his printing
press into England. He started out
by printing advertising posters and
pasting them on the walls of taverns, town halls and churches,
where they created a tremendous
Sensation. Printed pamphlets and
sheets were the next step until the
civil war, between Charles I and
Cromwell, when the need for news
concerning the combatants of both
sides became so acute that weekly
Journals came into existence as a
matter of course. It is recorded
that one Nathaniel Butter was the
first editor to accept a trade announcement, thereby inventing one
of the greatest sources of revenue
ever known.
The importance of Mr. Butter's
example was not lost upon his colleagues, and the acceptance of
trade announcements soon became
a general practice. Even the early
American Journals
contained advertisements of merchandise, such
as tobacco,
boots, horses
and
slaves. All of these were of extremely modest size, seldom occupying more than .Tour or five lines
of inconspicuous
print. At that
time, no one dreaned of the possie
ad. Indeed,
bility of a
the development of advertising on
a large scale was due less to the
ingenuity of men than to accident.
In his book on "Scientitio Distribution!" Mr. Charles Frederick
Higham tells an amusing story of
how an early publisher of tne New
York Ledger, Mr. Robert Bonner,
happened to discover tho value "if
d
ad. Mr. Bonner, it
a
seems, wrote a modest advertise- '
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3 FOREST FIRES .

P HRK

Number of Bullet Wounds Several Farm Buildings Are
Found in Bodies of MurSaved by Fighters; Wind
Will Menace Millions of
dered Couple May Be DeFeet of Timber.
termined at Autopsy.

V

ft

St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 1. Three
New Brunswick, N. J.. Otc. 1.
Rumors that two dirks had been forest fires tonight were threatfound in the home of Matthew ening Itasca state park in northSullies, caretaker of the Phillips ern Minnesota, according to word
Farm by detectives investigating received at the state forester's
the double shooting two weeks office and W. T. Cox, state, forestexpected to arrive at the
ago of the Rev. Edward Wheeler er, was
park late tonight to lake charge
Hall, rector of the Trotestant there.
Episcopal church of St. John the
The fires have not reached the
Evangelist and Mrs. James MilU,
were denied by the police today. park, it was said, but aio burnand wind
Detectives said that the wea- ing in that direction offeet of
kitchen wouldd menace millions
were
ordinary
pons
timber.
knives.
Reports from l'equot are to the
The medical
report covering
the condition of the bodies when effect that tho tire in thatso secare out of control,
tion
lur
they were found in the Somerset
as confining them to the bos
county orchard, still lacks a stateare
are
and
concerned,
running
of
number
ment regarding the
bullet wounds found in Dr. Hall's in grass, headed for the high-
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tobody. This may be completed exmorrow when an autopsy is
Madame Jacobo Varela.
pected to be performed.
The authorities have intimated
Madame Jacobs Varela, wife of
Dr. Jacobo Varela, minister to the that new lines of investigation
from
investigation
United States from Uruguay, is may develop
in the eight unsigned and
rated as one of the most beautif jl given
it was
unaddressed
letters
which,
women in diplomatic circles at definitely
established
yesterdav.
Hail
Mr.
Washington.
were in the pockets of
when his body was found.
The authorities have declined
ment for the New York Herald con- to comment on the contents rf
"Read
words
taining only eight
these
letters beyond declaring
Mrs. Southworth's New Story in that they are derogatory to certhe Ledger," and marked It for one tain members of the
line. His penmanship was so Illegible, however, that the Herald
mistook his "one line" for "one
page." Next morning, therefore, MAN FOUND POSING AS
the poor man was horrified to beWOMAN ATN. Y. HOTEL
hold an entire pnge of the Herald
devoted to the seemingly intermNew York, Oct. 1. A guest
inable repetition of his eight-wor- d
who registered last Friday as
line.
As he did not have
money "Betty Berg, Oakdale, L. I.," at
enough to pay for so large an ad- a hotel conducted exclusively for
he rushed
vertisement,
hastily women, 'was arrested today and
around to the Herald office, hop- declared by the police to be
ing to have the mistake corrected. William Berg, a Norwegian cook
Rut It was too late. Then, sud- 35 years old.
Berg, who Is an extreme blonde
denly, an avalanche of orders began pouring in for the Ledger, type, was made up to look like a
attractive woman
completely exhausting the first edi- large, fairly
tion so that another had to be and had obtained a room at the
The
hotel
without
difficulty.
printed nt top speed. Instead of
being financially embarrassed, Mr. clerk became suspicious of him
Bonner actually made money on and detectives were called in toe
his
ad. Incidentally, he day. The arrest followed.
Berg "readily told who he was,
learned the tremendous
pulling
d
of
power
newspaper said he Just finished a season's
advertising a lesson he never for- Job as cook at the Sportsmen's
club at Oakdale, Long Island, and
got.
for work.
After several early experiments was In town looking
of this kind, advertising not only His trunk contained a complete
apparel,
began to take on greater size and wardrobe of feminine
itself the police say.
boldness, but advertising
started spreading out until finally
It came to be distributed upon a
national scale. At first, national 2 ARE INJURED WHEN
AUTOMOBILES CRASH
advertising was thought to be practical only through the medium of
magazines, but in the past decade
Puoblo, Colo., Oct. 1. Travelnational newspaper advertising has
at a
come to be recognized as the most ing, according to witnesses, driven
economical and efficacious adver- high rate of speed, aof car,Colorado
Rozar,
tising method that has ever been by Frank
crashed Into a car driven
Invented, because It can be applied Springs,
of this city,
E.
F.
Stockstlll,
by
to specific markets.
early tonlsht on the Colorado
Springs-Pueblhighway,' injuring
of Colorado
IS.
D.
Williams,
AUTOMOBILE FOOT IS
an
of the Rozar
occupant
Springs,
LATEST AFFLICTION car, and a
girl, daughter of Mrs. K. ICastner, of Pueblo,
car.
Chicago, Oct. 1. A brand new who were In the Stockstlll
The Rozar car turned turtle after
affliction the automobile foot
the other car. The injured
was disclosed today by Dr. Charles hitting
were treated and sent to their
Cross of San Francisco, here to at- homes,
neither being seriously
tend the convention of physical hurt.
it is caused, he detherapeutists,
clared, by holding the foot for
CHOLERA IX TOKIO.
prolonged periods on the accelerTokio, Oct. 2 (by tho Associated
ator pedal. The lesion caused by Press).
Two cases of cholera were
this strain, he said, is usually locat- reported in Toklo today.
ed at the second toe. Sensations of
pain occur across the ball of the
A
picture Is to bo
foot, alternately increasing and deCharlie Chapin "making
creasing until it causes alarm, ac- takenhisofface.
We hear that another
up"
cording to the physician.
n
"Limousine foot," Dr. Cross add- forthcoming attraction is a
film of Lloyd George maked, is something entirely different
The Passing
and is caused by not enough use of ing up his mind.
Show.
the feet in walking.

PIIM.IIIm

eWorld's Lowest Priced
FULLY EQUIPPED

lands. The fire is not progressing in the direction of the town.
At Ten Mile Lake, the tire
fighters put In a strenuous day,
with the result that several farm
buildings which were in :he path
of fires In that
were
section
saved.
in
fires
are
the
Many
reported
vicinity of Brainerd and Aitkin,
as well as Bomldji.
Weather conditions tonight are
such that it is anticipated that
much headway will be made in
checking the fires.

Automobile
. o. b.
Flint, Mich.

INSANITY

IN CHICAGO
SHOWS AN INCREASE

Price subject to change without notice

Chicago, Oct. 1. Insanity has
increased In Chicago more than
100 per cent since the Volstead act
went into effect, according to statistics made public today by Dr.
James Whitney Hall, chairman of
the medical commission on insanity for Cook county. The number
of persons who are going Insane
averages 150 a week, as against
sixty or seventy a week before prohibition, he said.

.

SURPRISE YOUR WIFE;
GET THAT

Cost Least

Chevrolet costs least per mile in consumption of gasoline, oil and tires. It
cost3 least per year because of small
price and lowest repair bills.

Chevrolet now leads all standard fully
equipped cars in volume of sales, proving
that it makes good in service and represents today's greatest motoring value.

full-pag-

MAJESTIC

Per Mile and Per Year

Quality Product Quantity Price
Chevrolet ia the chief quantity product
of the world'i largest producer of quality
automobiles.
Only great engineering, research, manufacturing and financing capacity make
possible so fine and complete an automobile for so small a price.

Rnlbs, Dutch, Japnncse; Ttillps,
Daffodils.
1'or lull
Hyacinths,
Ivos, phono 732. Adv.
planting.

large-space-

It delivers the most economical transportation available in motoring, yet in

construction and appearance it is a credit
to its builders and its owners. It has
transmission.
standard
Before buying any car at any price it will
pay you to investigate Chevrolet

See it. Compare it. Ask for Demonstration.

Here's a chance to surprise
your wife. 'J'nko ln-- down to
tho special demonstration of
the Majestic Hane, held all
this week at tho store of
Itaalio & Manger.
After letting the factory expert explain
liow perfectly
tlio lient-tlgconstruction will onnlilo her to
control the heat In baking,
permitting lier to seo the perof the
manent lustrous
Great Majestic, tell licr that
r

THE COOPER MOTOR COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS
PHONE

jou'vo already bought a .Mand that the store lias
thrown In, free n $15 set of
Say
copper cooking utensils.
man! But won't slio bo tickled?
Remember, this week only at
Raalio & Manger, First and

671--

(

'

519 West Central Avenue

ajestic

o'
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For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns.
'
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The Machine That

i

i

Has a 100 Per
Cent Electrical
Protection

Announcement to Our Trade.
Our' store will be closed all
October 2, as it is a holiday.
We shall open Tuesday morning at
the usual time and shall be glad to
have you trade with us then.
day-today-

,

REMEMBER
You'll Alway Do Better at

PHONE

OPPOSITE Y. M. C. A.

852-35- 3.

L

10 USINESS COLLEGE
ETTEI lbURSES

LBUQUERQUE

LWAYS

i

COMPLETE COURSES IN DAY AND
NIGHT SCHOOL
There la a good position awaiting you If you are prepared to
hold it. If you can't attend day school, enroll in our night
.
classes.
MAY & IIOSKINGf Proprietors
.
;

I
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The new 1922 Model Eden Washer
has many new features. You will
note by the different features below that it can not be beat.
Electrically Protected against all
Overloads.
It can't blow out fuses.

It is safe.
AH parts are within reach.
It is simple to start and stop.
It has an all Aluminum Swinging
Wringer.
The wringer has a quick release.
It swings in a complete circle.
Special Springs; Adjustments unnecessary.
Can be locked and operated in any
of five positions.
The famous light weight Sanitary
Zinc Cylinder.
It always stops with door
It is easy to clean.

on top.

Look in Monday' Herald and you will see many more features of the new Eden.
y
and have your wash done free next wash day. No obligation
Call the Eden Man
to buy.
to-da-

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

Phone 98

k'&ge

boar.
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BRAVES SPLIT

FIVE DOZEN GRIDDERS START PRACTICE IN OHIO'S NEW STADIUM

A

10 INDICTMENTS
RETURNED AND 2

DOUBLE CONTEST
NEW YORK

MOT

NO

Boston Blanks the Giants in
First Game, While Boston
Is Whitewashed in the
Closing Session.
The Giants
'closed their National league sea
son here today by dividing a
with Boston. Ihe
doubleheader
score In each game was 8 io 0.
First game:
R. H. E.
Score:
200 010 0008 9 1
Boston
0 2 0
000
000
York
..000
New
and
McNamara
Batteries:
and
Johnson,
.Ryan
O'Neill;
Smith.
Second game:
Boston.
AB. R. BH. PO. A. E
Chris'bury, rf .3
Barbare, 2 b . .3
Nixon, cf .. . .3
Cruise, If . . .3
.2
Boeckel, 3b
Henry, lb . . .3
Gallagher, ss .3
.2
Gowdy, o
Yeargin, p ,. .3
,

New York, Oct.

T Jtals,

Bancroft,

Jackson,

.

Rawllngs,
Maguire,
Meusel,
3
Higbee, rf
3
King, lb
2
cf
Cunn'ham,
3
Gaston, c
... .1
Nehf, p
... .1
Scott, p
McQuillan, p .1

Part of the
to
Close
sixty candidties, Ul
hopeful of making the varsity,
which will open the new giant
stadium at Ohio State univer

FINAL GAME OF

TUX
a

JOHN M'CIWV
Tv

7v

I

life-

10SSHI
AWAY FOR GAME

IS
LOST BT YANKS

ciamt.

WITH DENVER

iTl

wca,

U

8

1
8
0
0
0
5

NATIONAL LEAGUE
W
L

York, After Safely
New York
Tucking Away American Cincinnati
League Pennant, Is Beat- Pittsburgh
St. Louis
en by Senators, 6 to 1. Chicago

New

.23
Totals,
By innings
000 000 0 0
Boston
100 002
New York
(Game called end seventh ac
count darkness.)
e
hits
Summary:
hits.
Henry, King. Three-bas- e
Home
run Higbee,
Boeckel.
Stolen base Boeckel,
Bancroft,
out By
Struck
Cunningham.
Nehf. 2; Scott, 3: McQuillan, 3
2.
Off
on
Base
balls
Yeargin,
Nehf, 1: McQuillan, 1; Yeargin,
2. Hits Off Nehf, 2 in 3; Scott,
2 In 3: McQuillan, 1 in 1.
WinTime 1:13,
ning pitcher Nehf.
21 10

1

03

Two-bas-

3b

xMcMIUnn,
rf-l-

..402021
..400110

...
...
....

,r,01
.658
.552
.552

85
80
76
96
67
53 100

.491
.372
.346

....

rf.: ...
....
...

Two-bas-

cf......

....

ncU

DAYS

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
New York,
Boston,
Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh,
St. Louis, 7; Chicago, 1.
6;
Brooklyn, 0
Philadelphia,

31 2 9 27 18 0
Total
Bv innings:
010 000 000 1
Chicago
000 000 1012
St. Loui
e
hits JohnSummary:
Three-bas- e
hit Mcson, Durst.
bases Hooper
Stolen
Manus.
Sacrifices Falk,
Tobin,
(2).
Durst. Double plays Robertson,
McManus to Slsler. Triple play
E. Collins to Sheely. Base on balls
Off Leverette,
2;
Bayne, 3.
out By Leverette,
Struck
.6;
Bayne, 3. Time 1:30.
Two-bas-

Cloveland, 6; Detroit, 6.
1.
Cleveland
Cleveland, Oct.
closed the season by defeating De7 12
2
troit, 6 to 6, today.
3
Score:
R, H. E.
Chicago .....100 000 0001 12
9 0
200 002 0105
Batteries: Pfeffer and Ainsmith; Detroit
10 1
Kaufmann, Fussell, Stueland and Cleveland . . .000 301 Oil
Batteries ; Johnson and Bassler;
O'Farrell.
Uhle and L. Sewell.
'
of the sexes
The
'iimong certain barbarian peoples FINALS IN HANDICAP
goes so far In many cases that each
sex has practically a different lanGOLF MEET WILL BE
guage. The Caribe have two disPLAYED NEXT SUNDAY
tinct vocabularies one used by
men and women when speaking of
when
women
Finals of the
club anmen; the other by
and by nual tall handicapCountry
golf tourna
speakinp to each other,
men when repeating some saying of ment will be played at the club
course next Sunday afternoon, the
the women.
being booked for comTROCBLK
BLADDER
pletion Sunday morning.
6ERIOCS
In the play yesterday Dr. ,T. R.
"Could not stand nor sit and was
Van Atta defeated "Buzz" Tler-neforced to cry out from intense
Tar-ki8 up and A. E. Reesor depain," writes Henry 'Williams.
1
feated
said
doctors
Montana. "The
Henry G. Coors 6 up. In
round
had inflammation of the bladder the semi-finSunday
and an operation was necessary. morning Dr. J. R. Van Atta 'Will
meet
imDr. George S. McLandress
Tried Foley Kidney Pills and
proved at once. Tell all my friends and A. E. Reesor will meet Edabout Foley Kidney Pills as it will ward Horgan.
nave many from suffering and perNine times married and nlnn
haps, as in my case, a dangerous times
divorced is the rather 'reoperation." Bladder and kidney markable
matrimonial record
trouble demand prompt treatment.
Foley Kidney Pills give quick re- achieved by Mrs. Cora Lllley of
East St. Louis, III.
lief.. Sold verywbere.--Ad- v.

tBt.S5Staf
Louis ....104 000 020

3.

0;

5;

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Cleveland, 6; Detroit, 6.
Washington, 6; New York,
St. Louis, 2; Chicago, 1.
Only three scheduled.

1.

1.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Kansas City,
Columbus,
St. Paul.
Louisville,
Minneapolis,
Indianapolis,
4;

1.

0;

--

6.

Milwaukee,

Toledo,

1.

COAST LEAGUE.

San Francisco,

--

Sacramento,

0.

Portland,

Oakland,
Seattle,
Vernon,
Los Angeles,
Salt Lake,
3.

1;

Colorado Grid Warriors Expected to Prove Strong

est

7;

3;

Ever

Aaareqation

Booked to Invade State.

.62"

RESULTS

'

St. Louis, 7; Chicago, 1.
Chicago, Oct. 1. St. Louis tied
Pittsburgh for third place in the
National league pennant race to
Chicago 7 to 1 in
day by defeating
the last game of the season, while
Cincinnati defeated the Pirates in
both games ot a double header,
finishing in second place. Rogers
champion
Hornsby the Cardinals,cracked
out
batter of the league,
at
bat and
five
times
in
hits
three
finished the season with an averthe feat
age of .401, the first time
has been accomplished since 1899,
with
finished
when Ed Delehanty

..85

2
4

e.

t

...86

Pet.

61
68
69
69
74
78

YESTER

4--

Har-grav-

93

Brooklyn
Washington, Oct. 1. After safe- Philadelphia
ly tucking away the pennant yes- Boston,
terday, the New York Yankees
dropped the final game with
Washington today. Score:
New York.
AB. R. H. PO
4
3
0
0
Witt, cf
0
0
0
0
xxMcNally
2
Dugan, 3b

b
,
Ruth,
3
Plpp, lb ...
1
.
Smith, rf .
3
Hofmann, c
4
Meusel, if
Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh.
4
Cincinnati Ward, ss2b
Cincinnati, Oct. I.
3
won both games of a doubleheader Scott,
4
from Pittsburgh today and took Jones, P
second place in the championship
33 1 6 24 14 0
Totals
race. The scores were 6 to 4 and 5
Washington.
to 1.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
R. H. E.
First game Score:
0
1
7
1
1
3
Judge, lb
3
8
100
300
..
0004
2
3
1
Pittsburgh
4
1
2
2b . .
Cincinnati .. 000 000 302 B 8 1 Harris, cf
0
1
6
0
0
3
Batteries: Cooper and Schmidt; Rice,
1
2
0
0
4
2
Goslin, If . .
Xiuque, Couch, Markle and
1
0
3
2
1
3
Brower, rf .
1
0
6
1
3
1
Lapan, c ...
Second game:
3
0
1
1
0
Peckinpaugh; SS 3
Pittsburgh.
8b
Lamotte,
A.
E.
AB. H. H. PO.
0 Warmoth, p
3
0
5
4
0
Maranville, ss
2
4
0
1
2
4
cf
Carey,
31 6 11 27 11
Totals
0
3
1
0
4
0
Bigbee, If
x Batted for Dugan in fifth,
1
Barnhardt, rf . . 4 0 0 12 3 00
for
xx
Batted
Witt In ninth.
2
0 0
Traynor, 3b
By innings:
0
3
2
0
0
2
3b
000 190 00- 0Trayonr,
York
0 New
7
1
1
0
2
Grimm, lb
500 000 lOx 6
0 Washlngton
1
1
1
0
3
Two-bas- e
Schmidt, c
hits
Summary:
0
0
0
0
0
1
Mlazner, p
Judge, Pipp. Stolen base Goslin.
2
0
0
0
0
1
Adams, p
Sacrifice Lapan. Double plays
0
0
0 0 Jones to Scott
1
0
xEns
to Pipp; Smith to
rellowhoree, p . 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ruth to Scott to Ruth; Rice to
Peckinpaugh to Harris; Hofmann
29 1 4 24 14 0 to
Totals
Ruth to Scott. Base on balls
Cincinnati.
Off
4; Warmoth, 6. Struck
AB. R. H. PO. A. V out Jones,
6.
Warmoth,
By Jones, 1;
o
2
0
0
3
Burns,
ball
Hofmann.
Passed
0
0
10
0
4
Daubert, 1 b
0
3
2
0
4
St. Louis, 2; Chicago, 1.
Duncan, If
0
4
2
1
4
St. Louis. Oct. 1. The St. Louis
'Roush, cf
6
2
5
1
4
wound up their most sucFonseca, 2b
Browns
1
1
1
1
2
Plnelli, 3b
cessful season in more than 20
2
3
0
2
2
Bohne, ss
years with a 2 to 1 victory over
2
1
3
0
3
AVingo, c
the Chicago White Sox this after1
0
0
0
1
noon. As a result of Washington's
Rixey, p
over the champion New
victory
2
27
12
6
12
27
Totals
York Yankees, only one game sep8th.
in
x Batted for Adams
arated the Browns and the YanScore by innings:
kees in the final season's stand1
100
000
000
Pittsburgh
ing. Score:
5
001 301 OOx
Cincinnati
Chicago.
Dune
hits
AB. R. H. PO. A. E
Summary:
Stol2
2
0
0
Schmidt
0
0
can. Pinelli, Grimm,
Hooper, rf
en base Carey. Sacrifices Burns, Johnson, ss ... . 4 0 1 0 1 0
E. Collins, 2b. . 3 0 1
Pinelli, Rixey (2). Double plays
4
1
0
Fonseca to Daubert; Bohne to Fon- Sheely, lb
balls
on
1
1
4
seca to Daubert. Base
Mostil.
out
3
0
1
2.
By
Struck
Rixey,
If
Off Rixey,
Falk,
3. Hits Off Glazner, 7 in 3 3 Mulligan. Sb .. 3 0 1
3
2
0 1
Schalk, c
innings; off Adams, t in
Yellowhorse, none in 1, .lit by Leverette, p . , . 3 0 1
lospitcher By Adam (Bohne).
1
28 1 8x26-1Totals
ing pitcher Glainer. Time 1:30.
x Two out when winning run
scored.
Philadelphia, 6; Brooklyn, 0.
St. Lonls.
Brooklyn, Oct. 1. Philadelphia
In
the
with
AB. R.H. PO.A.E
even
Brooklyn
broke
3 0 0 1 0 0
aeries of two games which closed Tobin. rf
4
the season for them, by winning Ellerbe, Sb
3
10
Risler, lb
R. H. E. Williams, If..
0
12
200
002
.
.
.
.
cf
2006
Durst,
Philadelphia
Brooklyn ....000 000 0000 6 2 McManus, 2b
P. Collins, c .
Grimes, Decatur and Hungling. Robertson, ss
Bayne, p ....
PeBerry.
5--

squad "charging" as part of th;ir practice session.
sity, are hard at work under October 21 with the annual at-Coach Jack Wilce. "Tie new
tie between O. S. U. and the
stadium, which will hold over
University of Michigan, one ot
State's biirffest tramp.
60,000 persons, is to be opened

0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

. .

Special to Tbs Journal
M., Oct. 1.

On

Santa Rosa, N.

2

9

TRUE BILLS

Grand Jury in Guadalupe
. County Completes Work;
Court
Brings Suit to
Collect $15,000 Bond.

1.

.25 0 6 21 '
New York.
AB. R. BH. PO,
0
ss
.1 0
2
ss
.3 0
1
3b
.2 0
1
2b
.3 2
0
.3 0
If
.

October 2, 1922.

Having discovered In the Indian
game Saturday the faults that
need correction in the Lobo football machine, and having had the
opportunity to observe most of his
new men in action under fire.
Coach Johnson of the varsity will
bend all his efforts this week to
machine as
making his football
near perfect for the game with
next
Saturday
Denver university
as is possible.
A victory over Denver university
will give the Loboe almost unlimited prestige, for this year Denver
university is picked by dopesters to
win the Rocky mountain conference championship, and to beat a
team of that caliber will be more
than an ordinary victory.
But victory over Denver university is not a thing to be looked forward to with confidence.
It is,
rather, something to be hoped for,
and something to be worked for
with never tiring effort. Coach
Johnson pointed out to his warriors Saturday night. With a much
stronger line than last year, and
with what is characterized by Ed
Lyons of the Denver Times as "the
most quantitative and qualitative
backfield material the institution
has offered of late years." The
Denver U. team which confronts
the Lobo eleven on Varsity field
next Saturday afternoon will in all
probability be by far the strongest
football team that has ever invaded
New Mexico.

motion of District Attorney Luis
E. Armijo of Las Vegas, the district court, has brought suit to collect the bond of $15,000 given
three years ago by Lon Seymour,
following his conviction of murder
in the second degree and sentence
of from 25 to SO years in the state
penitentiary. The bond Is signed
by 12 prominent citizens of GuadaSeymour furnished
lupe county.
the bond when he appealed to the
He failed to percourt.
supreme
fect the appaal, and is believed to
be In Texas.
At the fall term of court, presided over by Judge David J.
Leahy of Las Vegas and which was
held last week, the grand Jury returned ten indictments and two no
true bills.
The following cases were disposed of:
A verdict of not guilty was returned In the trial of Cruz Beltran,
charged with the larceny of clothing of the value of over S10 from
the store of Amado Perea at
Vaughn.
Prlmltivo Pacheco was acquitted
by a directed verdict, of the charge
of larceny of wool from the warehouse at Duro. The evidence failed to connect Pacheco with the
theft. Franorsco Leyba and
Maes, who are suspected of
the theft, have never been apprehended.
Antonio Salas, charged with assault with words on Jose Delgado,
was adjudged guilty and fined $1
and costs. The case was tried
without Jury.
In the case of Isidro Anaya,
charged with assault and battery
upon Charles Gerhardt, editor of
a newspaper,
which was tried
without Jury, Judge Leahy assessed
a fine of $5 and costs, but suspended collection on good behavior. The testimony showed that
Annya had struck the editor one
blow on the mouth following an
argument about an article In
paper that Annya consid- n
ered a reflection on the
Gerhardt ad
people.
Cor-nel-

Ger-hard- t's

Spanish-America-

Two
was the senS. District Judge Neblett
on J. H. Ferguson and
Lafayette ("Bud") Bennett, and
$1,000 fine on Bennett, for entering into a conspiracy to defraud
Samuel M. Spradlln of a section of
land in Harding county.
The maximum penalty was two
yenrs and $10,000 fine.
The Jury found Ferguson and
Bennett guilty after a two-da- y
trial, which had many of the elements of a moving picture drama
in It. According to the testimony,
there was a man pretending to be
a deputy U. S. marshal, chasing alleged bootleggers; a whiskey still
spoken of as blowing up; a man
handcuffed to a bed In a ranch
house, while alleged conspirators
motored to a town 'to get a deed;
the signing of the deed at the point
of a pistol; then the action of the
government to bring defendants to
justice.
Denied a Now Trtal.
An effort was made by Attorney
J. O, Seth of counsel for Ferguson
and Bennett, to get a new trial.
One point argued was that the
court had erred by refusing to admit certain testimony about the
alleged theft of calves, but the

I

court announced that supersedeas
bond will be fixed at $5,000.

f

One of the greatest of legal dis.
criminations against women that
has continued as law since the pas.
sage of the equal suffrage amendment to the Constitution of tha
United States has been removed
with the enactment by congress of
the Independent citizenship law.

Journal Want Ads Bring Results,

Diamond Tires at
Wholesale Prices
CORDS, FABRICS, TUBES

In a Year's Sales no Bad Ones.

SS

UO

Speclnl to The Journal
Fe, N. M., Oct. 1.

Santa
years In
tence U.
Imposed

Fifth and Central.

Leavenworth

Phone 823

Our store will be closed all day today,
October 2.
1

j

Reserve your shopping till Tuesday
when our BIG OVERSTOCK SALE

OF MEN'S HATS and CAPS begins.
Watch Tuesday morning's paper for
big announcement and astounding
low prices.

m
E4

Join The
HUBBELL

court overruled this motion. Mr.
Miller, assistant U. S. district attorney, contended that he could
see nothing in a cattle charge
against Spradlln; that it had nothing to do with the case involving
a conspiracy to get Spradlin's land
awjiy from him which he had taken up under the soldier homestead
act,
,
Mr. Seth gave notice of an appeal in behalf of Bennett, and the

MEN CONVICTED OF
LAND FRAUD GET
TWO YEARS IN JAIL

m

m

GUN CLUB

Best Duck Shooting in the Valley
Get your permit before it is too late

Membership Limited to 30 Members
114

114

West Central

Phone

520

North Third Street

s

LClub

TO FAME

"

YANK MSA.

SENIOR LEAGUE

IT

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
W L

94
Cardinals' Star Finished ihe
93
Season With an Average
79
....78
of .401; Breaks Record
77
69
of Long Standing.
Philadelphia, ..... ..65

New York,
St. Louis
Detroit
Cleveland,
Chicago
Washington,

Chicago, Oct. 1. Rogers Hornsby of the St. Louis Cardinals, today batted himself into the hall
of fame among the select .400
hitters, the first man in the National League to accomplish the
feat since 1899 when Ed
of the Philadelphia 'club,
won the batting honors with an
average of .408. Hornsby's mark
for the season is ,401. This Is
the third consecutive year the
St. Louis star has won the batting championship of the senior
major league circuit.
Hornsby's name will be recorded along with those of R. Barnes
of Chicago, who hit .403 in 1876;
Cap. A. C. Anson, Chicago who
finished with .407 in 1879, and
who in 1887 'made a mark of
.421; J. Stenzel, Pittsburgh, who
made a mark of .409 in 1893;
Hughcy Duffy of Boston, with
.438 in 1894, Jess Burkett, who
won the championship
in 1895
and 1896 with marks of 423 and
.410 while a rSember
of the
Cleveland club;
Willie
Keeler,
who topped the hitters with .432
while with Brooklyn in 1897 and
Ed Delehanty, the last of the .400
hitters until the present day.
The new member of the select
circles missed his goal last season when he went into a batting
slump at the tail end of the season and failed to get a hit rn his
last eight times at bnt. His averThe year preage fell to .397.
vious he topped the hitters with
an average of .370.
Dele-han-

Boston,

61,

.

60
61
75

76
77
85
89
93

Pet.
.610
.604
.513
.507
.500
.448
.421
.395

PICKLE IS
TO BE EXHIBITED AT
STATE FAIR IN TEXAS

YARD-LON-

ty

G

Dallas, Tex., Oct. 1. A yard-lon- g
pickle will be exhibited in the
culinary department at the Texas
state fair,' according to the plans
of Mrs. J. J. Moore of this city.
The pickle was made from a peculiar variety of cucumber, grown
in Young county, Mrs. Moore said.
The pickles were a puzzle when it
became time to getting them in a
Jar, Mrs. Moore added, but it was
found that by soaking them in
boiling salt water and vinegar the
were
cucumbers
rendered
soft
enough to be curled around
nd
thus they were placed into gallon

jars.

According to the Royal Geographical Society, the most traveled
woman of today Is Mrs. Charlotte
Cameron of Edinburgh.
She has
just returned from a protracted so.
Journ in the South Sea Islands. In
1910 Mrs. Cameron covered 10,000
miles in South Africa. Later she
the
completely
circumnavigated
dark continent, and penetrated portions hitherto unknown even to explorers and scientists. During the
past five years she has been in
Alaska, South America, Australia
and the South Seas.

BRINGING UP FATHER.

1

The Republican Legislature in
at Hot Springs.

J

5X COLLVM'LU BE
TO CH

to iit vS'
jotrr
FROM.THKa
.

COX

ArV

Hlb

VELt--TOuc,HT-

-t

appropriated $4000.00 to build a bath house

Economy never can be put into New Mexico's administration as long as the leaders of the Republican party continue in power, and no matter who is elected on
the Republican ticket, the same dictators control them. Consequently the type
of administration is the same.
Democratic candidates, wanting to improve conditions
economy and efficiency in government.
Jones
For Senator

Morrow

in the state, stand for

Hinkle

For Congress

Miss Eckles

For Governor

For School Supt
POLITICAL

Copyright,

CLD TO 5T

1917

New Mexico had imsight, actually or theoreHcally $4000.00 which political followers could not bear to see unspent. So favorites of the leaders came in from
Sierra county and had a bath house buil t there.

-

semi-fina-

lo

mitted that some parts of the article were exaggerated and really
not true.
Raymond Trujtll pleaded guilty
to theft and was sentenced to not
less than one year In the state penitentiary.
The court quashed the Indictment charging Jose Velentln
with assault with a deadly weapon.
J. R. McKlnley, Indicted on a
charge of assault with a deadly
weapon, pleaded not guilty and
his trial was set for the first day
of the April term of court.
The trial of Federlco
Lopez,
charged with grand larceny, was
set for hearing on the first day of
the April term.
The suit of Lulu Roberts against
the board of education, of Puerta
da Luna, was dismissed
by the
court. Miss Roberts alleged that
she had been engaged to teach the
Puerta de Luna school at a salary
of 1126 a month, and that at the
end of three months and a few
days she wag discharged, with 30
days notice. She brought suit to
collect five months' salary.
The
judge held that the school board's
contract gave it the right to dismiss the teacher on 80 days' notice, and that the legal amount
fhe board was allowed to contract
for was $110 a month, which made
the contract void.

1921, by the International News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Office.
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FCM THE LAW TIME.
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By George McManus
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Soft Velvet, Tan Crepe
With Brown Embroidery

Household HiNTrAM.

BVMdS.MORTON

Tony Dallo had romance and a
sense of humor.. In his eyes was
!
that roughish light which invites
;
participation In a secret Joke and
In his clothes a touch of the ar- -'
tist. No one at the little lake
' resort had seen him before but
all admitted he was the hand-- ;
somest man in the colony.
Within a week after Tony's ar-- S
rival at Fair Lake he was a
The women
friend of everyone.
asked "Mr. Dallo" to untie boats
and string; hammocks and, with
the easy forswearing of conven-- ;
f
tion that comes with vacation,
ones sang out invita- k; ''the younger "To-neto Join the
tions for
hikes, dances and bonfire parties.
,
new
was a
life for the youth
'It
1
who greeted his popularity with a
'
Joyful laugh and outdid himself
in being agreeable.
"Ethel." said Mrs. Clemons, one
of the camp members who had
won an honored place of seniority
'
through ten successive visits, "of
course we all like this Mr. Dallo,
but don't become too Interested
in him. Remember, this is his
first year here, no one knows any- thing about him and you will ad-a
'
mit, in some ways he is Jvst
little crude."
, "It Is someone you talk about
like this each year," Ethel replied. "You ought to know that
summer flirtations are never serious. Tony is lots of fun here,
but when we go home I will never
see or think of him again." She
looked thoughtfully at the water
and admitted a moment of regret,
i
Tony and Ethel went fishing and
.'explored the 'trails. They met the
mall train ana saw me vacation V weeki through like
happy cnun. Then he announced ne was
fl'-- f

L',,' :iir

7

"Do you know," the girl said,
"vou have never told me what itg
is you do In New York or
Don't you
about yourself.
feel we are good enough frlends7
of
silence
Tony
moment
In the
V grateful to the night which hid
turned many
' his embarrassment,
mind, half de-- I
things over in his confession
and
:'.
cided on open
made up his story. He had been
ln-- I
foolish, perhaps, to steal away
'.
to a new life for his summer andSome?
yet he had done it before.been
no
i '
how though, there had
:
g
girls' like Ethel and this was
to be the most painful awak- -'
..
enlng of all. He rowed vigorously
' in silence then, while the boat
the
I
slid noiselessly forward under an-f
jfc! impulse, rested his oars and
'
' - :Iwered.
mV
with
v
.
...
llulnc
i.rJ. llianc m
4i
j
voice. In the summer each year
any-thin-

i

1

go-in-

k

:

8

writing you in regard to MARGJE.
When I was thtee years old my
."'eye was injured and became badly
crossed. The doctors said glasses
if would correct it. I wore them un- -'
,!?"' til I was thirteen, when
I went
blind and wag taken to a blindschool where I received some education and was treated until I
; could see again.
I married when nineteen a good
but poor man. We talked often
about my eye as it worried me.
; One day I saw an ad in a Chicago- paper where eyes dould be stralght-'ened free if done before the stu- ft dents. I went and had my eye
; I operated on the same day. It is
,7 much better and all it cost was
: ray fare.
I came home too soon
;
when I should have stayed and so
it is not perfect but hardly notice- -'

j

!

abl.

"

she can get them.

':

MRS. McC.

Thank you so much for your letIf MARGIE writes to me I
will certainly furnish her with the
two addresses you so kindly sent.
At present I do not know how to
communicate with herT

ter.

j'

J1

'

Dear Mrs. Thompson: Ten years
ago I was married, but the re- suit was very unhappy. It seems
to me trouble started the first
week after our marriage. My hus- w band proved to be a man who had
many lady friends and he insisted
' on the privilege of seeing them
Just as much after marriage as
before. After a year a little baby
girl was born to us, and even this
did not make my husband any
' more faithful. My little daughter
and I were left at home night after
' :
night whll ha spent money on
women.
My heart was broken and Just
4 when I decided I would have to
leave him, he left me. He found
,
another woman he thought he
wanted to marry and he asked me
;

lireakfust.

Oatmeal
Grapes
Toast
Soft Boiled Eggs
Coffee
Cookies
Luncheon.
Cream of Celery Soup
Crackers
Cookies
Sliced Peaches
Milk
Dinner.
Roast Beef
Potatoes roasted with Meat
Combination Salud
Fresh Apply Jelly
Coffee
Pumpkin Pie
Today's Recipes.
Sand Cakes Rub oire cup butter to a cream, add one and
cups light brown sugar, mix
the
well. Beat two
and beat them
part of one white,
teainto the batter. r Mix
spoon cinnamon with three and
cups of flour and etir this
into tho mixture, adding another
halt cup if needed. Mix stiff
enough to roll out thin as a wafer.
Cut out and brush the top over
with the remaining yolk of egg.
Split blanched almonds and put
three or four on each cake or radiating from centers, if a fancy
cake is desired. Mix one teaspoon
with
cup
cinnamon
granulated sugar and sprinkle
quick-oveover the cakes. Bake in a
eight or more minutes. When
cold pack away in cracker boxes.
one-ha-

lf

g

one-ha-

one-ha-

ffe

lf

lf

.

V-

-

"
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WOMAN'S

I

Servlct

Canning and Preserving.
Sweet Pickled Apples
Eight
pounds sweet apples (twenty-si- x
medium sized), one and a half
By MARY BROOKS PICKEN
quarts vinegar, one and a half
ouarts of water, half teaspoon salt,
"INK does not need to say that two quarts dark corn syrup, four
velvet is the fabric for th sticks cinnamon, two tablespoons
if desired,
ultra smart fall dress every fash- whole allspice, ginger,
Cook
ionable shop evidences this. The four tablespoons whole cloves.
exquisite shades and soft beauty
of today's velvet made it much
and when it is skillfully
made in smart design it is especially desirable.
The blouse portion is cut to give
Dy WALT
a long waistline effect, yet evi1!"
dences a slight blouse tendency.
This, one surmises, is wholly to
THE FARMKR.
The farmer hns more kinds of
bring out the beauty of the velvet.
The sleeves are of Canton crepe grief than any man I know, if hen
it is brief, nnd
in tan color and achieve an air of has pleasure,
is his woe. My Uncle Hidistinction through their embroid- ram tills the soil, he hustles day
ery, which is brown in couching-stitc- h by day, and half the time his earneffect. The dress slips over est toil is labor thrown away. This
that
the head, the opening being at the year he had a field of corn
grew to wondrous size, and he sur
Publication of tho serial story, underarm.
It every morn witn giaunens
"A Stenographer's Komancc," will
Irregularity of contour Bnd sup- veyed
rains arrived in
be resumed within tho next few pleness of brim are allied in the In his eves. Thethe
sunshine fol
showers,
timely
days.
development of this hat. The vel- lowed then, tne cornsiaiKs grrw
night
vet brim flares up at the left side through daylight hours, by Uncle
My
and extends out in a point at the they grew again.
watched
he
Hiram's spirits soared,
right, while a soft crown of
the green corn wave; "this fall,"
duvetyn is finished at the he said, "I can afford a haircut
I
right side front with a wheel effect
of burnt peacock.
PERFECT INSTRUMENT
have been
to get a divorce.
sinis
It
feel
to
that
TO CONTROL FIRE OF
brought up
ful to get a divorce, and so of
EN
COAST DEFENSE GUNS
course I refused, He left me anyway and I had to go home to my
Intake
Washington, Oct. 1. Two will
parents so that mother could
care of the baby while I worked.
struments, which it is declared
derevolutionize the art of coast
In the eight years that my husthe
band and I have been separated I
fense, aro being exhibiter in will
have only heard from him four
ordnance department here and to
later be installed at Panama
times and then it was to ask again
control the fire of the big guns in
TO
that I divorce him. Now somethe canal defenres.
thing has happened which makesI
comprise a
These instruments
me want a divorce too. Where
who
man
svstem of ranging and following a
a
is
am working there
enemy ship. They are
years older than I am who loves Arctic Explorer and His Pi- moving
electrically operated and automatme, and I love him more than I
Off
From
Will
lot
Hop
They add, subically adjusted.
thought it was possible for mesin-to
allove. It makes me doubt the
multiply, divide and make
tract,
Late
Wainwright, Alaska,
lowance for many factors control-in- g
fulness of divorce. I long to be
the flight nf a big shell.
free so that I can marry him. He
in May or Early in June.
Visitors to the larger coast
knows my story and he doesn't
to
stations often wonder lu w it
care except that it hurts him
Seattle, Wash.,- Oct. 1. Word Is possible for the gunners to hit a
think I have treated him In such direct
from Capt. Roald Amundsen
a five or six foot projectilea way.
l. ship with
and his pilot, Lieut. O.
-shot
from a gun 70 or 80
I am simply lost and don't know that hewill
from Wain feet In
off
hop
when the enemy is
should
what to do. Do you think I
length
of
latter
the
part
wright, Alaska,
the
get the divorce and be free to mar- May or the first of June to fly as far off as thirty miles. Insmall
days of the civil war, when
ry the mnn I love, or should I stick across the North
to Spits- cannon
Polei
shot Iron balls vveishmg
to my old belief that .divorce is bergen was brought to Seattle tofifteen or twenty pounds, the range
wrong?
day by E. J. Ward government was usually point blank, the enemy
FRYING PAN AND FIRE..
school
teacher at Wainwright. ship loomed large as a target and
'Personally I do not consider di- Amundsen plans, Ward said, to the gun- pointer sighted by gazing
vorce wrong; the greater sin lies make. the flight of approximately along the barrel,
in hasty marriages and loveless 1,700 miles across the polar soliThe greater distances, weights
unions. You seem to have the big tudes in one Jump, carrying for and charges
used in modern megest thing life can offer a great subsistence only a thermos bottle chanical warfare call for more aclove, and I believe you should make of hot tea and a sandwich. When curate fire.
In
artillery
said, duels, army officersfuture
it possible to marry again. To he left Wainwright, Ward
Eay, salvos will
abstain from divorce will not bene- Amundsen and Omdahl were build- be exchanged at the rate of two or
fit any one. but It will hurt many. ing their winter quarters, a cabin three a minute, and between volDivorce and remarriage will bring on the beach near the school house. leys changes must be made in firhappiness into your own life and Thev are well supplied with food ing directions. As there Is so little
to the life of the man you love; and fuel for the winter, having time for this by hand cah lotions,
some accuracy of fire is lost to
surely such a thing cannot be sin- killed two whales, some walrus and
teal, and having a reindeer herd of speed.
ful.
mine
coal
a
4,000 animals pnd
The new Instruments will conWomen's Jewelry In the Egyptian nearby.the middla of
stantly make these corrections.
according
By
May,
life of 5,000 years ago often bore a to Ward, the days are so long in
close resemblance to present-da- y
that latitude that it is practicable H0RNSBY SUCCEEDS
to make photographs at night.
ornaments.
BABE RUTH AS THE
The schooner Maud, Amundsen's
ship,
according to
CIRCUIT SWAT KING
The latest craze among some exploration
is drifting northward in the
fashionable women In London is to Ward,
ice floe at such speed that the exBt. Louis, Oct. 1 (by the Assocdye cats so that they match a favplorer was of the opinion it might iated Press).
"Pep" Hornsby, star
cross the pole and reach Spits
orite costume or the furniture.
baseman for the St. Louis
bergen in a year, though It may second
with 42 home runs to his
take longer. The Maud is provi Cardinals,
credit this season, has succeeded
sioned for seven years,
"Babe" Ruth of the New York
Yankees as the home-ru- n
"king."
UNION ORGANIZED BY
Kenny Williams of the St. Louis
race
ran
a
close
Hornsby
BUTTE MINE WORKERS Browns,
throughout the season for the circuit clouting honors of the major
Butte, Mont., Oct. 1. At a leagues and was second with 39,
meeting of committees represent leading the American league.
ing all the mines of Butte, held
"Tillle" Walker of the Philatoday, the Butte Mine Workers' delphia Athletics was second in the
Independent union was organized. American league with 37, while
Election of officers was deferred
Ruth who started playing this seauntil after the constitution and son
at a late date owing to a susnow in process of makranked fourth among th:i
ing by a committee, shall have pension,
slnggers, having 85.
All day employes major league 1922
been adopted.
home-ru- n
record
Hornsby's
of mines in the district are ex17
of
fell
short
the record
equaling
to
become
not
members,
pected
four-baj- e
69
of
hits
total
those who breaking
however,
including,
are already members of some of batted out by Ruth In 1921.
the crafts employed about the
mines. It was expressly declared PEDDLERS OF DRUGS
at the meeting that there would
AVOID MARKED COINS
be no affiliation with the old
western federation of miners.
El Paso. Texas, Oot. 1. Illicit
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
peddlers of drugs have watcher,
silver money they take in so closel)
WILL CONVENE TODAY that, federal officers
have quit trying to catch the peddlers Witt
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 1.
marked coins. The officers havi
Clinics.- conducted
by Colorado learned, too, that the peddlers wil.
Springs physicians and surgeons demand 95 cents in change when a
and held at the local hospitals and dollar they suepect is marked 1b
the Modern Woodman sanatorium,
will compose the program for the
first day of the annual session of
the Colorado ,Editorlal association
tomorrow. A registration of 800 Skin Tortured Babies
Sleep
delegates Is expected for the conwill continue for
vention which
'
four days.
,"

bright-colore-
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d
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ATTEMPT TO FL!

SPITZBERGEN

de-fo-

--

National Garment Co.
Meyer Oeoff, Mgr.

"TIIOOPKH

Mothers Rest

Miss Helen Ware, of Marlon. Is
the first woman of central Ohio
ever to be elected secretary of a
'
(building and loan association,

After Cuticura

Till;

If potatoes are slow to cook
der pour hot water over then while
peeling them and hasten the cooking process.
ten-

If bread, beans or cake are baking too fast nnd brown set a pan
of cold water In oven. It cools tho
Try slicing Jelly roll in fairly
thick sllres and pile with whipped
crenm. It Is an easy dessert for
summer time, as bought Jelly roll
can be used.

A

MA80N.
and a shave. The way that field
is looking now, the harvest will be
from the
fat; I'll lift
cow, nnd buy my wife a hat." He
thought of many things he'd do
when all that corn was shucked,
and when it was run the sheller
through, and to the market trucked.
Then came a hot wind from
the south, that turned bright green
to gray; the corn, as in a furnace
mouth, burned up and blew away.
My Uncle Hiram viewed tho wreck,
crop gone, beyond recall; two briny
tears ran down his neck, he sighed.
and that was all. Oh, oftentimes
this sort of crime the husbandman
must view; but for laments he hasJ
no time ne has ,ms cnores to ao.

with a man who leaves his home,
wife and dog. only to return later.
In the meanwhile, the man, on
whose account he left home, haa
become well established as a social
visitor at his home. The dog, lonelv
for his master, takes a great dislike to this man by the name ol
Swetson, who la a psychic lecturer,
and an advocate of neo
Arthur Hoyt, a well kno.n character actor, plays the purt of this
man.
When work was started it wn
found extremely difficult to create
the desired antagonism between
Hoyt and the dog; for "Pal" likes
everyone and took an especial
fancy to Mr. Hoyt. In the sequence,
where Williams is obliged to land
a blow on Mr. Hoyt's chin and
knock him down, according to the
scenario requirements, "Pal," had
been coached to a degree where he
began to think evidently that Swetson had real designs on Williams'
welfare, and as the dog was much
attached to the star, he endeavored
to protect his master. He leaped
on the fallen man and bit him on
the forehead in his excitement. The
bite was not severe but necessitated
a delay of a few days on the picture as Mr. Hoyt had to rest. When
he returned to the studio he and
"Pal" became good friends.
The wearing of high heels and
silk stockings has been forbidden
to the high school girls of Santa
Monica, Calif.
Probably the most celebrated of
women chess experts are Senorita
Mora, of Cuba, and Madame Kate-rln- a
Beskow, of Stockholm.

Twenty

mullion
Ibaigs
hui only a
limiicd amount
can qualify

Practically every court'

try of the tropical world

Westons
specially
prepared
Malt

Syrup
$high grade
and Jrlavof

Jl

Shipped anywriere
in United States
vftaf

Orders-Solicite-

Weston
E.J.
111W. DtiLosAngjlcs

grows coffee in amounts
varying from a few bags
up to many millions,
with Brazil, Central
America and Columbia
standing first in prder
of importance.
High grade coffee is ex
tremely scarce and out
of this enormous pre
duction, only a very
small percentage can
pass the tests to which
coffees are subjected be
fore being purchased by
Hills Bros. Yet none,
if used alone, would be
satisfactory to the taste
of those who have be

to Hills
Bros. Coffee, for no sin'
gle lot of coffee, how
ever fine, is equal to a
blend. Every coffee has
some particular charac
teristic. It may have fine
flavor, but be decidedly
weak, or it may have
heavy body but lack in
flavor. Of course, there
are hundreds of different
types, and the combinr
ing; of these many lots
into one perfect coffee
is the work of the coffee
tester and blender.
come accustomed

"Fop" Grout didn't even take
time off for lunch
HARD day's work at the office today
and a harder one ahead tomorrow.
Poor 'd Pop had his hands full keeping
his vvue and youngsters in the style to
which they had accustomed themselves.
The children learned to neglect their
dad and even Mother preferred bridge to home life. And then one
day the veil was torn from their pleasure
seeking eyes and they saw their father
as the grand old man that he was!
A

Light

ning early tonight struck two
65,000 barrel tanks at the Union
Oil company's tank farm, 15 miles
from here on San Pablo bay and
set them afire. One contained
crude oil and the other a refined
several
The damage
product.
hours later was estimated at $250,-00-

old-fashion-

0.

The bolt came during the first
thunder storm In this region in
many months. One section of the
roof of one tank, a piece of heavy
metal about 20 by 30 feet, ' was
thrown more than B0 feet. The
burn
fire, it was Bald,
might
many hours. Employes at the
tank farm devoted themselves to
keeping other tanks from taking
fire. They were assisted by a west
wind which blew the flames away
from the main plant at the farm,
distant some 400 feet from the
burning tanks.
ITRE IX SMYRXA.
1

ro

Arthur Hoyt, who has an Inter
esting role In "Restless Souls," an
Larlo Williams production, whlcu
will be shown at the Lyric theater
today for the last time, was badly
bitten while making the picture.
In tho production a Boston bull
terrier, called "Pal," has one of the
important roles. The dog is good
natuted, and is held in no wise to
blame for what happened on the
set; as a matter of fact the dog did
what might have been expected of
any dog under the circumstances,
though the bite incident was no!
anticipated.
The plot of the story has to do

BOLT OF LIGHTNING
SETS FIRE TO OIL
TANK; $250,000 LOSS

Oct.

AT

TUEATKIl

PLAYFIt BITTEN nY
BIG BOSTON BUM, DOG
IX III ;. LI.STIC SCEXE

offered them. The federal law forbids defacing American money, nnd
the officers get nowhere by rubbing
indelibles on the coins, or even
marking bills.
The rellers are too suspicious
now, and closely examine every bill
or coin "efore accepting it. The of
fleers have other ways to catch
them, however, which they are not
publishing.

Smyrna,

PAST1MK

the
indlcato
a true artist,
rising steadsweeps all
Fox
the
photoplay "Troopit,
er o;Neil" was received enthusiastically by a capacity audience
at the .Pastime Theater yesterday.
Tho tale is of the Canadian
Northwest Mounted
Police, and
in its telling beautiful scenic atThis
a
factor.
big
mosphere is
Fox production is lllled with liveinterest never
ly incident, and
lags for a moment.
is
The
gooj
photography
throughout, and in some places
The director has turned
superb.
out a very creditable screen effort.
Charles Jones, the star, as usual
does clever acting throughout,
and the company as a whole is.
excellent.
The story was wrlt-- l
ten by George Goodchlld, author
of other romances which have
been adapted for the screen.
The lovo is ' Trooper O Nell
has not been overdone. It weaves!
in and out of the action In a
delightful, refreshing manner. If!
you were not at
the I'astlme
Theater yesterday, go there to
day, when "Trooper O'Nell" will
bo shown for the last time.

improves their flavor.

1.

WAS

PKTIKK

In setting that
painstaking care of
with inspired action
ily to a climax that

Suggestions.

Oct.

O'NKII'

POl'lLAU

A

A tablespoon of sugar in water
in which sweet potatoes a"e boiled

San Francisco,

I

Ueptatlng today
the picture, "The

Davis' story, "Playing Dead," with
Earle Williams as the leading star,
is being repeated today for the last
time; ulso repeating "Bucking
comBroadway,'1 a great two-reedy.
l'asilmo 'J'lieuter
"Trooper
O'Nell," with Charles Jones as the
fs
leading star,
being repeated today; also repeating Harold Lloyd
In a comedy, and thu Interesting
"Fox News" pictures.

water, salt,
syrup and spices (except cloves)
for five minutes. Peel and quarter the apples. Stick two cloves
into each quarter. Drop the apples into the boiling syiup and simmer until tender. Pack in hot Jars,
Cover with boiling'syrup. Partially seal and sterilize for ten minutes.
Seal tightly. Let cool. Lubcl and
store.
Sweet pickled pears can be made
by substituting pears for the apples
In the above recipe.
Pick from the
Spiced Grapes
stems seven pounds of grapes,
rather under ripe, and separate
the pulp from the skins. Put the
skins in a preserving kettle over
the fire, with Just enough water to
prevent their burning. Place the
pulp in another kettle and cook
until the seeds loosen. Press
through a sieve and add to the
skinB with a half pint vinegar,
three pounds of sugar and a teaspoon each rloves, allspice and cinnamon. Boil until thick. This is
fine to serve with game or roast,
meats.

BIPPLIHG RHYMES

long-draw-

I

Heart (Specialist," with Mary Miles
Minter us the star; also repeating
"Tho Bluo Fox" episode, and the
"Current Events" pictures.
Ly'le Theater "Restless Souls,"
adapted from Richard Harding

one-four-

We Will Be
CLOSED
ALL DAY
TODAY
403 W. Central

JL JL

Theaters Today

"JV Theater
for the" last time,

together the vinegar,

Om-dah-

I will give my address to you
and the address of the specialist
so that if MARGIE writes to you

;

I go to the lakes, the mountains
or the sea and forget all about
it.
I make new friends and in
the fall when I return to the
city it is impossible to continue
You have made
the acquaintance.
this summer better than any that
have gone before and I will never
forget."
Ethel who had forgotten the
men of the previous summer at
Fair Lake and who knew that
Tony would Join the number, was
woman enough to feel hurt. The
revelation of the artist in Tony
gave him an added attraction and
she wondered at the modesty of
a singer who had not once mentioned his profession.
"But surely, since both of us
live in New York, it is possible
we will see each other and that
I may hear you sing?"
Tony grinned with a happy
thought and broke the moment
of seriousness.
"When
you return to your
home," he said, "I will sing under
At her startled
your window."
response he laughed again and
"You have invited
continued.
It and you cannot escape.
It
makes no difference that you live
in correct apartments and I do
not care for what the neighbors
will say or think.
I will sing
under your window, there in New
York, and you will wave to me,
perhaps."
"More likely,"
the
girl answered, "I will call the police."
Next morning Tony was gone.
His last word was a reminder of
serenade.
Ethel
the promised
could see he was in earnest.
Back in New York the only
times Ethel, busy in picking up
the strings of her city life, remembered Tony was when she
thought of the threatened serenade. It came one morning when
the streets were filled with people, in the unromantio glare of
day.
Tony, with his hat on the back
of his head, cast his smiling black
eyes at her window and sang at
the top of his voice. Ethel pulled
aside the curtains and looked
down while the voice rose again
and again. She gasped, waved her
hand and threw herself in a chair.
the rein on the
Tony flipped
back of a thin horse and put new
spirit in his song.
he caroled
onyuns,
as he drove down the street.
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A SUMMER SERENADE
(TODAY'S SHORT

Pajre Five

RUPERT HUGHES
Hie one

great American author who
tells his own story on the screen has
directed a perfect motion picture.

(by the Assoc-

iated Press.)
Another fire in the
residential quarter of Smyrna today destroyed 25 buildings. It is
reported that several Armenians,
fearing they would be blamed for
the fire, threw themselves in the

A picture you will remember forever

blames.

First woman to wear the ermine
in Virginia Is Mrs. Kerr Morehead
Harris, who has been appointed
Judge of the Juvenile court of

1

you liked "The Old Nest" you'll love "Remembrance"

This particular division
of the coffee business is
of the utmost import'
ance, for here counts skill
and knowledge that can
be obtained in but one
way long years ofstudy
and experience. This
particular division of
Hills Bros, business is
under charge of three
experts whose combined
years of service amount
to nearly one hundred
years. Their ability to
develop fine flavored
uniform blends is reflect
ed in the cup of Hills
Bros. Coffee served at
'your table.

j

MILL

IE CUBED

TOW
In Observance of the
Day of Atonement

Hills Bros.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
advertising matter thnt It may deem ofImproper. resthanks,
Calls for society meetings, cards
olutions, society and church socials, lectures, noSunday
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for
(except
calls
meetings
tices,
church programs) are considered as advertising and
will be charged for at regular advertising rates.
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FOR SALE

;

;
,

Mr. Kipling.

SALE
Ford touring, J100;
ForJ
touring, $1 10; Ford touring, starter,
$200; Ford light truck, 1176; terms if deFOR

Work guar
Dressmaking.
anteed. 8. Batzlnger, 1B00 North rirtn.
DRESSMAKING
done, prices right; sat
401 West I.eaa.
isfaction guaranteed.
FIRST-CLAS- S
dressmaking, work guar
anteed. 118 South Walter, pnone ihoi-- j.
Phone
HEMSTITCHING and pleating.
5 81 J, room
Mellnl building, myrut
Slevert.
,
sxcordlon, side and box;
215 North
N. . Crane.
mull orders.
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 314
WANTED
Dressmaking; prices reasunMiss
ble: satisfaction
guaranteed.
420 West
Paulla Vorbach, phone 487.
WANTED

Mr. Bryan announces that he has
quit the lecture platform. Is it possible
that he has finally run out of words?

facturing interests of the
which already have grown shamefully rich at the expense of the
defenseless public," he exclaimed.
'
"And when you cast your vote for
United States senator, I want you
to decide whether you want one
who has kept the faith with his
people and has no apologies for
such . course or one who is showing an apparent tendency to stand
by the manufacturing interests of
his native state of Connecticut."
In other words, Senator Jones tells his
people, the people of New MexTco, that
iie nas aaveu mem irum growing sname- fully rich at the expense tf the defenseless public", by voting against a measure
which was for the best interest: tf
people whom he was supposed to
represent. But if, by his vote, Senator
Jones had made his people, the people
of New Mexico, "shamefully" poor, by
reason of their inability to sell .their
wool in competition with foreign wool,
what apology woulJ. he have had to offer them? And whom v.'as Senator Jones
representing in the United States Senate,
if not the people of New Mexico, who
have no desire to becorru shamefully
rich, but who insist that their leading inis
dustry shall have that rrotection
necessary to its very life.
The people of this state are not o
much concerned whether one party or
another is represented in Congress, as
that the interests of New Mexico shall
be watchfully guarded.

Ai)i(piB!npi8 Tweimdy Years A

FROM POLITICS TO FICTION

E. L. Medler

c

O'Connor Roberts, formerly of this city, Is
having remarkable success with his Fulton mine
In San Miguel county.
Mr. Roberta reports having
found in his tunnel the bodies of three horses,
which evidently had been hidden there by thieves
and perished before they could bt removed.
4

Mrs. Kempenlch and son Paul are here from
their home in Peralta.
The Albuquerque delegation to the Grand Army
encampment at Washington left last night. The
party Includes Colonel and Mrs. J. M. Moore, Mrs.
E. C. Whitson. Mrs. Carver, Commander J. W.
Edwards and Captain A. J. Armstrong. Judge
e
and party will Join the party nt Lamy.
Mc-Fi-

At the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Plnney
last night occurred the wedding of Miss Lizzie
Neville, a young lady who came here recently from
Nebraska, and Charles Boettcher.
Father Manda-laperformed the ceremony.
ri

Not daunted by his defeat for the
mayoralty of New York last Fall, Henry
H. Curran has turned from tho field of
active poli'ics to writing stories, the
material for which is to be taken from
more than ten years' experience as a
city official.
Mr. Curran is an excellent example
of a youne man who did not wait for
opponunity but created it and through
perseverance achieved success and rose
from c jccurity to a place of high esteem
crr.ong Ms people. As a boy he did
manual labor while he attended the
worked his y
public schocl and later
'
one
of
the
through
leading universities
and graduated with honors. At the
same time that he wa3 studying law, ';a
worked as a reporter on a New York
newspaper. He then entered politics
and served his city in some f its highest
offices for ten years. Henry Curran his
a passion for the kind of politics that
stands for public service. The country
needs more men of his type and he ner- forms a great service in recording his
experience, from which others may draw
the lessons of a useful life.
Curran's first story, which appears in
the October number of Scribner's magazine, is called "Hey, Toolan's Marchin'!"
His characters are types that he has
To depict
known and worked with.
them he has drawn upon his experience
in writing gained as a newspaper man
before politics beckoned to him. While
the story is purely narrative, those who
like a little moral with their, fiction may
study over this speech which Mr. Curran
haj put in the mouth of the father f
one of his characters, a successful business man:
"My boy, I hope you'll go in
i for government.
".Ve're
.living in a different day from
those "I grew up in, and now we
need our best men in government,
v--

.

-

A little after 1 o'clock this morning a
special
train carrying W. H. Andrews, Hon. F. A. Hubbell,
Hon. Nestor Montoya, and representatives of the
Journal-Democrand the Evening Citizen, left for
Socorro, where the republican county convention
at

will be held today. The Socorro county convention
is of great Importance to the republicans of New
Mexico.

.
Superintendent V. C. Fox of the Santa Fe, with
headquarters In Las Vegas, has issued an order to
englnemen against whistling In the yards near the

Alvarado hotel, except in cases of danger.
order was given for the comfort of the guests.

TODAY'S B1EST TMOU.IT
COUNTRY, OCR WHOLE COUNTRY AND
NOTHING BUT OUR COUNTRY.
Let our age be the age of improvement.
In
a day of peace let us advance the arts of peace
and the works of peace.
Let us develop the
resources of our land, call forth its powers, build
up its institutions, promote all its great interests,
and see whether we also. In our day and generation, may not perform something, worthy to be
remembered.
Let us cultivate a true spirit of union
arid harmony. In pursuing the great objects which
our condition points out to us, let us act under a
settled conviction, and an habitual feeling that these
states are our country. Let our conceptions be enlarged to the circle of our duties. Let us extend
our ideas over the whole of the vast field in which
we are called to act. Let our objects be our country, our whole .country.
And, by the blessing of
God, may that country Itself become a vast and
splendid monument, not of oppression and terror,
but of wisdom, of peace, and of liberty, upon which
the world may gaze with admiration foreverl
DANIEL WEBSTER.

1

S

;

The

Last night a fire occurred at Alameda which
resulted in the completed destruction of the store
of L. Kempenlch of this city. A large stock was
carried. Almost nothing was saved. Some insurance was carried, but not enough to cover the loss.

OIR

Real Estate

FOR SALE

ber.

broad seasonal demand characterized the wholesale trade sit-

Livestock.

Second.
FOH KALE

One fresh Jersey cow, on
ycarllnfr Jersey heifer, J. p. Wilson,
2404-Huation during August. The monthly phnne HALE
Any kind of milk cow you
volume of sales in every line of FOR
want; a cow for everybody, 50 to $100
trade reflected an increase over ar.h,
llul North First, ph'ne 1270-sales of the previous month and FOlt SALE Flemish
Rufu
Giants,
A
a
ago.
month
same
the
year
Reds, UlackB. Belgians, bucks, does and
more confident feeling pervades frying size rabbits.
710 West Lead, phone
.
as there 1U25-W-

A

In advance that he was the very
person to put It all over those city
sharpers. And on his- - return he
told how he had done Just that
very thine. Like this:
The visitor had unconsciously
blocked street traffic while
at a flock of pigeons flying staring
above
the skyscraper
tops. Finally a
nV
burly elevator starter seized him by
ft.
the arm, dragged him to tha sidewalk
and gruffly demanded what
v
he was doing.
,
"Counting the pigeons," honestly
Pape --jjjt
replied Iowa.
"That ain't allowed here," growled the uniformed man. "It's goln'
to cost you Just U apiece how
Me and P. ds Slmkin was stand many d'Je count?"
The youth had an Idea. "Eight,"
wish
of
stand
in
frunt
the
froot
ing
slyly answered, and triumphant
ing ive lived somewares ware all we 'be
had to do to get the diffrent froot. y Vala ":a Dl11- - When In truth he
naa
counted twelve. Los Angeles'
off of the diffrent trees was pick it
off, and some lady stopped pushing Times.
U
baby carriage past, saying,
shaw, Ive come out without my
pockitbook agen. I wonder if you
boys would be so kind as to mind
this baby wile I run and got my
pockitbook, 111 ony be a minnit.
The bishop of a certain district
Bure, all rite, yes mam, me and
Puds sed. And she quick wawked waj waiting for a train at an
away, being a short ".ady but a fast
station.
a
Seeing
wnwker, and after a wile Puds sed,1 stranger eyeing him curiously he
minnit
is
the longest
nodded to him carelessly, fearing
Hay, this
ever waited.
he might be slighting an overGood nlte, slppose Bhe dont come looked acquaintance.
back agen, maybe she's one of
"Excuse me mister," said the
those ladies you reed about that stranger to the bishop, "but I think
and
to
mind
their
baby
I've seen your picture in the paask peeple
then dont come back eny more, and pers."
then the peeple haff to adopt the
"Very probably," answered the
baby Jest as if it was theirs, good bishop.
"Kin I ask," inquired the strannite, I sed.
Im not going to ger, edging nearer, "what you was
Holy smokes,
a
of
heck
a
its
at
look
it,
cured
of ? '
it,
adopt
looking kid, Puds eed. Wlch it was,a
with
being a bald hedded baby
"Look here! Do
say I stole
tern up nose and no teeth and its the one pound note you
you lost?"
mouth wide open as if it was proud
"No, I don't say that."
of it. me saying, O I dont know,
"Then what do you say?"
lvo saw werse, maybe wen you take
"Well, I tay that if you hadn't
It home your mother will be glad helped me look
for it I might have
to have it.
it."
found
Pearson's Weekly
O, is that so, well maybe your (London).
mother will wen you take it home,
Puds sed, and I sed, Youve got aa
Whenever
the Americans try
portch to keep it on, if we had
their boasting against a Scotsman
portch Id be glad to take it home, they are at once
hard pressed to
and Puds sed, Nuthing doing, youve
the best of the cross-talgot as mutch rite to it as I have, getA Scotsman and an American
so if enybody takes it youll take it,
were talking one day on a ship. (
look at It, its looking at you, you
"In New York," said the Ameri
can see it likes you the best eny- can, "we've certainly got a fine lot
Voure crazy, its looking at you, Vi. JVUIIS .lie...
"Nae doot," said the Scotsman,
I sed. Wich Jest then it started to
oor laddies have been
look cross eyed and I woulde..t of "A lot of
emigratin' lately."
adopted it for a million dollers,
and
frowned
American
The
and me and Puds started to have a
a while. Then he said, in
feanse argewment about wlch one thought
told the lady we would mind it a sarcastic voice:
was no
Washington
"George
ferst, and Jest as we was starting to Scotsman
and George Washington
call each other names the lady
a
came back and gave us a dime be- could not tell thelie."
Scot replied. "A
"Ou, ay!"
tween us and took the baby awayd Scotsman
could, but he wouldn't."
as sattis-fielooking as if she was Jest wat
News.
Cleveland
us 2
to have the baby as
was to have tho dime.

a?

tee

i
note

Book:

DINNER STORIES

Assistant United States Attorney
left last night for Kansas City.

West Central.

513-1-

"inJ
FOR SALE Fresh Jersey
Forrester.
901
SALE
Ful
rabbits.
North
Office Room FOlt
FOR REM
Fourth, phono 1595-avrooms.
SALE?
Cmiral
llENI'-ullo
one
cow
KoK
anil calf; cash or
HlH
Book store,
nor'
no. a.bov Malson
trade on Ford truck. Phone 2415-RAuto
Department.
ano
ber
Company,
FOH SAL15
Flemish
giant does and
20S North Arno, phone 1S80-bucks.
BAUS-frye- rs,
FOR
Thoroughbred rabbits ..hd
one Flemish Giant buck.
worked to lower levels during Au120
beStanford.
gust, and still lower prices are
the
at
most
classes
MALE
on
One
FOlt
Jersey milk cow; tlrsl
ing quoted
fifty dollars takes lier. 1930 South
end of the second week in Septem-

2 MEN ARE WOUNDED
A

LITTLE LAUGHTER

J

hern in Peeweectlddy- hump before, I reckon?" insinuated
the landlord of the tavern.
tne traveling
"No!" snarled
salesman who had not taken as
many orders as he felt his importance deserved. "That is the reason
I am here now." Kansas City Star.
Damages Asked.
"You say this man means nothing to you?"
"Nothing whatever," replied the
fair plaintiff, haughtily.
"If it p:cane you.' honor," interrupted her lawyer, "he has a certain financial value to lier and we
propose to show that It Is approxiBirmingham
$50,000."
mately

BY THE ACCIDENTAL
DISCHARGE OF A GUN
Special to The Journal.

Clovis, N. M., Oct. 1. Roy Roberts, special agent for the Santa Fe,
Scott
McDowell, a uniiea
and
States marshal, are Dotn in ine
hnsnltal here today with bullet
wounds received at midnight last
night when Roberts' six snooter
The
wa accidentally discharged.
two men were pushing an automo
wnen
bile in an effort to start it
Roberts' gun slipped out of its
holster and fell to the pavement.
The bullet passed through Roberts'
ankle and struck McDowell in t.ie
leg,
upper portion of his right
ranging upward. Probing failed to
locate the bullet in Mcuoweirs leg
will be
last night and an
made today. He is not considered
Both men
In dangerous condition.
were a portion of a patrol of special agents and United States marshals stationed here as additional
orncrs incident to me
peace
Both are local
strike situation.
men and well known.
X-r-

to Know.'
hissed the new waitress, who was addicted to the
"Wise me up, will
movie habit.
yeh? I never worked in a caf-fa- y
before."
"Whattaya want to know?" returned Helolse, the heed waitress.
The trouble with Europe is that
"Why, them three guys over
doesn't want peace bad enough
there ordered lemon pie. D'ye slap It
'em in the face with It or slide it to work ror it. Ashevllle Times.
to 'em on plates?" Kansas City
Star.
So far 335,884 people voted in
favor of Prohibition in The Liter
The Slicker.
ary Digest's Prohibition poll. This
A young man who was exceed- does not Include the bootleggers,
ingly wise in his own home town who are too busy to vote.- - Washpaid a visit to a metropolis. He ington Post.
Sho Wished

FOH

KALE OR TRADE For Ford car,
team of heavy work horses; also two
choice Jersey heifers, fourteen months
Prices In most lines remained firm old. 217 North Third.
Four milk cows, 150 takes
and items in some lines have re- FOR SALE
all; one team ranres, wagon and harflected an upward trend.
ness for $175; also saddle ponies. Ap
Fall Buying Scasnn.
2107 Bouth Broadway.
of the fall buying ply

felt

Hew we pity Poor Lo, the Oklahoma Indian,
whose meager oil well Income only permits him to
own two motor cars and spend his summers on the
beach and his winters In Florida.

HOBBS QUALITY CARS
LARGE STOCK to choose from at all
A demonstration
times.
will satisfy
HOBBS MOTOR CO.. phone 434.
you.
A

Brothers Dealers.

the business community
is a general belief in trade circles
that a need for merchandise exists
among retailers and consumers.

members will not be barefooted.

FOR A GOOD used car com
and tea
what we have and those we have listed
for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and
(
Gold, phone 1200.

have business propel l tor
list it with McMlillon ft W.i..d.

'

the corn club puts on its exhibits, the

Hun-

YOU

The man who can hold the most moonshine is
boasting about being "the original container."
But,
contrary to law, he Is likely to be "broke" lit the
present price of hooch.

No, when

avenue, phone
Michlne Company.

WANTED

art."

a

,t

Sewing

Must Have Been Dolled Up.
A contemporary, describing an event held by a
musical club, says "all the members were works of

The only worry of one of New England's town
marshals is that the occasional cow he has to
arrest and Impound may belong to one of his
friends.

sired. 907 West Mountain road.
ter Garage.

FOR SALE Used Dodge Brothers' lenew- ed Sedan, wire wheels, in fine condition; Dodge Brothers' touring, also a
Gold.
Cadlllao touring, '19 model:
roadster;
the
in
HEMSTITCHING done promptly
Ford light truck. Come In and see them,
best possible manner, prices reasonable. or phone
783. J. Korber & C Dodge
787-117 Gold
Singer

New Line of IOglc.
Commissioner Swope offered to buy the prop
erty of a lady which she said would be confiscated
by paving costs and taxes.
"The taxpayers pay you," the woman said, "and
if you buy my property you will purchase it with
taxpayers' money. Therefore we taxpayers will
have to pay for the paving after all."

To Miss Flapper,
Blessing on thee, little dame
Bareback girl with knees the same,
With thy rolled down silken hose
And thy short, transparent clothes;
With thy red Hps, reddened more,
Smeared with lipstick from the store;
With thy makeup on thy face,
And thy bobbed hair's jaunty grace;
From my heart I give thee Joy-- Glad
that I was born a boy.
Douglas Dashiell.

ml,

per

241D-J-

Propaganda' for a third national
party seems to suppose it will be a La- Fallforit party.

east

hyieuUiu
Id suburban rahchet
Hob.

fur

Few promoters would attempt to
finance a lecture tour of this country by

II

.

AUTOMOBILES.

um

a

ONE OF THE MAIN ISSUES.

'

Ranches.

ftav

tun

2, 1922

The coming election i3 to be decided
largely upon state and national issues.
It is important that voters keep this
clearly in mind and that they do not
lose sight of the fact that the interests
of the State, whether they are represented in the national Congress or at the
state capital, are one and the same. A
state Senator would not think of deciding any question with reference to its
effect on the people of Rhode Island or
Illinois. His constituents are entitled to
first consideration. On this point tners
can be no division of opinion. This fundamental principle of representation is
not altered by the fact that a Senator
site in Washington.
On the most vital issue affecting this
to se- state's11. welfare, a protective tariff
XT
1'
cure me leaumg
niuuairy vl new iuc.v
ico, Senator Jones betrayed his people
uy piaumg pixiiy J.eaujr ouuvc men ucot,
interests." He voted against a protective
tariff. Defending his vote before the
voters, he said recently:
"I have kept the faith with
my people, the people of New
- Mexico
and not with the manu

We

b'UU jiALlii OU THAUK
tnurliiR cor.
ur 1244-W- .
Phune 8'Jfi-Company
O.
EXl'EUT RADIATOR
UKI'A I KiNU.
bAl.fc. bmall ranch, new pebblo- K. M'eet Metal Works. 217 N. Third.
a
uasn oungaiow:
mile DON'T UUV tli at car until you see
iny
west river bridge; terms. Inquire Ranch
E.
r.iudsler.
617 Vest Central.
FOH BALE Ten
acres of good land. Doster.
mostly In alfalfa, four miles out an FOH SALE
5
Bulck, 600;
Light
Rio Urande Boulevard, on main ditch
Kord touring. Ford coupe, MOO.
118
and main road. Address Box 114. old West
Gold.
2409-Jor
phone
Albuquerque,
FOR
SALE
Hudson Super Six,
FOH SALE OR TRADE Who has
speedster; excellent condition;
huuse and lot to trade for a nice twen terms. Phono
66G.
one and one-ha- lf
ty- - acre ranch;
miles
FOR SALE ORl'RADE On lot, a Max-we- ll
from Bare.es brlge. uee liroad Bicycle
touting car, In good condition.
Co., 220 South Second, phone 736.
1L'4 South Edith, phone 2123-RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced
SALE
five-foFord ton truck,
threela Awith
poultry wire,
mechanical condition, I'JuO; cash. 1917
fourths mile west of Burelas bridge; six- Ford
407
West
roadster)
screened porches;
Copper.
room house,
three
cheap.
water In house, new garage and chicken SAVE 50 to 75 per cent on used parts,
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
difhouses; full blooded chickens and turkeys; also furniture; terms. Call owner, ferent cars, Mcintosh Co., 311 West Cop-

BY THE WAY

J9.00

Ml

CLASS WEB
ivH bALij;
proptltlrjB

it over."
Think it over!

85c
$2.60
S4.75

Three months

v.

THEY MIGHT AT LEAST TREAT IT WITH OIL.

but

1

of Albuquerque, N. M., and entry In Santa Fe, N.
M.. pending, under act of Congress of March 17,
1879.

MONDAY

world,

SINCE THE PESTILENTIAL SWAMP. CAN'T BE DRAINED

not in jovernment. And we won't
e safe until our young men, ,vho
can lead, go into governnent and
come to lead there, too.
There's your chance, my boy, and
there's your duty. I don't know
how to tell you to go about it;
I never knew much about politics
but I know we're mighty hard
up for a few real leaders. Think

matter at the postofflee

s

We've done it
Why, look at our

October 2, 1922.

BUILDING SHOWS

The opening
season in practically all centers
FOR SALjEPoult-Eg- g
during the first week in August Foil sXL&TiTiofed,
met with unusual success. Sales of
fryers. J. V. Swift, phone 1920-eleven firms reflected a gain of liu'a.' DISPOSE of thirty pullets at one.
over the previous
48 per cent
Make one offer and take them away.
month and 19.4 over the same 1 411 Nt"'th Sixth.
month a year ago.
FOR SALE Young Rhode Island roast- There was an increase of 8.5 per
ing chickens, 40 centa per pound,
cent over July sales, while contin- dressed. Phone 1032-disued quiet characterized retail
FOR RENT Storeroom
tribution owing to its being vacation month.
I'Uli RENT Building at ili West Cop
The August volume of business
per; suitable for garage. Inaulre H.
at First Savings Bank and
at the principnl cities of the dis- Sherman,
Trust
Company,
indi
to
phone 3.
debits
trict, measured by
us WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100
contmuea
vidual accounts,
foot brick building; good condition;
downward trend, making a decline
Santa Fe ahops;
reasonable
both as compared with othe preced- - ' opposite
tn1"- Se ur wrlt L. Heyman, 100
mnnth
.Ia
North First, Albuquerque. N. M.
inn iiiuiim
last year. ine weemy avtniBc
to individual accounts
debits
LEGAL NOTICE
during
amounted to $118,473,000
AllMIMSTKATHIX'S
August, compared to .lZl.eoz.ouu In the Probate Court ofNOTICE.
Bernalillo
during July, and $123,201,000 durNew Mexico.
2.tS
ing August, 1921. a decrease of 8.S In County,
the
Matter
of
the Estate of
per cent from July debits and
Mary A. Doian, Deceased.
per cent from debits for August,
Notice Is hereby given that the
on the fourteenth
Reports from 112 banks which undersigned was,
operate a savings department re- day of September, 1922, duly apAdministratrix
pointed
of the
flected an increase of 2 per cent
over savings deposits on July 31 estate of Mary A. Dolan, deceased,
court of Bernalillo
and an Increase of 12.9 per cent by the Probate
county, a d having
qualified as
over August 31, 1921.
such
all persons
Administratrix,
Pine mills had a sharp increase
claims
having
estate of
the
against
in production.
said
decedent
are
a
notified
showed
hereby
Building operations
and renuired to present the same to
material decrease.
the undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
INCREASE IN THEIR
CATHERINE CONWAY.
d

AN INCREASE IN

11

ISRIC

Trade Reports Continue to
an Optimistic
Evince
Tone; Fairly Prosperous
Season Is Already Here.
Dallas, Tex., Oct. 1. Sustained
progress in the industrial improve-ment of the southwest marked the
trend of developments in the clos
ing month of summer, according to
the monthly review of business
and industrial condition in the
Eleventh Federal Reserve district
for August, made public by the
Federal Reserve bank of Dallas
today.
"Trade reports, on the eve of
the annual movement of the cotton
crop, continue to evince the optlmls
tic tone which has characterized
them for several months past, and,
what is more to the point, are now
and supported by
accompanied
sales statistics which afford ample
proof of the fact that a fairly
prosperous season is already here,"
the report states.
Thero is abundant testimony
from nil sections of the cotton belt
that this year's crop cost even less
to produce than last year's which
was quite an Inexpensive crop itself, It Is pointed out.
The report further summarizes:
The exceptional activity in trade
at this time is largely accounted
for by the unusually early marketing of the cotton crop this year.
Cotton Ginned.
The amount of cotton ginned In
Texas prior to September 1 was
well above the average of previous
years.
Early returns from the cotton
crop are bping reflected In the rise
of bank deposits and the shrinkage of loans.
Deposits held by
banks In Dallas under date of September 15 reflected a gain of 35
per cent over the corresponding
period a year ago, with gains being reported by banks elsewhere
In the district.
Orop conditions concerned chiefly the prolonged drouth together
with very high temperatures in
practically every section of the
district, responsible for more than
the usual amount of
deterioration in the cotton
crop
during August: the boll weevils, on
the other hand being held in check
by the dry weather and high temwith loss from this
peratures,
source comparatively
the
light;
appearance of the leaf worm,
working damage to young cotton,
the worm, together with the drouth
rendering a "top crop" Improbable. Late corn was affected by,
the drouth and the yield was materially reduced; also grain sorghums in the west und southwest
suffered greatly from the drouth.
Excellent
progress has been
made in picking and ginning, with
s'
conditions
weather
ideal. The
report, Issued by the bureau
of census, disclosed the fact that
prior to September 1, there had
been 560.000 bales ginned in Texas as compared to 415,000 bales
during the corresponding i period
of 1921. This seems to be exceptionally heavy, it is remarked, as
ginnlngs last year were heavier
than usual during that period.
Indications are that winter feed
crops 'will be good. Rains, which
have fallen in Arizona and western
NewMexico, have replenished
stock water and have been beneficial to the ranges. Further deterioration, on the other hand, has
taken place in eastern and southern New Mexico, where the
has been very light.
The Texas range territory continues dry, but the grass is fairly
good except in the upper panhandle and Trans-Peco- s
sections of
Texas as well as most of central
and eastern New Mexico.
With
the exception of cattle In the South
Plains region, livestock are In good
condition
Prices on all classes of livestock
-

'

er

gln-ner-

,

.

-
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Administratrix.
DEATH RATE ALARMS '
Dated September 15. 1922.
INDIANS
NEW. MEXICO
NOTICE OF ADMIVlSTRATOn.
In the Matter of the Estate of Ed
1.
Indians
Clancy Shanahan, Deceased.
El Paso, Texas, Oct.
Notice is hereby
near the San Illdefenso pueblo near
given- - that
inHugh F. Walters,- Administrator of
Santa Fe, N. M alarmed at the beestate
the
of Ed Clancy Shanahan,
crease in their death rate, and
deceased, hu . filed in the Probate
lieving it to be due to the violation Court
of
that
Bernalillo
tradition
tribal
of an ancient
county. New
they should not migrate northward, Mexico, Us final report as such
are moving out of thtir new settle- Administrator, and the court has
Thursday, the fifth day
ment. They are r.bandoning theirv appointed
of October. 1922, as the
settlement, and crossing the hlgh-,nday for
hnilrlins homes on the south hearing objections, if any there bo,
the approval of said final report
side of it, according to Dr. E. C. to
who and ihe dischaige of said AdminisPrentiss, scientist of El Paso,
has Just returned from a tnii m trator.
Witness my hand and the seal of
New Mexico.
said Probate Court this first
"If the death rate or tnis inue is of
day
September, 1922.
ohntod." ha said, "soon the
tribe will be extinct, which now has (Seal)Clerk FR2D CROLLOTT.
of Said Probate Court
no more than 100 members.
Thev are trying to atone ior me
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
violation of their traditional cusATTUK.Ntsm,
toms, and are havli g kinds of
this
WIMON AND WILSON,
dances and muslo celebrations,
or
of
repentance,
attorneys,
being their idea
Rooms 15, 1? and
19 Cromwell Bulldlnf.
penitence.
"UMW
ana
lind'J,
"The tribe revived dances mem-bers
I'HVWICIANM AND HI HVon
music on one occasion which
99
buck
one
DB. 8. I.. Ill KTON
of the tribe, save
Diseases of the Stomach
years old, had never seen before.'
Suite

nine-water-

Special to The Journal.
N. M.. Oct.

1.

Barnett

0.

UK. MAKGAK

EARTHQUAKE SHOCK
FELT, AT BLUEWATER

,,

-..

DR.

A

severe earthquake was felt about
m. yesterday, lasting oniy
. .wp. aornnrlH.
The wall of the
RinBwnter Commercial company's
and merchandise
cracked
was
store
was thrown off the sneives at Dotn
local stores. The shock also broke
down the local telephone line.
received here indicates that,
the shock was felt as far east as
Rio Puerco and as far west as Gallup. So far as is known no major
damage was done.
Official documents of the British
are known as "blue books," from
the fact that they are printed on
blue paper. Yellow is the French
official color, white is the German!
choice, red the Austrian, and green
the Italian.
'
ts

s. MAid.i:

Bundir

uiant

(jentral

fnone 671.
sriKETTST

Os(eontlilM Ph.
Bank Bldg. Ph. m-w'M81-O. CLARKE.
Eye, Ear,' Nose and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone
Office Hours
' a. m and I to 6 o. m.

aniens

J

H.

tt.

"W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

'

Practice Limited to
GENITO - URINARY DISEASE?
AND DISEASES OF THE 6KJN

ttaaserman

Citizens

Laboratory

Banlt

Bldg.

' Ul

Connection.
886.

Phono

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

Diseases of the Eye. Ulasses Fitted.
Office, removed to 114 N. Second st. Ground floor. Phone (41.

CHIROPRACTORS
'
Chiropractic.
0 Arm Uo Bulldlnr.
r- - t-t- t
Aituquergtie-8n- i
IB

and

DAILY 8TAUB
CUT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH
To Taos (Bead Down) ,
MONEY
Leave
7:10 a. m.
Cut out this slip, enclose with Bo
Arrive
1:0 a, m.
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Leave
.11:10 u, m.
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., WritLeave
U:l0 p. m.
:0i) p, n,
Arrive
ing your name and address clearly.
To Albuquerque (Read lip)
You will receive in return a trial
Albuquerque ...Arrive... f:O0 p. m.
package containing Foley's Honey
Santa re..
ave... 4:00 p. m,
and Tar Compound
for coughs, Santa Fe ....... Arrive. ..11:46 p. in.
......
colds and croup;
Arrive.. ,11:15 a. m.
Espanols
Foley's Kidney
Taoa
Leave... T:80 a sx
Pills for pains in sides and back;
SANTA nt, 94M.
FARE
TO
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
TO TAOS, IU.SD.
bladder ailments; and Foley CaAlbuquerque Headquarters
Rtngltnl
thartic Tablets, a wholesome and Brothers'
Claw Store, no West Central
SOD.
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for Avei .. PePhono
Head Quarters Bank Cnanw
Santa
head- - Mnnerr.
constipation,
biliousness,
KS.
Phone
acnes, and Slugsrl8h bowels,
Journal .want Ads -- ring tteauiu,
everywhere. Adv.

,'
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Elf ESEMEif S

Have a

KINGSBURY'S

KOLUMN

W ''UNIVERSITY

LOCATED

HEIGHTS
Five rooms, modern, furnished,
porches,
fireplace,
basement,
Can
full size lot. chicken yard. cash.
be bought for only $3,950
left
We still have a few lots addifor sale in the Lincoln
street;
tion on North Fourth
shado;
large lots, alfalfa and month.
$20 down and $10 per
D,

T. KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
,

surance.
Phone
210 W. Gold.

In-

007--

PRICED

TO

SELL'

house,
bath, sleeping
porch, large front porch, fireplace, colonades, bookcases, built-i- n
buffet, hardwood floors, basement,
walks, stoves
go with
house. See
ACKERSOJf & GRIFFITH

Realtors'

120 S.

4th St.

Phone

FOR SALE

414.

'

15, B00

white stucco bungalow,
modern, hardwood floors, good basement, furnace, garage, sidewalk, lawn;
near Luna Boulevard.
(4,000
brick cottage, modern.
North Fourth St.
f 5,500
pebble dash dwelling, bath, etc, corner lot 100xM2, one
I
TTI
.,
blnclt frnm Pontra
i
(4.500
frame, modern, fine shade!
o""u luuiiiiuii, o. wituer cc, close in.
Some good buys in business property.
Lots and bouses In all parti ot the city.

LOOK AT THESE
A
glassed

brick

with
garage
In a
good location and in good condition for $3,650.
Four rooms, bath, and two
porches is renting for $30 and
is a buy at $2,100 with good
four-roo-

sleeping

terms.
If you are looking for a
home sea me. I probably have
Just what you want.

Jas.

M.

Real Estate Loans
210 W. Gold.
Phono 210.

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
112

REAL
South

Phone
the money. Excellent new
brick
modern pressed
with fireplace, hardwood floors,
built-i- n
features, etc. Select
west side location. Only $5,000,
easy terms.
IF TOU ARE THINKING OF
purchasing a home it will be
to your interest to see us as
we have many excellent buys
right now.
HERE'S A SURE GOOD
modern brick out in
Fourth ward with large front
and sleeping porch, garage,
lawn, etc., $3,850.
WE HAVE HOMES IN ALL
parts of the city from one to
fifteen thousand.
No trouble
to show you.

CO,

R

218 W. Gold.
1'hone 407.
Members:
New Mexico State
Realty Association.

HELP WANTED
Wan TED

Male.
Milker.

Phone 2413-Rtailor, only white
Coal avenue, Gallup,

WANTED
need apply. 217
New Mexico.
FIREMEN, brakemen,
beginners $150,
later 1200; no strike, Address Railway,
'
care Journal.
WANTED Experienced real estate salesman with car, by real estate firm. In
the city. Apply Poatofflce bo 427, city.
CONCRETE form carpenters, teamsters,
(laborers; good wages; transportation to
OJb.
Employment Agency, 110 8. Third.

Female.
.

"WANTED

Experienced waitress.
Ap- ply at Liberty Cafe.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Apply 1224 South Walter.
WANTED Woman for household work.
Apply 908 West Marquette. ,
WANTED
Maid for general housework.
Apply mornings. 828 West Copper.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Call In person. Hanna & Hanna, Inc.
WANTED Girl to
and care of two children. (02
North Eighth.
WANTED Woman to taKe charge of
houie; reasonable wage; mall family.
Apply 610 West Fruit.
"IVANTED
Yuung woman of refinement,
to asiiat graduate nurse in small sanatorium; easy work and good pay; ex
perlence not necessary. Answer postofficc
box 224, city.
Mule nnd Female.
WANTED Heltable person, goln to Chi
cago, to call at 1125 East Silver or
phone 131
WANTED--Bookkeepyouns man or
woman; state age, experience and sal
E.
care
F.,
ary.
Journal, i.ity.
WANTED Immediately,
for
teachers
nd
In New Mexico
I rural schools,
ExSouthwestern
Educational
change, 117 West Copper, city.

LOST AND FOUND

PAT,

THE

turn to United Cigar Store and receive
reward.
STRAYED from J. L. Philips ranch,
south of town, dark bay horse, brand
J. J. on left hip; blind In right eye; last
seen at Hubbies ranch; $5 for return Lo
J. L. Philips ranch.
On North Fourth street on Mon
M.OST
day afternoon, black pocketbook, con- :f
"
taming pictures and letters, addressed
"White, 4624 Alcott street, Denver; re
to Journal office, or owner, 119
4 turn
North Mulberry. J. B. White; liberal
reward, phone 1780--

Third

PHONE

201.

14

FOR RENT
furnished house, electric lights, city water and gas,

Lowlands, close in, $45, $42.60,
40, according
to length of
lease.
5
rooms, glassed-i- n
sleeping
porch, furnished, piano, Wilton
rugs, coal and gas ranges, water paid, Lowlands, very close
either rental or year's
in, $75;
lease. '
Several other furnished houses.

BARGAINS

modern frame stucco,
lot 60 feet, hardwood floors,
porches, shade, lawn, good location, a bargain, terms like

p. m.

FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
routns, modern; also two-rooapart
ment with sleeping porch. 1104 North

Second.

FOR RENT Furnished
two rooms and bath

of
steam heated.

apaj-tmen-

803 South Fourth,

furnished apartment, two rooms and sleeping porch,
ciose in, ground floor and private en- trance. 614 West Iron, phone 630-FOR RENT Two large airy rooms, nicely
furnished for housekeeping;
modern
616
conveniences; desirable location.
West Coal.

FOR Rent Two and three-roofurnish
ed apartments;
hot and cold water,
lights and phone paid; rent reasonable.
4214 south Broadway.
so, nicely furnished, new
siii'lliMUlilt
three-roobath.
with
apartment,
screened porches, 1502 East Central; no
ennaren. Apply at 7 24 East Central.
BUSINESS CHANCES
FOR RENT Furnisned apartments, convenient to sanatorlums; four rooms,
FOR SALE Hotel, Fourth and Central,
629-glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
phone
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool or
see
McMillln
Wood.
Phone J48.
hall and bar; good leaae. 813 South
n.
ptpu'VIEW I'nnuT ri.,
First.
three rooms
bath, disappearing
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
prick, building, bed and other and
bullt-l- n
fur- features,
2JS South First; location good for any tilohari n, nnriiMilih..
h
kind of business.
water furnished. SOa East'silver, phona
FOR SALE A five-roohouse and IhlY-,
small grocery; close In; good business.
Call at 818 South Seventh.
FOR
RENT
Furnished
front apartment,
FOR SALE Hotel Woodard, of twenty- two rooms and kitchenette, bath adtwo rooms, doing good business; good joining; large front porch; garage If dereason for selling. Address Mrs. O. S. sired; thoroughly clean and sanitary; two
"Woodard, Bo 6, Grants, N. M.
adults only and no sick, 124 South Arno,
FOR SALE Stores, hotels, rooming phono 632-houses, garages, restaurants and other
hl3h-cla- ss
propositions not advertised
WANTED Position
Co., 818 West
locally. P.oberta-TurnGold.
'
WANTED
I'hone 2082-Day work.
One
in
of the finest cafes
FOR SALE
northern Arizona, long lease, excellent WANTED-164- 6. Housework Ly the day. Phone
trade,, good location; two of the partners
are to leave for Europe; act quick. Ad- EXPERIENCED
Phono
stenographer.
1744-dress postofflca box 314, Flagstaff, Arts.
estab-it
SALE
Profitable
FOR
WANTED Washing and ironing. Phone
business,
1915-- J.
lished five years; owner wishes to dispose account of having other Interests; r.VND LAUNDRY
Silks a specialty.
price very low and a bargain. For InPhone 1927-terview, address postofflca box 605, AlPAPER
CLEANING
Kalsomlnlng. John
buquerque, N. M.
Ooodson, phone 634-WANTED Nursing by competent practiWANTED Salesmen
cal nurse. Phone 1909-t; WANTED Two men of Integrity, olean- - WANTED
Work by the hour. Call after
cut and aggressive, who are real aales- 6:30 p. m. Phone 1343-1 men. Men who are In this class can earn
Will take
Laundry work.
car Jour- - WANTED
si 00 per week. Address
home or by the day. Phone 2101-- J.
nn' and an Interview will be arranged.
deeducated
COMPETENT
American,
SALESMEN Don't connect, until you
sires position as housekeeper. Phone
get our free aamplea and particulars. 1790-High-grad- e
pencils Imprinted In gold .or
colore with the customer's ad, at lese than XOUNU MAN and wife want to work on
ranch in mountaina during winter. Adordinary pencils. Why not make $23
H. Greening did It In first dress Ranch, care Journal.
Saturdays?
six hours. We show you how.
B.isy 1'OUNU MARRIED MAN, with best of
ales; big commissions; quick promotion
references, would like position as clerk
to general agency. Write today Now
or manager In apartment house or hotel-PhonMr. Hobbs, Sales
manager, 25 Church
1996-- J.
street. New York City.
VOUNO MAN, bookkeeper, desires any
kind of work where part time can be
FOR SALE Real Estate
spent outdoors; In good health. Address
EEE" ROBERTS-TURNE- R
CO., 218 West Box 65, care Journal.
Gold, for real bargains In homes.
WANTED By young man, experienced
bookkeeper, married, in good health;
FOR SALE Choice lot, on Vassar avecash. Phone familiar with Income tax matters. Adnue, east front,
(360
17J-W- .
dress Box 200, care Journal.
FOR SALE Lot, east front, Virginia CALL HUTCHINSON for house cleaning
and wail cleaning, floor waxing, paint
boulevard; one block from Mountain
ing, kalsomlnlng, and chimney sweeping;
road. PhW 11248-Odd
Job Man. phone 2081-- J.
in
FOR SALE By owner, desirable lot
Third ward, close in; good neighborestMONEY TO LOAN
rhood; suite nle for duplex or single
I dence.
Address W. B. B., care Journal. MONEY. TO LOAN On watches, dia
guns end everything valuable.
FOR KENT Miscellaneous Mr.monds,
B. Marcus, 21S South First
FOR RENT Oarage. 623 South High.
on (irst-clas- a
MONET TO LOAN,
real
Ma- 1,600,
$2,000,
estatet 11,000,
FOR RENT Garage. 904 West Roma,
Million and Wood 106 West Gold.
phone 1698-(TEW REMINGTON
and Winchester shot- MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, con
guns to rest. The Exchange, 120 West
.
(fldential, Gottlieb Jewelry Co, lot N, lit.
Cold,

..

surance,

223

Loans.

Phono

Gold.

YV.

156

A

REAL BUY ,

A real nice four-roohouse,
with two sleeping porches, for
terms.
only $3,800; good
I have the following amounts
of money to loan: $1,000, $1,500,
and $3,000.
R. McClughan, Realtor
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442--

Talk About Your Bargains

Realtors

Rentals
Insurance
Subdivisions.
224 W. Gold.
Phono 57.

Loans,

v

WANT
Prompt Adjustment and

Phone

DO YOU

477

frame on Forrester,
garden, chicken house, garage,
lot 185 feet; $1,800 on easy
terms.
This is a. real. snap.
BUILDING LOTS
We have some choice' building lots in the Fourth ward,
priced right.

Quickel

Oestreich,

.

&

Supply

Sixth and Central.

Realtor
Phono

900

FOR SALE
A

FOR RENT

Auto

Company

.

216 H W.. Gold.

LEAVING

WANTED

.

Two first class Ford repairmen.
None other need apply.

Houses.

FOR RENT By October 1, my home on
nam onver. ijnone ibsz-- j
FOR RENT Five-roomodern house.
uiiiurnisqeQ. zza worm waiter.
FOR KENT Two-roorurmshed home.
wun porcn. juza Boutn waiter.
FOR RENT
house, 606 South
waiter. Phone ZQ68-Clyde Tingley.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished sleeping
rooms, izv pouin maun, pnone 1541-- J
FOR RENT Four-roohouse, with
porcnes. 1117 south .Walter, , phone 45
Three-rooFOR RENT
partly fur30. Inquire 410 North Sixth,
nished;
phone 114S-J- .
FOR RENT Modern five-roohouse on
rear of lot; range furnished, $27.
oivii iNonn rirtn.
FOR RENT Several new furnished cottages, very reasonable. Room 7 lrlrl

new

adobe house,
back and front porch, outbuildings, lot 60x110, all fenced, $1300,
$760 down, balance terms.
3, Ii. PHILLirS KEAti ESTATE
110 S. Third.
Phono 354--

FOR RENT
Second.

ii

New concrete block bungalow.
4
rooms, bath and closets,
select oak floors,
and all the built in features;
large front and black porch,
Don't fail to
good basement.
sea this beauty before you buy.
Phone Owner, 412-or call nt 116 Columbia St.
fire-plac- e,

$500.00
Balance like rent buys from owner a new
house in heights,
bath, sleeping porch,
fireplace,
hardwood floors.

H. A. TTTOM
We are offering
for sale a
Phono 1227-modern
home, splendid 2ia N. High St.
location in Fourth ward, four
blocks of Central avenue, fine
shade, convenient terms.
J. P. GILL REAL ESTATE
RENTALS
Phono 770.
323 W. Central
Wa have a special rental department with an exclusive
rent man in charge.
Very Desirable
KOBERTS-TURN'Efive-roo-

CO.
Phono 407

K

218 W. Gold.

HOME SITES
Rrightwood
down

$20.00

Addition
$10.00 per

month

STARES & PFEIFFER
Real Estate and Insurance
Rentals and Loans
321 W. Gold
I'hone. 168

Furnished room. 612 North

FOR RENT Cool front room. 609 West
Fruit. Phone J042-FOR RENT Several rooms, unfurnished,
ooum juoitn,
FOR RENT Furnished room and garage,
Apply 414 West Roma.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. 318 South
Walter. Phone 1667-FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
202 North Edith.
FOR RENT Furnlshec room. 122 Suuth
Seventh, phone 729-FURNISHED modern rooms; no alck; no
children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT Convenient sleeping room,
reasonable. 416 East Silver.
GRAYSTONE
rooms. 218"4 West Gold,
Mrs. E. Guldl.
pnone 210-FOR RENT Furnished room; private
entrance. 602 South Broadway.
LARQE, coot room, beautifully furnished,
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
FOR RENT One front room, connecting
bath. 233 North High or phone 870-FOR RENT Nice, clean steeping and
nouseneeping rooms, I21Si North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished room, bath, fur
nace neat: private entrance. 719 West

TOWN

FOR

SALEMiscellaneoug

QUINCES.
FOR SALE

For

with Board

ROOM AND BOARD

No Sick.

lirnarlway.
FOR RENT

Room and board.

1608--

Haroj ooat heater, large size.

Phone 314.
FOR 8ALE Three new rabbit hutches.
710 West

ent-Roo-

Phone

FOR SALE

Lead.

Bicycle, for sale,

cheap.

410 South Edith.
612 South TR ' RODDY'S
MILK; BEST IN TOWN,
Phono 2413-R416

East

Id a week.

611

FOR SALE
fine order.
413 West Marble.
FOR SALE Complete shoe shop. Adbouth llroadway.
dress Box 7. care Journal.
ROOMS AND til, A S3 Sleeping porch With
ROOF1NO
board; no slok. 1027 Forrester.
EXPERT guaranteed work. Phone 1S34-FOK RENT
Nicely furnisned rooms with
first-clas- s
MA"7.AVn CIVOITD , r t..
table board. Phone 1327-iauonai .uanic Dutldlng.
HttLPS digestion and a nerve tonlo.
110 South Arno.
FOR RENT Houses, all Klnds;furnlshed
FOR
n
SALE
FOR
RENT
Wilton rugs. 14x16, A- -l con- room
and glassed-iHoard,
and unfurnished.
McMillln
A Wood.
onion. izzi west Roma, phone 3657
sleeping porch. In new house, 1818
init..r8. 20B West Gold.
l'.nst central.
WILL TAKE $5 for 115 equity In (76
rOtl. HfclSIT Colli Itlei u mrni.h.,1
FOR It ENT Large front room and sleep
Underwood No. 6 typewriter.
Phone
furnace heat. Call at 600 West Sliver
12K6-two.
tor
and
suitable
board;
ing
porch
mz-ivey, or pnone
110 North Maple.
FOR SALE Two pool tables, at a bar- .,.
FOR
Viirni.hA TT,
HOARD
tiood home cooking, rates by
"i. oeo faoio unavea, 1826 West
house, with Bleenlne mrnh frnn, nnr.h
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner Central.
none l&n-w- .
aim garage.
Gold.
and
FOR SALE Five ten-roBroadway
FOR RENT Clenn nnrl uoll ,.rnlahu1
dry goods
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for twb
counters. Apply Kahn'a Store. 109
four large rooms and sunny enclosed
North
First.
Mrs.
W.
H.
convaiescenta
Reed,
phone
meeting porcn. Z16 HOUth High.
i
iszh-j- .
south waiter.
FOR SALE Second-han- d
furnace, cheap.
FOR RENT Furnished, half of double
WANTED
with six registers. 1804 East Central,
Gentleman to
take email
mrea
rooms.
bath
coiiage,
and
room with board; rates very reasonable. phone 1922-R- .
screened porch. 019 North Third.
923 South Walter, phone 2303-REAL Silk Fashioned Hosiery; guaranFOR RENT Five-roomodern house, Lead.
FOR RENT Front beoroom and board for
teed; now four iaira for 15. Phone
also three-roohouse.
Dr. S. L.
gentleman only, in private home; no 2252-FOR RENT Nice,
clean apartments.
tmrton, suite 9, Harnett building.
1102-J- ,
or
sick.
lJh,me
611
call
West
Coal,
V,
reasonable. Imperial Hotel. 211
West
FOR SALE Water spaniel puppies; make
FOR RENT In University Hsinhtii. nw Central.
HOOM
AND
BOARD.
In
three-rooprivate 2409-J-great nuntcra and retrievers. Phone
house, with garage.
See
noma; nurse care, tray service.
aid
FOR RENT Nicely furnished modern
w. ri. Etniweii, HQ! North Seventh,
rooms and sleeping porch. 223 North mea's. ziiv North High. Dhone 1748-- J
FOR BALE Oil heater and ovrn, Ivory
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house,
OR RENT
dresser, chiffonier, white shades. 1007
Nicely furnished front room.
modern, Bleeping porch, close in; rent High.
suitable for one or two. with board, on North Eighth.
Two
FOR
RENT
furnished
housekeep501
at
call
South
reasonapie.
High.
1472-main
floor.
618
Phone
West
116
FOR RENT New Remington and WinNorth
ing rooms; private entrance.
TTZ K.I..1, rrr
FOR KEMT Riv.r,
fruit.
Walter.
chester shotguns. The Exchange, 120
gaiow, modern, choice location, fur- - FOR RENT
Can accommodate two West Gold.
Rooms, furnished for house TABLE BOARD
inaiieu or unrurnisneu. Phone 1949-M- .
or
three
for
the
persons
meals
no
no
703
sick and
by
children.
FOR SALE 140 baby buggy, for 615;
keeping;
LIST your vacant houses with the City West
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs.
Coal.
must sell; leaving. Call at 613 West
RealtV f?n.. for nrnmn, an A AffnAn
Fleming, 105 South Cellar, phone 1578-Marquette.
furTwo
FOR
RENT
or
three
rooms,
80
west
g'
tfi
yjoiq, pnone
MRS. MARSHALL'S
home
for
911
nished
for
private
FOR SALE Pears for canning and pickFOR RENT Furnished and unfurnished South Third. light housekeeping.
convalescents, excellent meals, table
ling. Lynch a orchard, 1216 Forrester,
Domes In all parts of the city. Roberts-Turne- r
tt,ivi 1, y eeivice, reaeonaoie rales.
1JU
phone 1474-Co.. 218 West Oold, phone 407. FOR RENT Two rooms for light houseMnrfh Tn.lth nhn
OCT
14D6-1524
S20.
Phone
FOR SALE Typewriters priced right
keeping.
FOR HKKT Diindv 1l,tla now
HOME SANATORIUM
for T. B.'s: el
ror
sale. Wm. Wilcox, 302
room house, close to shops; water and North Second.
cellent
no went quick
rooms
or
table,
cottages;
FOR RENT Large sleeping porch with smoke or dust; the
central, pnone voo.
eiecirio ngnte; no path. Phone 1032-to get well,
right
place
men.
suitable
three
for
room;
all makes, J16 and up;
$40 per month.
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage, 207dressing
Tularoea, New Mexloo. TYPEWRITERS,
o per monin.
North Fifth.
two moral and glassed sleeping porch;
Aiuuquerque iypewruer
SPECIAL summer rates, 666 per month r,xcnange,
1W2 south Fourth.
on car line, rent 135.
1220 South Edith. FOR RENT Nice room, close In, for
excellent
room
with
board,
e
SALE Cheap,
Home Comemployed; no sick wanted. Sleeping porch and private
FOR RENT Two five-roofurnished 319gentleman
tray service. St. FOR
North Fifth,
fort cabinet range, one Joint gas coll
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 431.
bungalows, 114 and 220 North Maple,
water
802
heater.
Arno.
South
per montn. Apply 724 East Central FOR RENT Rooms, newly furnished, JAMESON'S RANCH The place to get
cool, clean, autet, modern; one oiock
FOR, RENT Modern seven-roowell; two miles from town; free from FOR SALE Stark Delicious apples and
brick
823 South Fourth.
dusts and smoke; free transportation to
nouse, iurniined; two glassed-i- n rooms, from car.
ornce nox 136; phone 2411-R- 3
Areola heat.
118 North Maple.
Call FOR RENT One large housekeeping ana from town; good home cookint,;
2272-room and sleeping porch; hot and cold meals served.famlly style. Phone 2238-FOR SALE Man's muukrat overcoat,
1511-water; garage. Phone
size 88, X 00 if taken at once; never
MRS. BERG LUND'S Private Tubercular
FOR RENT Fine five-roowith
home,
Sanatorium for winter; steam heated Mru ,.y gll.lv, two reoUlll ftTHO,
glassed-i- n
porch, basement and fur- FOR RENT Modern rooms tndno sleepsick. rooms? plenty new blankets; good meals; FOR SALE Player piano, used, excellent
nace. Inquire Art Studio, 411 West Cening porch, for housekeeping;
208 North Arno, phone 1680-milk and eggs; home-canntral.
oondltlnni first
fruits and
cash
Investigating
our own chickens served; special diet; buyer sure to take It. Phone 106.
rooms;
clean
FOR RENT Furnished three-roohouse IMPERIAL, ROOMS Nice, over
rates by day or week,
fasume general nursing. Phone 1366-in highlands; water, light, phone; reaWest Central.
FOR HEALTH SEEKERS
Furnished CLEAN MILK, wltb a heavy cream line;
sonable, to adulta. 816 Mas avenue. Call Theater, 211
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
Hill, S128-LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnish
pints, ec; quarts. itc. fnone 73H,
ed rooms; hot water, cool and ciose In. cold water In each room; steam heat; ex- FOR BALE Two coal heating stoves, one
FOR RENT OR SALE Elegantly fur914-313
South Third, phone
oil heater, wringer, library table, stove
nished modern five-roobrick house,
cellent board; tray aervlo; graduate
sleeping porch and garage, close In. OR RENT Nicely furnished bed room, nurse In attendance; prices reasonable. bord, pipe, etc. 317 North Thirteenth.
Phone 2039-- J.
adloinina1 bath: steam heat: In private Casa de
SALE
FOR
Two
mahogany counters,
Oro, 609 and 613 West Gold.
nome; no sick, 019 jonn miru
FOR RENT Nice, modern four-roosize two feet six Inches by six feet.
'
F. W. Woolworth'a,
Apply
cottage, screened sleeping porch, on FOR RENT Nicely furnished room for
Manager
WANTED
Miscellaneous
canine, 630 a month, water and lights
one or two; also glassed sleeping porcn,
FOR SALE Used
616 and
tractors,
WANTED
MONK V
On
paid. Inquire 1207 North Twelfth.
loard if desired. 623 West Tljeras
first
good
With gang
Hardware
plows.
mortgages. McM'lllon & Wood.
FOR RENT Two-rooDepartment. J. Korber & Company.
cottage, tvlth ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
housekeeD in apartments, by tne aay. WANTED Lady or girl to share batchsleeping porch, garage, electric lights,
FOR BALE Good suit for boy 11, two
West Central.
city water in house. 815 ner month. 1907 week or month. 602
ing Quarters with two other girls.
pairs short bloomers and coat; reasonSouth High. Inquire 1921 'south High. FOR RENT Front room, well furnished, Phone 803,
able. Room 2, Presbyterian Sanatorium.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house;
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In; TRANSFER and scavenger work done, SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments,
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 722
large front and back porch, garage: one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
new or used; private or class Instruc
also one-roohouse In the rear; rent
tions on above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. 302-RENT Sitting room bed room East Iron, phone 1970-suti
at 322 South Arno, or FOR
inquire
316
MAX
South FOR SALE A few highly bred and
BARGAIN
STORE, at
combined; private entrance; private
phone 1840-bath. 318 North Sixth, phone 1166-- j.
First, will pay the highest prices for
Airedale
both
pedigreed
puppies;
FOR RENT Furnished cottage, siewly evenings.
your second-han- d
clothing, ahoea and male and female. Phono 1762-J- .
Addecorated, Inside and out, modern and FOR RENT Large front room, private furniture. Phone 8&8.
dress Box 464.
or
12
10
Phone
call
between
and
gas.
one or two
to
I
Invest
WANTED
cash
suitable
for
have
84,000
entrance;
BALE
FOR
Acoimated pure- Kunred
a. m. Phone 381-keys at 1524 East
814
in good Income property, business or
North
Sixth, or phone
winter seed wheat, yi dd 70 bushels to
Central.
610-residence; what have you to offer T X. the acre. Phona 2414-RJohn A.
V.
FOR RENT
Modern furnished house, FOR RENT
caro
bedz.,
Journal.
Box 412, city.
Nicely furnished front emseven rooms and sleeping porch; clean
i,
ew
tin
furnace
heat;
In
room
home;
pivviia
FOR SALE Good cooking and eutlug
and In first-clas- s
condition, (66 per
9x12 Rugs Cleaned, $1.26.
gentleman preferred; no sick.
apples, 2o and 3e a pound; also sweet
month; water paid. 818 South Arno, call ployed
216 North Ninth.
MATTRESSES renovated. (3.60 and up; cider,
60c a gallon, delivered If desired.
1428-Ervln
and
furniture
packed.
repaired
One
Housekeeping
RENT
FOR
Moyd Miller, phonr 2402-Jlargu
FOR . RENT Nicely furnished modern
cioae
room
floor,
with
porch,
ground
SOFT
SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
n
new stucco bungalow, two glassed-i306 WANTED
Your piano to apply on pur
no children; reasonable rent.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
sleeping porches; southeast exposure; gas li.j
of new
used
West Iron.
chase
piano. troubles, II. Planter Arch Supports. Thus,
player
Call
and hot water; rent reasonable.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished Phone 106 and we will call and quote F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
801 South Edith.
that will make conservative buyfor light housekeeping; porch, trees, values
FOR RENT Newly decorated, well fur yard,
sit up and take notice. George P. FOR SALE Pianos, player pianos, elec
floor, private entrance. 702 er
trlo orcnestlan pianos, with slot at
nished fin modern home, with glassed North first
Leanard.
Third.
values;
phoringraptis; pre-wand screened sleeping porches; fire place
fur- KODAK FINISHING 3 TIMES A DAT tachments,
room,
modern
RENT
FOR
for
Large,
quick action, phone 106 or write
and furnaca heat; best location In highsatisfaction
guaranteed. Oeorga
nished for light housekeeping, and ' Remember,
Bouth
p.
Lsarnard
Piano
Co.,
til
lands. 1420 East Silver.
estabyour flnlj ng t a reliable
waiter.
glassed sleeping porch, clean and neat. Send
FOR RENT Five-roolished firm. Return
bungalow, well 1223 Bouth Edith.
postage pal on USE EFFECTO AUTO
n
SEAT
TOP
and
Hanna ft Hanna, Inc.,
mall orders.
furnished, glassed-isleeping porch.
furnished front room Commercial
News.
dressing, Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals- Fo
screened porches; piano and garage; no FOR RENT Nicely
with glassed-l- n
sleeping porch; steam Albuquerque. Photographers,
par.
InValspar Enamel on automobiles.
sick; two blocks from postofflca.
peofour
three
or,
Homestead
heat; convenient for
Plymouth
Cottage Paint,
quire 708 West Silver.
rooms, also. 603
other
Floor
Root Paint and Cement. Satsleeping
Paint,
ple;
CARPENTERING
FOR RENT Two comfortable furnished West Copper.
F.
isfaction
assured.
Thos.
Keleher
Leath
cottages, lb beautiful Tejano canyon;
contract work, call er Co., 408 West Central. Phone 1C57-FOR ODD JOBS and
Ad1
climate Ideal; telephone service.
1aTE.1i)
-PERSONAL
ASBESTOS
AIN'T
ROOF
postdress H. B. Hammond, phone 897,
PAINTING, paper hanging and kalsom- - THIS high-grad- e
JP''w?SJJRAliFtELTr
paint contains no tar,
office box 658, Albuquerque, N. M.
and will
pitch or asphalt. Is fire-proFOR RENT October i, new
Jewelry work. 116 Bouth Second.
SEIS US tor carpenter work; remodeling stand the hot, dry climate of the west.
two
furnished
home,
beautifully
Wa
INDIAN silversmith makes rings, bracea
maroon
have
also
and
Call
contract
red,
or
green
and
repairing; day
screened porches, garage, modern In all
All kinds, (1 per gallon.
Our
lets, ladles new atyla belts, eto 418 phone 1068-or 215 South Edith. R ot- paint.
respects; would leas six, nine or twelve
'
built-u- p
Second
roofs
flnisn
South
with
new,
A
her
Hatch.
pebble
months to responsible party. 716 East
years. Phone 1834-MRS. FRED OILMAN
Millinery; bats I WANT you to Investigate my low prtcei will last twenty-fiv- e
Central. Call at 724 East Central.
110 South Valnut.
made to order; remodeling a specialty.
on any kind of a building proposition The Mansano Co..
Room 1, Superior Hotel, 618 ft West CenFIREI FIREII WOOD We are not try
you have In view. A. E. Palmer, BungaFOR SALE Furniture
1768-arouse
tral.
the fir department, but
low Builder, Box 41, city. Phone
ing to
wa are
FOR SALE Furniture; also chickens, FOUND A wonderful pile cure, by Mrs. NEW WOitK or
you to buy your winter
alteration; all work supply ofwarning
601 East Grand.
firewood early. An old adage
for many yeara a
C. J. P. Blttner,
make
will
estimates
free;
guaranteed
ays dry summer severe winter. Let
FOR SALE Sectional bookcase and base nurse here: will refund money If not very close figure on a Job In highland
ua make It hot for you. Cedar and Pinion
burner. Phone 2386-cured. Address 819 ft Bouth First, phone or helghtt. Phone 1765-JB. E. Johnwood, sawed and spilt, any desired size,
son, 61
John.
FURNITURL REPAIRING. Called for 221-Ccdro
fireplace logs, furnace chunks,
WANTED
Private pupils; teacher la
and dellevered. Phonel97I-R- .
Canyon Firewood Co., phone 2401 Rl.
WELL
and aneclally trained for
CONTRACTOR
FOR BALE Oak rolled-to- p
office desk,
full
weight.
Prompt delivery;
primary grades; good certificates1988-- and WliLI.K DRILLED, driven and repaired;
125. 410 North Sixth, phone 1142-references on application. Phona
pumps, tanks, towers. J. V. Wnlklng,
WANTED
FURNITURE! REPAIRING and uphol- 11 North Elm.
Rooms
S West
Er- Marble, ohon. 145I-or 696-stering. Phona 613-WANTED One or two rooms In good
vln Bedding Company.
TYPEWRITERS
location; prefer being near Library
MATTRESS RENOVATING school,
FOR SALE Leather trunk, tent, dining
with small family:
dressera.
beds. TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled MATTRESS RENOVATING; $3.60 and up. to pay for room and board housekeeping
chairs, chiffoniers.
for self and
Morris chair; largest stock of used furniand repaired.
RIMinns for every ma
nug cleaning, rurnxure repairing, fur- nelce, age 14; southerners; would like
ture In city. Get our prices, 126 Bouth chine.
Exniture packing. Phone 618-r
extra time to lew. Address Box 68,
or S36-Albuquerque
Typewrit,
my
.. .
.. .
...
First.
121 Bouth Fourth. Ervln Bedding Company,
.. ..
cars Journal.
change, phone, 90J--

.i

Central,

ROOM

,

AND

HOARD,

MinaiBii doiriiiiiil

AtairfetgsMills Pay

OPPORTUNITIES

Serv-

ice? Let Van Monty Company
have your Insurance.
Over Stnto National Bank,
Telephone 698.

See Gonce

116 W. Silver.- -

YOUR OWN HOME
Anyone would be pleased to
be able to call this beautiful
little bungalow
their own
home. Four rooms with bath,
new
and all ready
everything
for occupancy. Terms can be
arranged for a very small cash
and the balance
payment,
would call for no larger payment than the rent you are
paying. Ask to see it $3,250.
We have
several
clients
wanting to borrow money on
well secured first mortgages,
bearing 8 per cent.
3. D. KELEHEK. REALTOR
Phono 410.
211 W. Gold.

For Sale on Easy Terms

Franklin & Company

rent.

West Copper Avenue.

FOR KENT New modem
furnished
114 North
apartment.
Maple.
FOB RENT Three modern light
rooms.
101 North Maple.
JjOH
RENT Four-roounfurnished
apartment.
Apply 319 North Fourth.
FOR
apartrnTnT
215 North Seventh.
. furnished complete.
cuk kj.. I Dour-roofurnished mod-er- n
house; no sick. Inquire 208 South
Killtn.
FOR RENT
Three-roofurnished
apartment;
cheap. Apply Jio South
Walter.
POR RENT Two-roofurnished apart-men- t;
porch, trees, yard. 702 North
Third.
FOR KENT Three rooms and bath, unfurnished, new and cheap. Apply 724
East Central.
RENT Desirable apartment; largo
sleeping porch. 1114 West Central
phone 109.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults: no sick.
724 South Second.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern for.
nlehed apartment.
Inaulra 11 n w.t
Gold, or 623 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Big front room., bedroom,
Kitchen and sleeping porah; sink and
bath; close In. 320 South Broadway.
FOR. RENT One four-rooapartment,
completely furnished.
Alpha Apart-ment- a,
811) East Central, phone 1811-FOR RENT Three pleasant rooms, bath
and front porch, completely furnished;
no sick; no children.
112 South Ninth.
FOR KENT Three noma and bath.
furnished for llirht houHekppnlnff
ting
South First.
Apply at the Savoy Hotel
office. K5.00 per month.
HOH
RENT Three rooms, furnished.
highlands, cl se in. crlvata entrances
and bath, $35. Phone 1H88-after 7:30

'

Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto In-

at 1415 North Sixth
bunstreet, niftiest new
galow, city water, lights, garage,
and fenced.
Immediate possession. For price and terms

Real Estate Exchange
40

H is very best

A, L.

Look

HOMES

does his best,
lives he in east
or west
E asjer to be of use In his own
state.
It ememberlng the true alone
are great,
E ncluring disappointments when
they come
A nd, 'spite of loss, preserving
his aplomb,
Ii ife holds for him no pleasure
more worth while
Than giving honest service
with a smile.
O n his good works the country's weal deoends,
Resai'd him, then, as one of
your best friends.

modern house, two
porches, in Fourth ward, for
only $3,850. A very attractive
home for the money. Let us
show It to you.

J.

Street.

216 North Third,

A small bar pin with' tni'ee small Please call
mornings.
diamonds. Phone 1104.
pnone nr.
LOST Two small keys, number 147; re FOR RENT Modern
LOST

ESTATE.

PLUMBER,

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

REALTOR
The man of worth is he who

NEW AND NIFTY

Johnson

Insurance

FlLEUSCEUElfS, Realtor
Fire, Accident, Automobile Insurance,
Surety Ilonda, Loans.
No. HI S. Fourth Street,
Phone 674..

A REAL HOME AND WORTH

porch,

and other

A.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

Taare Saven.

IN FOURTH

New
house In Fourth
buiit-l- n
ward, strictly modnrn,
features, hardwood floors, garage,
large lot, easy terms,
six-roo-

investment; new building in
location that will Increase in
value; rents for $135 per month;
$7,000; easy terms.
An

McMILLION

& WOOD

Realtor Insurance
206 W. Gold.

Loans,

FOR SALE
or unfurnished
Furnished
shingle bungalow at a
bargain price. Located on South
1405-- J
for
Walter.
Phone

appointment.

FOJgSALE

jjo"e

FOR BALE Three-roohouse, sleeping
porch, two cheap lots. Phone 1SI14-FOR SALE Two-roonouse, furnished,
cheap if taken at once. 1215 Virginia
boulevard.
Modern furnished five-rooibrickSALE
and sleeping
close In;
Fourth ward. Phone 1601--porch,
FOR SALE Small modern,
furnished
cottage, on South Walter; easy terms.
iviiuuai nania i?e,
"t'fj
FOR SALE Three-roostucco house,
100x142, on corner; bargain for quick
sale.
Apply lfiOO South Walter.
FOR SAL13 New modern home, $500
down and monthly payments like rent.
j. it. jiaiumoiiu, oi, .asE UllVer.
FOR SALE
brick
pressed
oue, muuern; not water neat; garage.
ronn- r.iiin. i. j. Kllburn, phone 40
FOR SALE New three-roocottage, on
.
.M-- ll
aouth Mlvh... Varu
ou.ai,
i.txymeui,
Phone 693, First .l.j
National bank building.
FOR dALE Dy ownei, suburban home,
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Postof- "iq uo tia, city.
FOR SALE Three-roohouse with
chicken house for two hundred chickens
garage, lights and water.
1206 West
iron, phone 490-FOR SALE A bargain; five-roomodern houee, close In, completely furnished; Immediate possession.
See owner,
1006
South Edith.
FOR SALE Three-roohouse,
front
nnrrhni- rianriv nrnh.r1
and back
started; on a large corner lot; terms.
i
Virginia nouievara.
FOR SALE Furnished
house, .three
rooms, bath, electrlo lights, city water,
caragc; 60 foot lot, ItiOO down and 130
per montn. iao south Arno,
FOR SALH OH RENT By owner, new
modern
furnished
five
bungalow;
rooms and sleeping porch; Areola heat.
208 Yale avenue, phone 1623-FOR SALE Four practically new cot
tages, for cost of construction; furni
ture and lots thrown In for good measure. Room 7. First National Bank building.

FOR SALE

real bargain, ,4,600;
seven-roomodern brick; very close
In; owner In Los Angeles; must be sold
at onca; part cash. Inquire 801 South
Edith.
FUR SALE New homes by owner; one
A

824

West Gold; one

210
North Maple; one four-rooNorth Maple; terms. Call 821 West Sil
ver, phone 1949-FOR SALE Homes.
It will be to your
Interest to see us before purchasing a
list
home, as we have a large
to select from. Roerta-Turne- r
Co., 218
West uold, phon 407.
FOR
SALE Beautiful
pressed brick
bungalow, five rooms, sleeping porch
and double pressed brick garage; ideal
Rome near shops.
For particulars Inquire 708 South Third.
Well-buiFUR
SALE
by
practical
builder, (676 cash, or beat offer, buys
and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
Kiev trio and city water.
The beat in
town for beaithaeekers.
Palmer. 1822
South High, phone 17S8-FOR SALE Modern
bungalow. Fourth
ward; partly furnished; good garage;
furnnce and laundry
good basement,
room; lrge porch. Price (6,750; terms.
I'hone 124-FOR SALE 1423 West Central, sixty- nine foot frontage; pavement all paid
house and garage; pries
for; five-roo(5.300. inquire 1419 West Central, phont
110

WARD

frame, one glassed-i- n
sleeping; porch, full size lot,
(?ood lawn and shade trees.
This place is only four blocks
from Central avenue, suitable
for two apartments. We can
arrange some terms.
MUST SELL
We have a dandy house In University Heights which must
sell. This Is one of the best
constructed places in the city.
Consists of five rooms, good
basement, Areola heat, In fact
the house is strictly modern
throughout. Let us tell you
the price and terms.
FIVE-ROOBRICK
In the Third ward, close In,
floors
maple
throughout, sidewalks, lawn, shade trees, good
garage, large size lot, etc.
SECOND WARD
Five-roobrick,
hardwood
floors, good sleeping porch, garage, sidewalks, young shade
trees and a large size lot. Thi
house Is in first class condition
and the price and terms are
Five-roo-

m

right.

H, Chas, Roehl
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
and Rentals.
I'hone 640
Corner of Second and Gold.

As Long As It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
Better Grade

A

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land &

Lumber Co.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

FOR SALE
White

stucco

bungalow, at
sacrifice;
practically a
house, front porch, lights,
city water, lot 66x148, $2,900;
$900 cash, rest easy, See owner, 1423 Virginia boulevard.
elx-roo- m

BUY A LOT,
IN THE NEW

Dreyfuss

Addition

And Own Your Home.
See Them Today.

McMillion & Wood
206

W. Gold.

Realtors

Shelley-Brau- n
Company
frame
Realtor Insurance
water,
porcn.
house, electrlo lights,
228 West Gold Avenue
bath room, garage and chicken lot; bar
FOR SALE
gain, by owner. (1,700; (600 cash, battneo
Four-roonew frame, modern,
easy terms. Address uox &u, care jour
S3. 800: forms tann
location.
good
nal.
brick, by owner;- cash.
FOR SALE
Four-roomodern
11 Unnlh Kf.vnth. P(imf lot. sftlBstucco,
walks, garage, chicken house, basement, sleeping
porch, bath, close In,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets, Fourth ward, $4,000; terms.
large front back and sleeping porches.
Five-roo- m
modern stucco, hardPhona 618, or any real estate dealer In
wood
floors,
new; worth, the
town.
FOR SALE By owner new California money; easy terms.
o" w
urn
type OUOHUIOW, oosi Hunt,
Heights, Five large modern rooms lnciuumg giasseu Bieeimie iw.t. Fence,
front and back screened porches.
FOR RENT
walk, trees and shrubbery. Garage 14 by
24.
cash, balance (36
(3,900.; (l,-'6modern
bungalow,
month, including Interest. You can't beat
tastefully furnished, close In,
205
price or terms. Bee J. E. Manton,
$75.
Cornell.
2S--

FOR

SLE

OR RENT

Three-roo-

new home; five tuoms and a bath, two

nice porches, hardwood doors, best oak
flooring, steam heat, on a choice acorner
price
lot, west of poatofflce; will make
of (4,800 if you can make good first payment. It Is an unusually aubstantlal
me in care
and pleasant home. Address
ot nox nil, journiu omi-p- .
FOK BALE
uy owner, modern, frame
stucco house; five rooms, large bath
front
and sleeping porch; screened In built-in
porch; hardwood floors throughout;
features; basement; Areola heat; gar-If
terms
to
sell;
age; large lot; priced
desired; house Just completed; located
addition; one and one-ha- lf
in Albright-Moor- e
For appointblocks off pavement
ment call 1542-R- .

WANTED

Agents

Ms'li. CO., lli-UOOUVEAK
Ooodyear
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., Is making an

offer to send a handsome raincoat free
to one perBon in each locality who will
recommend It to friends. Write today.

modern unfurnished

in Fourth ward. $36.70.
elegant home, furnished; choice Highland location, $100.
unfurnished modern
home. Highlands, $42.60.

City Realty Co,
Realtors

207 W. Gold.

Phono 667

Investment Co.
Realtors
Insurance All Kinds.
Real Estate
List Tour Property WSth Us.

National

200

VI. Gold.

FUone 635

THIS WEEK I BREAK GROUND
for two nice homes on my lot corner Luna circle and New
York avenue, west side. If you want one of these built to
your fancy, see me at once.

ZAPF.

Home Builder.
Phone

1414-R-

.

Insurance

Keeldence 1021 W. New Tork Ave.

Phone 640.

Office, Second and Gold.

THIS HOME
Has four rooms and sleeping porch and Is well located
In Fourth ward, 5 blocks from Central avenue and
Fourth street. Construction, frame stucco; has lawn.
trees and sidewalks, we can arrange terms.

V ILLIAM
'Phone

J. LEVERETT, Realtor
SIS West Gold,

110.

City Office University

Heights

Development

Co.
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THE MEW PACK
have arrived. Small cans. This brand was
ceptionally popular last year.

CLRSSESJIT H. S,

ex-

Will be in Today

Vocational

Study Is Being
Featured by the Albuquer-

Yellow free peaches, Tokay grapes, head lettuce,
cauliflower, Jonathan apples.

CASH

que High School; Course
Proves Attractive.
Full time vocational classes for
preparatory machinists at the Albuquerque high school are proving very popular this year with
pupils and are being featured by

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

STORE,;

n 508 West Central.

Albuquerque's

Finest
Theater

I

While

a

air-coole-

LAST TIME TODAY
Fox

William
sents

Pre-

Charles Jones
in

"Trooper
'Neil"
A

story by George
Goodchild

Also "FOX NEWS"

Topics of the Day.

Harold Lloyd in Great Comedy
Regular Admission Prices
DEATHS

LOCAL ITEMS

AND

FUNERALS

MARTIN'
Funeral services for
Samuel A. Martin, Jr., which were

Thomas L. Morey, who spent to have been hold at the Central
summer at his old home at Cleve- Avenue Methodist church at 9:30
o'clock this forenoon, have been
land. O., has returned to Albuqueron account
of the
que.
The two new school buildings In
the Highlands, Lincoln and John
Marshall, will be ready for occupancy In about three weeks, Superintendent John Milne announced yesterday and Washington, on West Gold avenue, will be
ready in about six weeks.
E. Westlnke of Biggsville, III.,
is here to visit his daughter, Mrs.
li. V. Berry, 1016 West New York
avenue.
Mrs. Alice Klrkpatrick, matron
of the Y. M. C. A., will leave soon
for a trio to her old home In Kan
sas.
Arthur Everitt, formerly a resl-- l
hero nn
rlpnt ftf this ritv
lirlpf
visit from his home at Long Beach,
California.
He made the trip by
motor and was accompanied as far
as Belen by P. L. Williamson, also
a former resident here.
Dr. and Mrs. John Story and
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. McKee, Beaumont, Tex., are visiting friends in
the city after spending the past
two months at Cowles in the Pecos
mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Hanna returned from Gallup last night,
where they visited the Gallup Indian celebrations.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hall and 3.
McLaughlin were recent guests at
the Hotel Rosslyn, Los Angeles,
Calif.
1

WORK

BEING

COLUMBINE TOMATOES

WARD'S

OM

postponed
death of his sister.

The double

funeral will be held Tunsday morning nt 9:30 at the Central avenue
Methodist church.
Strong Broth.
ers will have charge.

KING McKinley King, aged 25
years, died nt his rooms in the
highlands shortly before midnight
He is survived by hi3
Saturday.
father, who was with him, and his
mother, who Is In Canada, and one
brother nnd two sisters In Oklahoma City, Okla. The body was
shipped on train No. 29 Sunday
nll?ht in Olrlnhnmrv PItv nnpriTvi.
nanied by the father. C. T. French
' was In
charge.
ALBERT The body of Mrs.
Julia Ann Albert, who died nt her
home on S,outh Elm street Satuft
day nlfcht, will lie in state at C. T.
French's parlors from 2 to
o'clock this afternoon and will he
sent to Woodward, Okla., on train
No. 29 tonight, accompanied
by
her daughter, Mrs. Oma Shears.
1

PADILLA Onofre Pndilla died
yesterday morning nt hiB residence
nt Pnjarito. He is survived by his
Funeral arrangements
parents.
are pending. Crollott Is in charge.

SAAVEDRA Tibureia Snavedra
died yesterday evening at her residence at Atrisco. She Is survived
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and by one brother and one sister.
Violet-ra- y
treatments. Phone 741. Funeral arrangements are pending. Crollott is in charge.
i Factory wood, full truck load,
SANCHES Polinarlo
five dollars. Hahn Coal company.
Sanches,
aged 76, died last night at his resPhone 91. Adv.
idence at Ranchos de Albuquerque.
He is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
;
Rafael Perea, and Mrs. Antonio
Vasquez, both of this city. The
auxilA meeting of the ft. John
body was taken to Crollott's funerat Guild hall this al parlors pending arrangements.
iary will be held
afternoon at 2 o'clock. Adv.
SANDOVAL
Mrs. Dolores Sandoval, aged, 63, died last night at
.17 ENROLLED IN THE
her residence, North First street,
after a short illness. She is surPART TIME CLASSES
vived by one daughter, Mrs. John
'
AT THE HIGH SCHOOL Hughes, and one son. The body
was taken to Crollott's
funeral
Seventeen persons have enrolled parlors pending arrangements.
part-tim- e
school
for the high
Last ear of Extra Fancy Coloclasses. Superintendent John Milne
rado Elberta Freestone Peaches for
has announced. The enrollment
employes from almost every canning duo here Wednesday. Ask
kind of business in the city. Read- your grocer. Adv.
(
ing, spelling, writing, arithmetic,
CITY ELECTRIC SHOB SHOP
and
English, manualaretraining the
I'bnne
subtil South Second.
among
niestic science
Tree Call and Delivery. Adv.
exis
it
taught, but other
jects now being
pected that a large number of
Michigan Concords in baskets arc
be added within a now
subjects will
here. Quality extra fancy.
Bhort time as they are requested by Ask your grocer.
Ady.
the pupils.
for DR. FRANK B,.
is crowded
Albuquerque
MacCRACKEN,
school room at present, but with DR. DAISY
MacCRACKE.J.
the completion of the new school
Physicians.
osteopathic
buildings in the near future, more K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-space will be available for special
Residence 89-- J
Adv.
by
courses and it is expected that
includthat time many employers,
ear
Last
of
Extra
Fancy Colowill
ing women who employ maids,
Freestone Peaches for
of having rado Elberta
realize the advantage more
canning due here Wednesday. Ask
effitheir employes become
your grocer. Adv.
cient through special studypart-tim-ofe the
the
offered
by
C. II. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
type
courses.
Osteopathic Specialist.
There have been many inquiries
Stern
llldg. Tel. 701 J. 325-among them
from older peoplewomen
Adv.
elefor
and
men
married
mentary subjects; two stenographMichigan Concords in baskets arc
young mnv
......
flniili
er for home economics;onetwogovern
ti.F,
.,vM
'I
...! J
Ask your gToce.- -. l,'Adv.
teachers for Spanish; uo
ment clerK warning iu Their hours
entrance.
lor university
for Want Ads Bring Quick Results
were, such that they will wait
in the
latex
to
form
classes
evening
ts

the school officials.
Aside from
the strict mechanical
features,
classes are being hold in connection with the course in English,
algebra and geometry.
Students
have a choice of two of these
subjects along with their shop
work, one hour and ten minutes
being given to the related sub
jects and the academic subjects,
the other fitty per cent of the day
being spent in actual shop work.
A brief outline of the work as
carried on so far in trade drawing, trade science and shop work
was given by School Superintendent John Milne yesterday
as follows:
Trade Drawing.
Trade drawing classes opened
with a discussion of the exact
needs of mechanics.
They determined that a mechanic should
be able to
reud
and interpret
drawings and be able to make a
rough sketch and put in dimensions for the purpose of conveying
information.
For a matter of refinement only and not as an absolute necessity, a mechanic should
be able to make a mechanical
drawing.
Blue print reading has been going on for some time, conventional symbols and representation being discussed as they are met with
in the blue prints.
No effort is
boing made to make drawings or
sketches at this time.
Material
for this reading is obtained from
the files of the school shop, architects' offices and various shops
and plants in Albuquerque.
Trade Science.
A short discussion of the exact
needs brought out the fact that a
mechanic is not particularly interested in the atom or molecule,
mass or matter, and various other
theoretical suppositions, but ho is
more interested in the practical
of various scientific
application
laws.
was
Work
started immediately
of forces.
in the composition
Various machines in the shop
in the
were used as example
problems which were all worked
out graphically, being the easiest
to understand and not requiring
the use of higher mathematics.
The resolution of forces is being worked out at the present
time, the same practical methods
being used.
Shop Work.
The ordinary work of a machine shop is being carried on.
Lathe, shaper, drill press, turret
lathe, assembly, disassembly and
bench work. All the various shop
projects are being carried out.
The vocational class has been
organized as a separate class, distinct from other high school
classes,, has elected officers, athletic manager, publicity man and
orchestra leader. The class wasa
launching of
instigator in the which
includes
Mechanics' club
of
the
members
printing departdepartment and woodworking
ment. The purpose of this club
is to promote a better understandby
ing of the industrial trades
discussion carried on by individat the
ual members of the club recreasame time having a little
small
supper
tion in the way of
after its meetings.
Is
work
being
vocational
The
conducted under the following inJr.,
F.
McGough,
structors:
and
trade drawing; trade scienceLease
Alice
work;
machine shop
vocational English and vocational
vocaalgebra; Louise Wilkinson,
tional geometry.

--

y6Th0M enrolled are putting In
day,
"from one to three hours each more
improving the opportunity for U uneducation. This departmentMiss h.
der the supervision of
.Myrtle Plant
' Mirhlgan Concords In basWtts are
now here. Quality extra fancy.
Ask jour grocer. Adv.
--

Public Stenographer,
Km. 8. Mciiul Bldg. I'll. 303.

Adv.

Let Us Send a Man

1 To

replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 433 North First.

A

THIMBLE

will hold over twenty thousand
of the smallest watch screws.
Bring your watch to us. We are
experts in our line.
WISEMAN
Watch Maker, Jeweler, Engraver
Corner Second nnd Gold.

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- s
Cloths)
Klrsn Curtain Rods '
Phone 1819-415 North Sixth

'

L

y,

CITY

City Electric Shoe
Shop

FOR

SALE

FURNITURE

table, four chairs to
match; rockers, parlor chair,
rug, 9x12; hall runner, clock,
brass bed. curtains, drapes,
Dining

rods and gas plate.
614 NORTH FIFTH STREET

TJ

Michigan Concords in Vaskets arc
now here. Quality extra fancy.
Ask your grocer. Adv.
Beautiful
ferns. Ives Greenhouses. Phono 732. Adv.
Taut car of Extra Fancy Colorado Elberta Freestone Peaches for
canning due here Wednesday. Ask
your grocer. Adv.

AWE

Phone 251

j

I:

jm

-

Diamonds,
Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices.
Opposite Postoffice.
118 South Fourth.

CAFE

At 11 o'clock A. M.
Best the market affords will be
served a la carte at reasonable
prlres.

&

FOSTER

3

WESTERNNOVELTY

n

1

TO 11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY
I

Hope You Find Happiness in Your
New Choice!"

in

Richar

stor

A Two

Part Comedy

Regular Prices.

TRIO

MILLIKEN

"MUSICAL COMEDY
A LA CARTE"

Second

2

CONTINUOUS

"BUCKING BROADWAY"

SINGING, TALKING
AND PIANO

FANCY ACROBATIC ROPING, KNOT TYING AND
DANCING

ANNOUNCEMENT

THE LOVES OF LETTY

FOR BUSINESS

Monday, October

THEATER

from
Adapted
Davis'
Harding
'"Playing Dead."
Added Attraction:

"IN EVERYTHING"

BOB
821 South

FOSTER

r

"Restless

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

DU ROCHER DUO

J

"13

Solves the problem

VAUDEVILLE

milk

GEORGE'S

UK

i mi..,.

Earle
Williams

LAST APPEARANCE OF THIS CIRCUIT ACCOUNT
INABILITY TO MAKE PROPER ARRANGEMENTS

PURE MILK

aiyffgj.iiiiatiisS

M Ms4

4- -

EMPIRE Cleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
KCU CLEANING
Phone 453. Uor. Stb and Gold

,

5

FOGG, The Jeweler

CURRENT EVENTS

Regular Prices

West Gold Ave.
Albuquerque, N. M.
"WHERE QUALITY IS HIGHER THAN PRICE"
213-21-

Adults 55c.

MATINEE

Wednesday

WEDNESDAY

Matinee

Adults 85c

We have opened our city office for the convenience of
our customers at 108 SOUTH SECOND STREET. This office
is in charge of MRS. MARGARET BARNES, who will be
pleased to take your orders or give you any information desired regarding our high quality COAL, or WOOD.

AT 2:30

Children
Children 10c

25c.

Crystal Opera' House

MW STATE

COAL COMPANY

Phone 35

LUCILLE?

is Furniture Sale
Starts Tomorrow 9 a.m.

SAN DOMINGO INDIANS

Opens'
Tuesday, Oct. 3rd
7 p. m
BIG FREE STREET PARADE
17 BIG ACTS

6:30 P. M.
AUTO SHOW

For ,Your Fireplace
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL
or

CLEAN PINON WOOD

American furniture Co.
223 South

I
i

ELKS' CIRCUS

Journal for Details of the Greatest

Store Closed Today

Joe Miller, Prop.

.

i

Added Attractions:

"Good Bye,

FURNISHERS

Lump
Omera Lump
Omera Nut

L.

the

rf

BLUE FOX

LIVINGSTON & CO.

Furniture Sale Ever Held in Albuquerque

COMPANY

jjr

,

OUR FURNITURE STORE

Gallup Lump

AZTEC FUEL

'i

J

I

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

Read Tuesday's

Superior

teries
harem.

'

Mn

FOR RENT
furnished house;
Completely
furnace heat. Call at BOO West
Silver for key or phone 762--

'

;

i

J

COAL

WILL OPEN

NOTICE

REPAIRING!

-

cried tho master
of
the harem.
But she was sat- i'ied she had
Pierced the mys- -

i'i

-

.,

iMPosTEur

A
"
:T."'. ft '', ''

Mof-u-

"ia-

'

Adv.

The dinner to be given at the
church Oct. 3,
Congretional
has been postponed until Oct.
10th.

tt22Ly
iliiipiifJSV
liiiiil

5

SHE'S AN

pi;U';;f;,;:
,

i

,1

.''i'i,'

lfif&SS&L

Dutch Bulbs

SHOE

or cream, quality
better than city health require- venvcrca aauy in any
Fresh Milk gallon lots, also menu. to
any part of the city,
Butter jnllk and Cottage cheese. quantity
butler's Da)ry. Phono 2405-RSwnyncs' Dairy Phone I915--

canning duo hero Wednesday. Ask
your grocer. Adv.

,

jllllifl

m

FIRES

fy

,,

LAST TIME TODAY

rs

STOVES

SE

EATRE

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

J.

Brad Jones hauls baggage- and
Whole
Adv.
express. Phono 2172-J- .

Last car of Extra Fancy Colorado Elberta Freestone Peaches for

FOR SALE

Two nice houses, twenty-fiv- e
foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good locatfon. See S
Kahn, 109 North First, cash or

'
terms.
But two known wolves exist in
tho vicinity of 'ho Mexican border
In the United States, due to the
recent campaign whi?h has ,bcen
COAL-CO- AL
orgunlzed by the fodcral Biological survey and in which iand Guy's Transfer is prepared to fill
ow.-ein that section are offer- your bin with either Gallup lump
Hagan- - coal. Leave your oring the closest type of coopera- or
now and avoid tne rush.
tion, E. L. Plneau; of the biologi-cl- a ders
323 South Second.
survey announced yesterday.
N. Phone 2122-Mr. Pineau returned from the Phone 371
border ysterday and reports that
three wolf control associations
have been formed by American
land owners on this side of the
border.
The outfits which have
formed the associations are the Darwin Tulips, Hyacinths, DafAlmo Hueco,
Benton
Paloinas,
fodils. Narcissi for water
Diamond "A", Oaralondo,
Vega
culture.
'
and Ballard.
RAYMOND V. BLOOM.
Three federal hunters are now
Phone 2167-in
wolf
drive
the
and
engaged
ten wolves have been killed since
FAULTY
the drive started about September 1. Cooperation on the Mexican side of the international line
Is expected to obtain good reCAU
OF
sults and it is hoped that the FIRST CLASS MATERIAL AXI)
coming wolf drift from old MexWORKMANSHIP
ico will be effectively stopped.
Near the international boun-drold Mexico is overrun by
IN
wolves which are a terror to cattle and which
each
November
drift intothe United States and Ladies' Ilulf Soles
7.V
throughout New Mexico Soles arid Heels
Fire Chief Urges Citizens to scatter
and Arizona destroying ' the re- Men nnd Women Rubber....$1.15
sults of the continuous preditory
Heels
Start the Fire Prevention animal
,40c
Mexico
here.
. .
campaign
90c
Week Right by Inspect- land owners have promised co- Men's Sewed Soles.
and it is expected that FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
operation
ing Stoves and Flues.
this year practically every wolf
Quick Service.
will bo killed before he advances Phone S67-213 South Second
"One of the best ways to start very far into United States.
fire prevention week right, is to
see to it that your stoves are prop'mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmmmmmtmmmrmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmm
erly put up and that the flues are
clean," declared City Fire Chief
Robert Henderson last night when
$13,25 I
Gallup
discussing the fire prevention activities planned for the week. Seven
$12.75
Gallup
per cent of the fires in Albuquerque
We Specialize in
last year were caused from poorly
$9.25
Gallup
set up stoves or dirty flueB," he
Dawson
Fuel for .Domes- $11.75
added and expressed his opinion
tic use.
Dawson
'.$9.25
that all of these could have been
Canon City
avoided by the owners exercising a
$13.90
little care when the stoves were set
up.
Chief Henderson pointed out that
many people paper over the flue
hole in a room which is not to have
4 Phones 5. Win. R. Walton, President and Manager
a stove connected with the flue. He
advises that the paper be removed
tmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
from the flue cap, as in any event,
the paper will be marked when the
THE
fires are started and in many in
stances the paper will be scorched
and may start a fire.
"Stoves should be set at least
mfcfi.M&.i.L.z.,
three feet away from any wood par
tition or lath or plaster and if they
must be set nearer than that, a
Will be closed all day today, October 2, as it is
metal shield should be placed with
at least one inch between it and the
a holiday. We shall be glad to serve you again
partition or wall," Chief Henderson
Tuesday in the efficient way we have been doinp;
stated.
"Don't start the first hot fire in
in the past.
any of the stoves or fire places
without having some one around
the house to watch outside to see
what the result is going to be,"
Chief Henderson advises, and urges
that all persons should wait, if possible, until just after a rain before
starting the first fires, or better
yet, start them during the rain.

The series to determine
whether the Giants can repeat and win the baseball
championship of the world
two years in succession, or
whether the pennant will
float from the Yankees' flagpole next year, will be played on the Morning Journal's
electric
The
score, board.
will he played
first game
in
New
York
Wednesday
but the hour has not been
As soon ss this
announced.
Information
is received due
notice will he given the fans.
Report of the games, play
by play, will be
received
over the Morning
Journal's
leased wire direct from the
Polo grounds.

bouquets.
Wedding
Corsages,
Ives. Phono 732. Adv.

MU--

a

WORLD'S SERIES
BORDER WOLVES
WILL BE PLAYED
REDUCED TO 2
ON SCORE BOARD
IN THIS STATE

October 2, 19227

SAWED IN ANT LENGTHS DESIRED.

HAHN COAL CO.

PHONE 91

Second St.

J.

1

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

i

